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McIntosh has earned world renown for its technological contributions for improved sound. When you buy a McIntosh you buy not only HIGH TECHNOLOGY that leads to superior sound reproduction, you buy technological integrity proven by time. The McIntosh Compact Disc Player is the newest evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.
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Yamaha is introducing an audio/video control amp, a rear-channel stereo power amp, a video enhancer, a multi-mode surround sound amp, and an interactive audio/video system remote controller.

This is it.
Compact disc clarity.
The ultimate expression.

The purest, most accurate digital audio possible in a compact disc player! Excellence that combines the finest features. Performance features like 16-bit processing with oversampling, separate digital and analog filtering systems, and Longlife™ 3-beam laser tracking. Convenience features like wireless remote control. Just sit back and experience the incredible transparency and dynamic range only flawless digital design can offer.

The D5000

Only a few. For the few. At a few select dealers.
YES, TAKE ANY COMPACT DISC HERE.
Three Dozen To Choose From!

Pavarotti PASSIONE
Mr. Mister WELCOME TO THE REAL WORLD
Vivaldi The Four Seasons The English Concert Pinnock
Dire Straits BROTHERS IN ARMS

Grieg, Peer Gynt Suites Sibelius, Pelleas et Melisande
Composer: Heribert von Karajan

Whitney

Dvorak New World Symphony

John Denver, Leaving On A Jet Plane

James Galway and Henry Mancini

Barbra Streisand: The Way We Were

Itzhak Perlman - Violin Concertos Nos. 3 & 5

Carol Burnett

Tennessee River, Alabama: Greatest Hits She Loved Me Too

Pavel Haas: Cello Concerto

Pat Benatar - Heart Of Stone

Dave Grusin, Lee Ritenour

Erato DIGITAL 154105

Sibelius, Pelleas et Melisande

Composer: Herbert von Karajan

Domingo Maazel conducts

Brahms, 21 Hungarian Dances etc Verve 163610

Ennio Morricone: The Good, The Bad And The Ugly

Danny Elfman: Batman Returns

Bach, Organ Works Daniel Chickering plays the Toccata & Fugue In D Minor, others. Philips DIGITAL 115193

Davy Hail & John Oates: Live At The Apollo Apollo Medley, Everytime You Go Away, others. RCA 140325

Wagner, Orchestral Highlights From The Ring Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Sony DIGITAL 115426

Kenny Rogers: The Heart Of The Matter + Morning Desire. title cut etc RCA 103995

The Cars: Greatest Hits Tonight She Comes, Drive. You Might Think, Shake It Up, others. Elektra 153702

The Canadian Brass: High, Bright, Light & Clear for brass ensemble. RCA DIGITAL 144529

Mozart, Requiem, Scherzo leads the Leipzig Radio Choir & Dresden State Orch. Philips DIGITAL 115039

Pavarotti Mamma + 16 great Italian songs, arranged & conducted by Henry Mancini. London DIGITAL 115310

Prince: Around The World In A Day • Pop Life, Raspberry Beret, America. Temptation, etc. Warner Paisley Park 124370

Sunday In The Park With George • Carmen • Passion • The Dream Goes On

Elle Fitzgerald, The Johnny Mercer Songbook • Too Marvelous For Words, Skyfall, Dream, etc. Verve 163630

Albany: Greatest Hits • You And I, Why Lady Why. Feels So Right, Tennessee River, others. RCA 102024

Carmen (Highlights) • Film soundtrack. Mignon & Johnson, Domingo, Maazel conducts. Bravado DIGITAL 154106

Phil Collins: No Jacket Required • One More Night, Sussudio, Don't Lose My Number, etc. Atlantic 120771

Stars And Stripes Forever • The Philip Jones Ensemble plays 15 Sousa. Sony DIGITAL 115051

Mozart, Symphonies Nos. 40 & 41 (Jupiter) • James Levine with the Chicago Symphony. RCA DIGITAL 104390

Tears For Fears, Songs From The Big Chair • Everyday. Wants To Rule The World, Shout, etc. Mercury 143646

The Ultimate In Sound And Savings!
Yes, any Compact Disc here yours FREE—when you become a member of the Compact Disc Club. You pay only shipping and handling—then need buy just one more selection at regular Club prices (usually $15.98) during the next year.

The How The Club Operates
As a member, you select from hundreds of exciting Compact Discs described in the Club's exclusive bulletin mailed to you 13 times a year. Each issue highlights a Featured Selection in your preferred musical division plus an impressive array of alternate selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection, you need not do a thing; it will be sent to you automatically. If you prefer a different Compact Disc, or none at all, just return the Notification Card enclosed with each issue of CD Discovery by the date specified on the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide, or you may return your Featured Selection at our expense. And you may cancel your membership at any time, after completing your membership agreement, simply by writing to us.

Half-Price Bonus Plan!
As a member of the Compact Disc Club, you enjoy big savings. With every Compact Disc you purchase at regular Club prices, you receive a bonus certificate. Collect two bonus certificates and take a Compact Disc of your choice for just half the regular member's price, plus shipping/handling.
Luxman Amplifier
The small window on the front panel of this Luxman Brid amp displays the cheery glow of tubes: The LV-105 is a hybrid design, combining FETs in the first amplification stages, twin triode tubes in the driver stage, and high-current MOS-FETs. These devices are all voltage amplifiers, and the design is said to reduce nonlinearities caused by the use of devices which amplify both current and voltage. The LV-105 delivers 80 watts per channel, and uses dual power supplies and Duo-Beta circuitry. The amplifier has three audio/video inputs and an amplified video switcher. Audio facilities include MC and MM phono inputs, and two-way tape dubbing. Price: $700.
For literature, circle No. 101

CWD Cabinet
At the touch of a button, the Magic Lowboy cabinet from Custom Woodwork & Design becomes a highboy, as its contents rise up for easy access. The cabinet is large enough to hold a 26-inch video monitor and a selection of audio and video components. Dimensions are 47 1/4 inches wide by 19 inches deep by 34 inches high when closed, 55 inches high when open. Price: $2,000 with oak finish, $2,300 with walnut finish.
For literature, circle No. 100

Fosgate Mobile Surround Processor
Designed to be mounted in a car's trunk and controlled from within the passenger compartment, Fosgate's Gavotte brings to the car the 360 Space Matrix introduced for home use last year. The unit recovers ambience from a stereo signal and provides outputs for left and right channels, front and rear; there are also outputs for optional subwoofer and center-front speakers. Even without subwoofers, the system sums bass to provide equal low-frequency output on all main channels below 100 Hz, keeping bass constant regardless of the front/rear balance selected. Price: $299.95.
For literature, circle No. 102

Bose Loudspeaker
The Series III version of the Bose 601 uses two 8-inch woofers in a new enclosure design, and four 3-inch cone tweeters. Each of the long-throw woofers is housed in a separate compartment that vents into the main cabinet; the cabinet's port is a long slot, designed for lower port turbulence. The tweeters are placed in a multi-directional array, which radiates high frequencies three-dimensionally to promote ambience while maintaining a strong central image. Price: $1,026 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 103
THE CARVER RECEIVER

Redefines your expectations of receiver performance with the power you need for Digital Audio Discs plus virtually noise-free stereo FM reception. A receiver with astonishing performance incorporating two highly significant technological breakthroughs: Bob Carver's Magnetic Field Power Amplifier and his Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Detector.

**ESSENTIAL POWER:** Your system needs an abundance of power to reproduce, without distortion, the dynamic range of music on Digital Audio Discs and fine analog recordings.

The Magnetic Field Amplifier in the CARVER Receiver gives you 130 watts per channel* of pure, clean power with superbly defined, high fidelity reproduction.

The Magnetic Field Amplifier produces large amounts of power (absolutely necessary for the accurate reproduction of music at realistic listening levels) without the need for heavy heat sinks, massive transformers, and enormous power capacitors required by conventional amplifier design.

Unlike conventional amplifiers which produce a constant, high voltage level at all times, irrespective of the demands of the ever-changing audio signal (Even when there is no audio signal in the circuit at all!), the Magnetic Field Amplifier's power supply is signal responsive. Highly efficient, it produces exactly and only the power needed to carry the signal with complete accuracy and fidelity.

The Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Detector was first introduced in CARVER's TX-11 Stereo Tuner, receiving unparalleled critical acclaim:

"A major advance... its noise reduction for stereo reception ranged from appreciable to tremendous. It makes the majority of stereo signals sound virtually as quiet as mono signals, yet it does not dilute the stereo effect."

Julian D. Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW (December, 1982)

"Separation was still there; only the background noise had been diminished, and with it, much of the sibilance and hissy edginess so characteristic of multipath interference."

Leonard Feldman, AUDIO (December, 1982)

"What distinguishes the TX-11 is its ability to pull clean, noise-free sound out of weak or multipath ridden signals that would have you lunging for the mono switch on any other tuner we know of."

HIGH FIDELITY (January, 1983)

"The Carver Receiver is, without question, one of the finest products of its kind I have ever tested and used."

Leonard Feldman, AUDIO (June, 1984)

The CARVER Receiver has been designed for fidelity, accuracy and musicality. You will want to visit your CARVER dealer for a personal audition of this remarkable instrument.

*130 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.

Carver Corporation P.O. Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98036

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio, Ltd.
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STACK OR RACK?

Our special 19" front panels allow you to stack these components on a shelf, one above the other, as shown...or, install them in a standard PRO 19" Rack or in a decorative furniture-type rack. The basic Tuner-Preamp-Amp 410-watt system shown is a great performing high performance system for just over $1,000 list price. Add speakers, CD, Phono, etc. to complete, or to custom-design your own system. On the facing page, you'll find the right combination to precisely fit your requirements, with our professional quality separations shown there. Or, add the PM840 to your present system for an immediate and incredible improvement to your system's sound!

COMPARE...THE NEW PM840'S HIGH PEAK CURRENT CAPABILITY, OVER 50 AMPS AT $499 IS A TREMENDOUS PRICE BREAKTHROUGH!

With its tremendously high current, this new amplifier makes available over One Thousand Two Hundred watts RMS of "demand responsive" peak power—more than 600 watts RMS per channel! Our unlimited MOSFET output stages assure unclipped high power with none of the audible distortion associated with conventional current-limiting or clipping eliminators. Soundcraftsmen's revolutionary new High-Efficiency Patent-Pending circuitry makes possible this high power, low weight, and true "audioophile" musical performance. Its 8-ohm power is 410 watts, 205 Watts per channel, 20Hz to 20kHz, less than 0.05% THD. And you can add this tremendous high current amplifier to your present stereo receiver system, by using our famous $49.00 PC-1 Power Coupler. Just hook up the PC-1 to your receiver's speaker terminals, then plug its 2 cables into the PM840 for an immediate transformation of your present system into a new high powered world of incredible improved sound!
Meet Paul Rolfes, Chief Engineer, V.P., and inventor of Soundcraftsmen’s many “FIRSTS” in amplifier technology...

His inventions in electronic power circuitry have resulted in more than a dozen original patents, plus all of the following Audio industry “FIRSTS”:

FIRST—with signal-tracking multiple-rail power supplies.
FIRST—with fully electronic automatic resetting crowbar circuitry.
FIRST—with Phase-Control-Regulation power supplies.
FIRST—with automatic low-impedance power supply selection.

The Audio Industry’s Most Complete line of Power Amplifiers—16 Models of Power Mosfet and Class H Amplifiers, from 125 Watts p/c to 375 Watts p/c @ 8 ohms, 20-20kHz, <0.05% THD.

Our newest Power Mosfet Amplifier is the PM840, a phenomenal value in High-Current and High-Power... 205 watts per channel output at 8 ohms, 20Hz to 20kHz with less than 0.05% THD, and with a Performance/Value ratio that is unmatched... a total of 410 watts RMS at 8 ohms, over 600 watts RMS at 4 ohms, and over 900 watts RMS at 2 ohms ............... $499

Soundcraftsmen Celebrates its 17th Year of Manufacturing Audio Components for the Discriminating Audiophile...Pro-Sound S·E·P·A·R·A·T·E·S!

From the introduction of our first Equalizer in 1969, through to our present-day product line of 26 models of U.S. Made Amplifiers, Preamps, Equalizers, and Analyzers, all made right here in Santa Ana, our goal has been to Design and Manufacture very affordable State-of-the Art “SEPARATES,” with all of the unique and necessary features that audiophiles demand... and to assure the highest level of performance, 35% of Soundcraftsmen’s Production Staff is involved in Quality Control procedures... 100% Quality Control is seen on EVERY unit manufactured, and EVERY transistor and EVERY circuit board is put through an individual test.

More importantly, EVERY completed unit is final Q-C Tested 3 TIMES!... First, EVERY unit is electronically tested for specification accuracy... and Second, EVERY unit is connected to a High Fidelity system and listened to—just like you would at home... and Third, if your unit meets or exceeds the critical standards set forth on these tests, it is then hooked up and tested again on the final packing line, before it is packaged for shipment.

Each of our separate Amplifiers, Preamp-EQ’s, and Analyzers is U.S. made and expressly designed to perfectly match your present system... add to, or replace, any one or more of your components with the full assurance that each Soundcraftsmen S-E-P-A-R-A-T-E will immediately improve and enhance your system’s sound to your complete satisfaction...

... or, you can stack as shown... into a Pro-quality system you design to suit your musical needs as well as your pocketbook... and with S-E-P-A-R-A-T-E-S, it’s easy to upgrade your system from time to time as new developments occur, either in your own personal tastes and desires, or in electronic breakthroughs.

FREE!

16-PAGE FULL COLOR BROCHURE, AND $19.95 SYSTEM EVALUATION KIT: 1-12” LP Spectrum Analysis Test Record, 2-sets of Computone Charts, 1-Connector Cable for comparison test, 1-instruction folder for use with your present stereo system. Send coupon for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.

Yes, rush me the name of my nearest dealer, 1986 Buyer’s Guide, and info on FREE 16-page color Brochure and 12” LP Test Record System Evaluation Kit. Mail to Soundcraftsmen, 2200 S. Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA 92705.
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Canada: Tri-Tel Assoc. Ontario M2H 2S5
EARLY HEARD GETS THE WORD

For all my references to past audio, I had almost forgotten that high fidelity is more or less approaching its 50th anniversary. But when? I stick to my own dating: The hi-fi era began when FM went on the air with regular service, and was receivable on consumer equipment available to everyone. Then, at last, we could hear a sound worthy of the name, in our living rooms if not our cars. Does that make it 1939-40? If that's so, then we have a few more years to wait.

The Editor has suggested that the following letter from John K. Mitchell of Westwood, Mass., an old-time "Ma Bell" professional, would complement my own recent recollections, and I agree. Much of it dovetails neatly with what I remember.

Mr. Mitchell describes Dr. J. O. Perrine's travelling demo show for A.T.&T., around 1937. He used equipment remarkably like the 1936 Carnegie phonograph with which I was working concurrently—but A.T.&T. had an advanced pro pickup and a batch of those superb 16-inch "electrical transcriptions," vertical cut, which I later discovered in our FM studio. Dr. P.'s "trunk" speaker enclosure was of a size and weight comparable to that of the Carnegie—both had very large cone wooers plus tweeters for real highs (which I never heard on my machine, as I've said before). Dr. P.'s speaker box was an infinite baffle (not counting leaks), Carnegie's was more elegant but less liftable and had, I think, bass reflex ports. And two tweeters, same type.

Mr. Mitchell and I emphatically agree on the obstinate Major Armstrong, who demanded "impossible" standards of audio quality—and got them. A 15-kHz equalized broadcast line from his New York quarters to the transmitter in Alpine, N. J. ! It was a matter of only a few miles, but read what a job this turned out to be using existing lines. Mr. Mitchell helped do it. You'll understand why I really think hi-fi began with Armstrong FM. Here's Mr. Mitchell's letter.

Ed Canby, in his April "Audio ETC." says that high fidelity has been with us for a very long time. I agree. But I can remember when "wireless" buffs in the late 20s boasted about how well their homemade speakers, using Baldwin phone drivers, made the music from WJZ sound almost lifelike. This shows that even in those early days of radio, the public was less than completely satisfied with its tonal qualities.

The Baldwin phone driver—a tightly stretched airplane-cloth diaphragm about 3 feet square, on a wooden frame—did a pretty good job, but, possibly because it had no baffling, it was shy in the low end. With the introduction of the electromagnetic cone speaker, a start was made on better reproduction of the lows. The man who mounted his cone speaker in a wall solved the problem of the back wave, and many explanations were advanced by hobbyists until its destructiveness was understood.

Tours through the RCA studios whetted the public's appetite for greater fidelity, but it wasn't until A.T.&T. introduced the "broad-band" radio line to broadcasters that high fidelity was born. However, broadcasters knew that the limitations of amplitude modulation would forever prevent the true reproduction of music, and felt that the situation was hopeless. But Mother Bell had a few tricks up her sleeve to create demand among the public for better broadcast quality.

I first heard high fidelity not by radio but at a demonstration. At that time all radio broadcasting of music was by amplitude-modulation radio transmission, which was—and still is—limited by law to a maximum frequency of 5,000 Hz. Everyone knows that is not high fidelity. And it wasn't until Maj. Edwin Armstrong commenced the development of frequency modulation at his experimental station—W2XMN, above the New Jersey Palisades at Alpine—that any serious thought was given to the broadcasting of high-fidelity sound.

To create demand for broad-band radio lines, Dr. J. O. Perrine of A.T.&T. lectured to the public, throughout a wide area of the country, about the quality of electrically reproduced sound. He would use school auditoriums and such for his presentations, and he had equipment that would rival some of Lirpa Labs'. In his talk, "Words, Waves and Wires," he was actually introducing high fidelity to the public. That was in 1937 or 1938. I helped him in some of the New Jersey
Bryston's name has for decades meant the absolute best in electronics.

Bryston has never considered price to be an important criterion in the design of a product, only the best possible audible performance. The cost was simply a result of the components required to accomplish that end.

Bryston reasoned there is a large number of audiophiles, no less demanding in their expectation of component (and sonic) quality, who have decided to remain with a basic, though highly competent, sound system using only a few of the finest signal sources. For you, if you are among this uncompromising group, there is now the Point-Five-B.

The .5B utilizes the finest components including a laser-trimmed volume control, hand tested and selected transitors in all amplification functions, metal film resistors and polystyrene capacitors matched to less than 1%. The preamplifier undergoes extremely close inspection and a 100-hour burn-in prior to shipping.

The .5B is a "final purchase" preamplifier, (i.e. its performance may be favourably compared even to the most costly "exotics", and it is unlikely to be surpassed in the near future), but is meant to be used in a sound system employing only a few quality components.

We invite you to experience the Bryston .5B preamplifier, one of the easiest-listening, most musical preamplifiers available.

In the United States:
VERMONT LTD.

In Canada:
MARKETING LTD.
Serious thought was first given to broadcasting high-fidelity sound when Maj. Armstrong developed frequency modulation at his radio station.

locations, because I was one of a small group of "jacks of all trades" who worked for the New Jersey Bell Telephone Co. They called us Inductive Interference Engineers.

Dr. Perrine's equipment consisted of 19-inch stand-alone racks which included patch boards, vacuum-tube audio amplifiers, and power supplies to drive two loudspeaker systems consisting of 15-inch electromagnetic cone speakers and multi-cellular horn tweeters. The cone speaker was mounted in a steamer trunk which formed an infinite baffle; the tweeter sat on top of it when the lid was removed and the trunk was set up vertically. Each trunk weighed almost 100 pounds. The racks of equipment were somewhat heavier; it took two of us to lug them into the school and onto the stage of the auditorium.

Dr. Perrine had a preamplifier that would permit him to demonstrate the differences between bands of frequencies 300 to 2,100 Hz, for telephone quality, 100 to 5,000 Hz, for broadcast quality, and 50 to 8,000 Hz, the band of fundamental frequencies produced by musical instruments. He used a Western Electric studio-type pickup and turntable which played "hill and dale" recordings on 16-inch platters. These discs were played from the inside to the outside, and their quality was exceptional. At that time, no consumer records could produce such quality. After conducting a search, I found that only Brunswick produced the low frequencies comparable to what we heard there, but they lacked the highs. (Brunswick produced and franchised the boomy jukeboxes that were then prevalent.)

Dr. Perrine had a very impressive demonstration, and its effect on me was long lasting. In fact, it induced me to emulate his quality. The most notable part of his demonstration was the playing of an orchestral recording of Wagner's "Ride of the Valkyrie." It was mostly the reproduction of the tympani and the cymbals that was so memorable to me.

Shortly after, all of the big broadcasters ordered 8-kHz radio lines to their transmitters, and there appeared to be improvement. I was involved in the equalization of the telephone lines for WJZ and WOR and for most of the North Jersey stations whose antennas were in "Radio Swamp," the swampy area that had to be filled with exceptional quantities of sand to allow the New Jersey Turnpike to exist.

When Ed Armstrong wanted radio lines from his studio in New York City, he insisted that they be 15-kHz lines. I was part of the team that equalized them. The cable from Closter to Alpine was one of the oldest in New Jersey, and I spent a week making noise measurements of all the spares to find noise-free pairs to use for the lines. (The best signal-to-noise ratio we could get was 45 dB, which wasn't quite good enough for the Major, and we were continually beset with complaints from him.) I think we were the first to equalize a 15-kHz studio-to-transmitter radio line; a few years later we were doing it for others.

Our test equipment consisted of a 19-inch, stand-alone, rack-mounted vacuum-tube line amplifier that we had determined, by testing, to be flat to about 20 kHz. It stood about 3 feet high and weighed about 75 pounds. Our audio generator was by General Radio, and our meter was a thermocouple milliammeter. We used an "order wire" with headset and operator-type transmitter to talk to the engineer at the end of the section being equalized. Bell Labs supplied us with prototype equalizers for Armstrong's lines, and their adjustment consisted of strapping terminal posts mounted on top of their cans. We never did know what was inside the can. I'll never forget my nemesis: The Western Electric 2A noise meter. It weighed close to 50 pounds, and measurements had to be made between midnight and 4 or 5 a.m. to avoid the influence of crosstalk. Apparently I was low man on the totem pole for that job.

Please forgive an old man for remiscing, but Ed Canby's column triggered this over-long letter. He described high fidelity's gestation, and I wanted to tell of its birth pains. I think the key for setting the date would be to get A.T.&T. to tell when they sold their first 8-kHz equalized radio line or when W2XKN went on the air with 15-kHz quality. Perhaps Ed would write about his experiences in an article commemorating high fidelity's 50th anniversary.

John K. Mitchell

Buy any Sony car compact disc player and Arista will help supply the discs.

Buy any Sony car compact disc player along with any 3 Arista compact discs by July 31, 1986 and get 2 more free from this special selection. Or buy 6 and get 4 free.

To get your free discs: Cut out the bar codes on the liner notes inside each Arista disc, and the coupon at the bottom of this page with your 2 or 4 selections checked off. Send them along with a copy of your sales receipt for any Sony car compact disc player to the address on the coupon.
Introducing the Sony DiscJockey. The world’s first car compact disc changer. Leave it to Sony to give new meaning to the term “loaded.” They’ve just taken the conventional car compact disc player and turned it into the ultimate automotive entertainment system. Through an ingenious Remote Commander, Sony has put you in control of 10 discs. Program any disc, any track, in any order you choose. All this and an AM/FM tuner.*

As for high performance, the special 10-disc changer delivers up to 10 hours of incomparable digital sound. Its suspension maintains precise disc tracking under the most torturous road conditions. And it’s located in a most unlikely and secure place—the trunk of your car. The Sony DiscJockey. The car stereo destined to become standard equipment for those who have very high standards. SONY THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO™
I have been reviewing Compact Discs since their introduction, and by now I have listened to thousands of them. The most memorable and remarkable aspect of this listening experience has been the well-nigh incredible playback reliability of the medium.

Of the thousands of CDs I have listened to, I have encountered fewer than a dozen truly defective recordings. These defects were in the form of odd repetitive noises, intermittent mistracking which caused "skips" and loss of signal, and sections where the tracking system would become "stuck" and endlessly repeat several notes of music. I also found a number of CDs which mistracked in minor ways; quite often these anomalies could be corrected simply by cleaning the disc. One might possibly attribute the remarkably low percentage of defective CDs to sheer luck, but I know quite a few people with substantial CD collections who also attest to their basic reliability.

Reliability is not a matter of luck, but is an inherent characteristic of the medium, stemming from CDs' clever and efficient error-correction system. The error-correction system is really interdependent with the laser-tracking and focus servo systems. When these servo systems function properly, they can compensate for disc eccentricity, surface irregularities and undulations, variations in disc reflectivity, and even changes in the intensity of the laser beam. When the laser encounters dust, dirt, fingerprints, scratches, or any kind of oily film on the surface of the disc that can defract the beam and defocus it from the information pits, the CD's error-correction code comes to the rescue. This is really a combination of CIRC (Cross Interleave Reed-Solomon Code) and CRCC (Cyclic Redundancy Check Code), and one can certainly say that without it the Compact Disc would never have become a viable music-playback system.

This code corrects many of the errors that disturb or interrupt the data stream. If each error can't be corrected outright, the circuitry will analyze accurate signals surrounding the unreadable error signal, predict what data would be needed to mask the error, and then actually supply data to conceal it! Of course, when the errors in the disc are too massive, even the large redundancy built into the CRCC is overwhelmed and the result is an audible glitch or a complete loss of signal.

All of the foregoing will be rather basic information to many people, while others may find it enlightening. My purpose in discussing it, however, is to preface the point that while all CD players use the basic code as originally specified by Philips and Sony, some manufacturers incorporate engineering changes in the error-correction circuitry to enhance its efficiency. Thus, error-correction and concealment performance can—and does—vary among different brands of CD players.

Not all the errors that these systems are called on to correct are due to these infrequently encountered major anomalies in the discs. Some are due to external influences, and not enough attention is paid to the isolation of CD players from external vibrations and mechanical and acoustic feedback. Error-correction systems treat vibratory phenomena as errors and use up so much of their correction capacity in dealing with them that even the best are at times overwhelmed and cause various distortions and dropouts.

However, while major disc anomalies are rare, they do exist. During a recent listening session I encountered a CD that could only be described as a sonic disaster area. It grossly distorted, skipped, intermittently lost signal, and emitted all manner of rude repetitive noises. Now, I was listening to this disc on one of the most highly regarded and expensive CD players, and I have access to many machines, including most of those that are considered state-of-the-art. Some of them use the Sony 16-bit linear decoding system; some use double oversampling, and others are prime examples of the Philips quadruple-oversampling technique. Well, friends, I played that offending CD on all these machines, and although some players' error-correction systems valiantly tried to restore order, all failed—save one. On that particular CD player, the manufacturer had gone to considerable lengths to improve the efficiency of the error-correction system. The company calls it "variable error correction," and while they do not offer detailed technical information on this proprietary system, they are in no way bashful about extol-
The age of CD sound is here—and you have a practical new way to find the CDs you want. As your introduction to the CBS Compact Disc Club, you can choose any 2 CDs listed in this ad for just $1.00. Fill in and mail the application—we'll send your CDs and bill you for $1.00. You simply agree to buy 2 more CDs at regular Club prices in the coming year—and may cancel your membership at any time after doing so.

How the Club works. About every four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive the Club's music magazine, which describes the Selection of the Month for your musical interest...plus many exciting alternates. If you wish to receive the Selection of the Month, you need do nothing—it will be shipped automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the response card always provided and mail it by the date specified. You will always have at least 10 days in which to make your decision. If you ever receive any Selection without having 10 days to decide, you may return it at our expense. The CDs you order during your membership will be billed at regular Club prices, which currently are $14.98 to $15.98—plus shipping and handling. (Multiple unit sets may be somewhat higher.) After completing your enrollment agreement you may cancel membership at any time, if you decide to continue as a member, you'll be eligible for our money-saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD at half price for each CD you buy at regular Club prices.

10-Day Free Trial: We'll send details of the Club's operation with your introductory shipment. If you are not satisfied for any reason whatsoever, just return everything within 10 days and you will have no further obligation. So why not choose 2 CDs for $1.00 right now.

Send me these 2 CDs

My main musical interest is (check one):

- [ ] ROCK/POP
- [ ] CLASSICAL

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

Address

City

State

ZIP

Do you own a VCR? (Check one):
- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

Do you own a credit card? (Check one):
- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

Note: All applications are subject to review. The CBS Compact Disc Club reserves the right to reject any application.

THE CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB HAS THE MUSIC YOU WANT
TAKE ANY 2 FOR $1
WITH MEMBERSHIP

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB • Terre Haute, IN 47811
I have a CD that is a sonic disaster area, and none of the high-quality units I played it on could fix its errors—save one.

Surely one would think the CD player that accomplished this feat must be the latest and greatest chromium-plated, turbo-charged example of the digital art. Would you believe it was the quiet, unassuming, but well-dressed ADS CD3? This middle-priced CD player is a nicely integrated design, a well-made, user-friendly unit that combines functionality with an uncluttered control panel. The machine provides superior performance in all the important CD parameters, and deserved the quite favorable review in the June 1985 issue of Audio. I have not tried my nasty CD on every CD player, and there may well be some other machines which can cope with its anomalies, but the CD3 is an exemplar for the outstanding qualities of its special "variable error-correction" system.

I am not saying that the performance of error-correction systems is the single and absolute criterion for judging the quality of a CD player. Certainly there are many other important considerations. However, there is little doubt that good error correction plays a major role in successful CD playback.

To continue the saga of my errant CD: The manufacturer of the expensive, high-quality player I was using earlier when I discovered that CD asked if they could borrow the disc. They were quite chagrined, and I expect a bit chastened, to find that their really quite splendid CD player did indeed have problems playing through my super-defective disc. At their plant, the CD was examined under a high-power microscope, which revealed that in the passage with the most anomalies, the information pits were oddly shaped and a number of tracks were skewed beyond the tolerances normally allowed in the mastering.

This by-now notorious CD is at present on its way to Philips in Holland, where it will be examined under a scanning electron microscope. Under the tremendous magnification possible with the SEM, the nature of its problems will quite likely be clarified.

Incidentally, I have a duplicate CD of the one which had caused so much trouble, and it plays back flawlessly on all the CD machines on which I have tried it, no matter what their pedigrees. Could this CD have been processed, somehow, from a different master of the same program?

I found my involvement with the anomalies of CDs—and the complexities of error correction—quite interesting and stimulating. It certainly impressed me anew with what a technological tour de force the Compact Disc system is, and made me marvel that such a sophisticated product is so widely available and so reasonably priced.
Buckle up—together we can save lives.

1986 Mercury Sable.
The shape that's attracting so much attention is actually purely practical.

Sable's sophisticated shape is unmistakable. And remarkably efficient. It actually helps the car hold the road.

As you'd expect, Sable has excellent road manners, with front-wheel drive, a 3.0-liter, multi-port fuel-injected V-6 and four-wheel independent suspension.

On the inside, Sable is exceptionally roomy with space for up to six adults and 18.5 cubic feet of luggage.

And Sable is protected by a three-year, unlimited-mileage power-train warranty. $100 deductible applies after 12,000 miles. Ask to see this limited warranty at your dealer.

Whod have guessed, a car that looks this sophisticated would turn out to be so practical?

For more information, call toll-free 1-800-822-9292

Lincoln-Mercury Division
Contrary to the sensational accounts presented on a certain television show, life here in Miami is generally pretty quiet. This is particularly true at the University of Miami, where the quest for scholarship enhances the air of tranquility. As Professor of Music Engineering, my biggest worry is keeping dry during tropical downpours.

Thus I was surprised when a fight recently broke out between two of my top students. It was a heated exchange, with the kind of intensity saved for very serious questions indeed. But instead of shouts of "tastes great!" and "less filling!" I heard cries of "one-beam!" and "three-beam!" Compact Disc player pickup design had provoked yet another altercation.

We have four methods for tracking the pit spiral: One-beam push-pull, one-beam differential phase detection (DPD), one-beam h.f. (high-frequency) wobble, and three-beam. Three techniques are available for generating a focusing signal: Cylindrical lens using astigmatic focusing, Foucault focusing, and critical-angle focusing.

Of course, any pickup must simultaneously perform both tracking and focusing, so a complete design must incorporate techniques for both. Fortunately, we are spared the task of analyzing all the possible combinations, because when the focusing and tracking mechanisms are linked, two pickup designs stand out from the rest: One-beam push-pull tracking with Foucault focusing, and three-beam tracking with astigmatic focusing.

Both of these designs have been used in commercial players, with the Europeans generally favoring the former and the Japanese the latter. Thus, the battle lines for one-beam versus three-beam designs have been drawn. Only in portable players have these rivals generally agreed on pickup design—one-beam, in this case, primarily because it saves space.

The optical components of a one-beam design are shown in Fig. 1, along with the photodiode array used to generate tracking and focusing signals as well as the data signal. A solid-state diode generates the laser beam which strikes the semi-transparent mirror, a collimator and objective lens focus the beam on the disc's reflective pit-track surface. As the track flies by, the pit and land areas of the data stream reflect the laser beam with varying intensity; the land is highly reflective, whereas the pit (perceived as a bump from underneath) cancels and disperses the light and is therefore less reflective.

On its return path, some of the reflected laser light passes through the semi-transparent mirror and strikes an optical wedge. This splits the light into two beams which are adjusted to strike an array of four horizontally arranged photodiodes, D1, D2, D3, and D4. The outputs of all the photodiodes are summed to provide the data signal, which is demodulated to yield audio and control data.

The optical components of a one-beam design are shown in Fig. 1, along with the photodiode array used to generate tracking and focusing signals as well as the data signal. A solid-state diode generates the laser beam which strikes the semi-transparent mirror, a collimator and objective lens focus the beam on the disc's reflective pit-track surface. As the track flies by, the pit and land areas of the data stream reflect the laser beam with varying intensity; the land is highly reflective, whereas the pit (perceived as a bump from underneath) cancels and disperses the light and is therefore less reflective.

On its return path, some of the reflected laser light passes through the semi-transparent mirror and strikes an optical wedge. This splits the light into two beams which are adjusted to strike the pairs of photodiodes, D1/D2 and D3/D4. The differences in intensity between the pairs produce error signals which are used to move the pickup back on track.

When focus varies, the focal point of the system is shifted, and the split beams draw closer together or farther apart, thanks to an effect first observed by J. B. L. Foucault in the 1850s. The difference between diode pairs D1/D4 and D2/D3 forms a focus-error signal which is used to move the objective lens back into focus. Of course, in practice, the four photodiodes simultaneously perform all three tasks of data reading, tracking, and focusing.
A three-beam pickup design is shown in Fig. 2. Two side beams are added; these are used exclusively for tracking, while the center beam takes care of focusing and data retrieval. In addition, the actual focusing technique uses astigmatic instead of Foucault focusing. The primary laser beam is split into three beams by a diffraction grating; two of these beams are directed to either side of the pit track. As the pick-up wanders off the track, the side beam encounters more land and thus receives more reflected light, while the beam striking the pit track receives less. The intensity difference in the beams striking photodiodes E and F creates a tracking-error signal, which moves the pickup back on track.

Meanwhile, the center beam passes through a cylindrical lens and is directed to photodiodes A, B, C, and D. (The secondary tracking beams to E and F do not pass through this lens.) As the distance between the objective lens and the pit track varies, the focal point of the system changes, and the image projected by the cylindrical lens changes shape because of the astigmatic properties of cylindrical lenses. The shape of the image on the photodiode array generates the focus-error signal.

In the final analysis, both designs perform the same functions. But the engineering advantages seem to favor the one-beam design. The optics in a three-beam system are inherently more complicated; there are at least five components (objective lens, collimator, grating, cylindrical lens, and beam splitter) compared to the four components in a one-beam design (objective lens, collimator, wedge, and semi-transparent mirror). In addition, the three-beam design requires several factory adjustments, including secondary-beam and diffraction-grating alignment, whereas the one-beam design needs only a single adjustment, of the photodiode assembly's horizontal position.

A three-beam design is also more complex from a mechanical viewpoint. A one-beam system can be mounted on a single pivoted arm, which describes an arc across the disc surface; since there is only one moving part, wear is minimal and reliability is high. A three-beam pickup requires linear movement because the three beams must stay in a fixed position relative to the pit track. The three-beam pickup is thus mounted in a sled which moves radially across the disc. (A one-beam pickup could also be mounted in a sled.) The sled is often driven by a lead screw; the pitch of the screw's thread is a compromise between the fine thread required for normal tracking (at 35 mm per hour) and the coarse thread needed for fast forward and reverse (at, perhaps, 35 mm per second). Often, a coarse thread is used to achieve fast disc access, and a movable mirror is inserted in the laser's path to deflect the beam quickly to handle small differences such as track eccentricity.

On balance, it appears that the one-beam is the better design, because it is simpler. (When one prominent manufacturer switched from a one-beam to a three-beam pickup in its CD players, I asked the chief design engineer why. He replied that his engineering division firmly preferred a one-beam design, but the marketing division felt that consumers perceived three beams as being better than one. Engineering was forced to go along, strictly for marketing 'reasons.') In terms of traditional specifications such as frequency response, channel separation, etc., there should be no sonic difference between one- and three-beam designs. However, it is possible that one design has the edge in tracking and focusing, which would be manifested in reduced need for error correction and concealment. In the long run, that adds up to fewer audible errors. Ultimately, though, performance must be evaluated on a player-by-player basis, bearing in mind that a one-beam design might have a built-in advantage. When you're shopping for a player, it's certainly one more thing to think about.

Uh-oh—looks like another fight has broken out! I can hear shouts of "analog filtering!" and "digital filtering!" from the stairwell.

**Fig. 1**—Layout, tracking, and focusing of a single-beam CD player pickup.  
**Fig. 2**—Layout, tracking, and focusing of a three-beam CD player pickup.
Treble Loss

Q. When I record from any source, with or without Dolby NR, it seems that my cassette deck adds a lot of bass. Is this normal? I play the cassettes in my car system, and there is hardly any treble.—Chris Valencia, Taylor, Mich.

A. You did not indicate in your letter whether this problem is heard when you play these tapes back on the deck that made them, or whether you only hear it in your car.

If you hear this problem in both places, then we must next ask whether your home deck has separate record and playback heads. If so, it may be that the two heads are not in azimuth alignment with each other—that is, the gaps of each head may not form the same angle with respect to the tape. (This angle should always be 90°, for compatibility between tape decks.) If only your own recordings sounded “off,” the problem might be caused by misalignment of either head, or of both, if tapes made on other decks also sounded incorrect, then the problem would probably be with your playback head’s alignment. However, since you hear the same problem when playing these tapes in your car, the recording head is more likely at fault. If your deck uses the same head for recording and playback, an azimuth error would show up only when tapes made on this deck were played on other decks.

Excessive bias or improper equalization in recording could also cause treble loss. These causes could apply to either three- or two-head decks.

In playback, inadequate treble could also be traced to such factors as a widened head gap, dirt (including tape oxide) on the head, or improper equalization. It is more likely, however, that the treble loss occurred in recording on the one deck than that it is due to coincidental playback problems on both tape machines.

If you hear this problem only in your car, and hear it only from tapes recorded on your home deck, then azimuth problems in your recorder are the most likely cause of your treble loss. To check this, tapes which sound good in your car should be played on your home recorder. If you hear a similar treble loss when playing these tapes at home, then you have probably pinpointed azimuth error as your problem, especially if your home deck does not have separate record and playback heads. Head alignment is a finicky job which you may want to farm out.

Tape Squeak

Q. I have four prerecorded cassettes, three from the same label, that have started to squeak during playback. The squeaking gets worse with each use. Can I eliminate the squeaking by breaking the cassette shell, removing the tape, and putting it into a new shell?—Victor H. Orellana, Culver City, Cal.

A. I rather doubt that putting the tapes into new shells will remedy the problem. (But it just might, particularly if the pressure pad is the cause.) More likely the tape is responsible. Sometimes it helps, if only temporarily, to put the cassette in a box with well-moistened blotting paper for about three days.

Incidentally, do the tapes squeak when played on decks other than yours? If they don’t, it could be that something is amiss in your deck—perhaps tape tension. Or it could simply be that the particular tapes and your deck are a mismatch, something that happens from time to time even with components that are individually very good.

Long-Playing Cassettes

Q. I have heard that there are long-playing cassettes on the market. If so, how good are they, and how long is their playing time? Who makes them? Do they require special players? Who makes these players?—Tommy Langerak, Fort Collins, Colo.

A. The longest playing cassettes are C-120s, which play for 120 minutes on any standard player when operated in both directions. They are generally not recommended for high-quality reproduction because of such problems as greater distortion, greater printthrough, and a tendency toward jamming, tangling, and other physical malfunctions. Hence some tape manufacturers don’t make C-120s, while others offer only a very limited selection.

On the other hand, when high-quality reproduction is not necessary, they may be very satisfactory. Several readers have informed me that they have had good success with C-120s for such purposes as recording lectures and conferences.

To find out what brands and tape types are available in the C-120 length, consult the Annual Equipment Directory in the October 1985 issue of Audio.

Head Misalignment

Q. I recently had my cassette deck in a repair shop to have the heads replaced. At first it sounded great, but after a while the left channel seemed to record at a lower level than the right one. Then the deck wouldn’t erase the tape. I noticed that the erase head was hitting the cassette shell and not touching the tape. I turned the erase-head adjustment screw so that the head would touch and erase the tape. But now the right channel records at a lower level than the left. Can you please tell me what the problem is?—Andy Warren, Miami, Fla.

A. Apparently the repair shop was careless about aligning the heads or securing their adjustment once correctly aligned. A record-playback head (or separate heads) requires very careful alignment in three respects: Height, so that the two gaps cover the correct portion of the tape; azimuth, so that the gaps are at a perfect (or nearly so) right angle to the long dimension of the tape, and tilt, so that the left and right gaps make equally good contact with the tape. To make these alignments correctly, one needs appropriate test tapes. The erase head requires similar alignment. I think that you should return your deck to the shop and insist on correct alignment and securing of the alignment.

Wrong Key

Q. My cassette deck provides only for automatic switching of bias and equalization according to type of tape, using the key wells of the cassette shells. There is no manual switching. Recently I got some Type II cassettes which were mistakenly put into Type I shells. If I use a 10-band graphic equalizer, could I adjust the signal going to the tape deck for recording so

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
TDK BRINGS OUT THE RECORDING ARTIST IN YOU.

Backspin on your volleys is great. Backspin on your music is not. That's why TDK developed a series of high-bias audio cassettes that give you a power-serve of pure lifetime performance. TDK SA delivers an unmatched high end with extra sensitivity for all of your most sophisticated musical favorites.

For music that's all over the court we've developed an improved TDK SA-X, which is now the world's lowest-noise tape. It reaches high and low to deliver crisp, clear sound without distortion.

And for error-free follow-through in recording from compact discs, we offer TDK HX-S. It captures all the dynamic purity of the original digital sound like no other.

TDK high-bias audio cassettes. They'll sure improve the way you play—your music.

TDK also manufactures a quality line of video cassettes and floppy disk products.
Recording a tape with the "wrong" EQ does no harm, as long as you use the same EQ in playback, but recording with the wrong bias can cause problems.

Recording a tape with the "wrong" EQ does no harm, as long as you use the same EQ in playback, but recording with the wrong bias can cause problems.

A. Type II tape requires appreciably more bias—roughly 50% more—than Type I. Inadequate bias produces increased distortion and exaggerated treble response. You could compensate for the exaggerated treble by judicious use of your graphic equalizer, but you would still be left with the distortion problem.

In playback, Type I tape requires 120-µS equalization, signifying bass boost beginning at 1,326 Hz (up 3 dB) and levelling out (3 dB below maximum) at 50 Hz. Type II (as well as Types III and IV) take 70-µS playback equalization, namely bass boost beginning at 2,274 Hz and levelling out at 50 Hz. Thus, if you used Type I playback equalization with a tape that had been recorded with Type II equalization, you would exaggerate the treble—about 4.5 dB by the time you got out to 10 kHz and beyond. On your deck, however, this problem would not occur, because the deck would automatically select the same "wrong" equalization in playback that it used in recording. No equalization mismatch would take place.

Still, considering the uncorrectable problem of insufficient bias, I think the wisest course by far is to exchange your mis-shelled tapes for correctly shelled ones.

"White-Box" Tape

In response to questions about "white-box" tapes (those not identified as to manufacturer), this magazine has taken a negative position if high fidelity is desired. Our feeling has been that while such tape may be satisfactory, it may not be of the same quality as premium tapes. The tape may not have been originally intended for audio purposes, and therefore may not have the appropriate magnetic characteristics. It may be inaccurately slit down from wider tape; it may not have adequate lubrication, and so forth.

However, at least one reader has had a very favorable experience with white-box tape. Robert E. Blay, of Rutland, Vt., writes:

"Several months ago I purchased 40 1,800-foot reels of white-box tape. The cost was about $1.35 each. I used 36 of them for a project and didn't have a clinker in the bunch. In fact, their quality exceeded that of many so-called premium tapes I have used in the past. I have been taping on open-reel for about 18 years and up to now would never have considered using white-box tape. But henceforth I'll be using it for all but the most exacting requirements. Incidentally, the supplier was not only extremely courteous and helpful but prompt. I received my order in a week."
The Wonderful Rhythms And Songs You Know And Love

FREE FOR 10 DAYS!

"PEPPERMINT TWIST" (AND OTHER MEMORY CLASSICS FROM THE 50's AND 60's) THREE CD's - THE COMPLETE TREASURY

ONLY $49.99

Get a valuable Compact Disc Storage System Just for Listening to this Memorable New Treasury.

ORIGINAL ARTISTS IN A UNIQUE COLLECTION NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE ON "CD"

Now — a remarkable opportunity to own and enjoy the music of your youth — the wonderful nostalgic Melodies and powerful Rhythms that will bring back a rush of memories. Here, in one superb and exclusive TREASURY you'll discover the most memorable popular "classics" from the 50's and 60's — music that shaped your thinking, your actions — your world. Where were you (and who were you with) when you first heard "Where Have All the Flowers Gone" or "Soldier Boy" or "Rock Around the Clock"? Do you remember the very first time you heard "When a Man Loves a Woman"? Imagine having dozens of memorable songs like these — all on CD.

THREE COMPACT DISCS - ORIGINAL ARTISTS ALL DIGITALLY REMASTERED

If you have ever searched for these songs or questioned whether they might be available on Compact Disc — wonder no longer, for here they are! Yes, rock classics — reproduced as you have NEVER heard them before.

EXCLUSIVE "TREASURY" — AVAILABLE NOW ONLY THROUGH THE SPECIAL COOPERATION OF ALL DISC MUSIC AND DELTA CD RECORDINGS

These are the songs you grew up with. But, until now, a collection of these valuable recordings could only be found on LP, analog pressings. Now — fully enhanced, the 'tracks' have been assembled BY ALL DISC MUSIC AND DELTA into one truly magnificent TREASURY offering the virality and freshness possible ONLY with the Compact Disc!

"IMPORT" CD's AT THE COST OF DOMESTIC DISCS Couldn't be fairer, could it? You have nothing to lose — and a world of memories to recapture. Act now! Mail coupon today. OR, FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-ALL DISC (1-800-255-3472). IN CONNECTICUT CALL 1-452-0203.

MORE THAN 60 OF YOUR FAVORITE HITS MOST NEVER BEFORE AVAILABLE ON COMPACT DISC!

In A Gadda Da Vida
Windy
Young Girl
He's So Fine
Because They're Young
Then He Kissed Me
Keep Searchin'
My Boyfriend's Back
Runaway
Soldier Boy
Just Walkin' In The Rain
Mary Lou
Charlie Brown
Peppermint Twist
Pipeline
Where Have All the Flowers Gone?
Judy In Disguise
Wipe Out
Dancing In The Street
Bend Me, Shape Me
The Day From New York City
Keep On Dancing
When A Man Loves A Woman
Smilin' On The Dock Of The Bay
Blue Moon
I'd Love You To Want Me
My Special Angel
Ney Paula
Softy Whispering I Love You
Solaire
Deep Purple
Silence Is Golden
Whispering
Come Softly To Me
A Rainy Night In Georgia
Lindy Dawtin
Turi Frutti
Rock Around The Clock
Mr. Bazzman
Wolly Bully
Do Da Do Ron Ron
Talohassee Lassie
Rubber Ball
Good Golly Miss Molly
Shake, Rattle & Roll
Maybelline
Hippy Hippy Shake
Keep A Knockin'
Lucille
Long Tall Sally
Wild Thing
Nur Rocker
Rip It Up
Sheila
At The Hop
Speedy Gonzales
It's My Party
Jenny Jenny
Ready Teddy
AND MORE!

FREE DISCBOX COMPACT STORAGE SYSTEM
- WALL OR SHELF MOUNTING
- HOLDS 10 CD's
- INTERLOCKING MODULAR DESIGN
- MADE IN ENGLAND

Yours, as our gift just for listening to the PEPPERMINT TWIST TREASURY for 10 DAYS!

ENJOY THE COMPLETE "PEPPERMINT TWIST" TREASURY IN YOUR OWN HOME FREE FOR TEN FULL DAYS. Then (and only then) after you have heard all 60 of these nostalgic and memory-filled selections, if you're not absolutely thrilled and delighted you may return the ENTIRE Treasury for a refund — but KEEP YOUR FREE "CD" STORAGE SYSTEM AS OUR GIFT!

ALL DISC MUSIC
41 Monroe Tnpk • Trumbull, CT 06611
1-800-ALL DISC
1-800-41 ALL DISC

□ YES, send me the complete "PEPPERMINT TWIST" TREASURY FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL AT THE SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY price of only $45.99 (plus $3.00 shipping, handling and insurance: total $48.99). I UNDERSTAND THAT IF I AM NOT DELIGHTED IN EVERY WAY I MAY RETURN THE ENTIRE SET FOR REFUND (not including transportation). Be sure to include my FREE Compact Disc Storage System which is mine to keep even if I decide to return the Treasury.

NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE ___ ZIP

CHECK ENCLOSED □ PLEASE CHARGE MY □ MASTERCARD □ AMERICAN EXPRESS □ VISA

Card Number
Signature
Telephone
Expiration Date

Enter No. 35 on Reader Service Card

AUDITION THE EXCLUSIVE, NEW "ALL DISC CD" TREASURY
Bypassed Filter Capacitors

Q. I notice that many power supplies use a 0.1-µF capacitor in parallel with a 10,000-µF filter capacitor. Why?—Tom Unger, Gardena, Cal.

A. The 0.1-µF capacitor is there to suppress switching transients, so that they won’t find their way into the audio circuits. Its use also lends to keep r.f. out of the power supply. Yes, the large filter is there, and you wonder, “How can this small capacitor work if the big one won’t?” The answer is that the large capacitor is not a perfect capacitor at high frequencies. It possesses inductance, which is effectively in series with the r.f. being bypassed, reducing the amount of effective bypassing which will be accomplished by the filter capacitor at high frequencies.

Transient “Click” on Turnoff

Q. When I turn my receiver off, a “snap” or “pop” is heard, and the protection indicator flashes for an instant. I wonder if this means that the amplifier is producing so much power that there is a chance of damaging my loudspeakers. I’ve heard all sorts of opinions about this annoyance, ranging from “they do all do it” to “don’t worry about it.” What are your thoughts about this?—Name withheld

A. I receive many letters of this kind. From what I read and from my own experience, they don’t “all do it.” I have never heard of an instance where the “click” was so pronounced as to drive the power amplifier to a point where its protection circuit was activated. I have to believe that your protection circuit flashes not because of an overload, but because the operating voltages have fallen, leading to erroneous reading of that circuit. Why would some gear act as you have described and other equipment be free from such noise? I have yet to figure it out. One manufacturer told me that much depends on the way the circuit grounds are laid out. I have noticed that many units which exhibit this set of symptoms are also subject to interference from external power-line transients, such as those produced by the turnoff of a refrigerator or the operation of a furnace.

I suggest that you check with the maker of your equipment or his representative to see if he has a solution. If you wish to experiment, and if you do not mind violating your amplifier’s warranty, you can try wiring a resistor and capacitor, in series, across your amplifier’s power-switch contacts. The capacitor should have a value of about 0.02 to 0.03 µF and be rated at 600 V d.c. The series resistor’s value should be 50 to 200 ohms, and it should be rated at 1 watt. I have successfully silenced such problems, in some cases, with just this simple circuit.

Heads or Tails

Q. I was asked to send a cassette to someone “heads out and ready to roll.” Can you tell me what the term “heads out” means?—Steve Kranick, Loudonville, N.Y.

A. A cassette’s beginning is said to be the “head” and its end to be the “tail.” If we play a cassette to the end and do not rewind, we say that it is wound “tails out.” If the tape has been rewound and is ready to play again, we say that is it wound “heads out.” These terms are carry-overs from professional recording-studio practice. Open-reel master tapes are always stored tails out, because the tape is wound more neatly on its reel or hub than it would be if it were rewound prior to storage. Wound tails out, there are no protruding turns of tape, whereas if the tape is rewound, there is a tendency for it to be more loosely packed, with some edges standing out from the pack. When the tape is placed in its container, these raised tape edges will be squeezed or folded down. This, in turn, causes permanent wrinkling of the tape and leads to less-than-perfect contact between the playback head and the tape.

People who request cassettes to be wound “heads out” need to be able to play them immediately, without waiting to rewind them.

Incompatible Equalization With Different Speakers

Q. I own a pair of speakers employing 5-inch woofers. I didn’t like the way the tweeters sounded, so I disconnected them. To restore the lost treble, I used an equalizer, and found treble boost settings which enabled me to restore the sound to “normal.” In fact, I even prefer the sound from these woofers to some three-way speakers I own which cost hundreds of dollars more than the little systems. However, when I try these same equalizer settings with some of the other speakers, the music sounds awful. Why?—Anthony Mauldin, Lewisville, Tex.

A. There are a few factors operating here. First, your small systems use woofers which themselves are reasonably small. Thus, with some treble boost, these woofers are capable of producing reasonably smooth highs.

Your letter doesn’t mention whether your other systems are still equipped with their tweeters. If so, before the equalizer is switched in, the treble is already more or less flat. If you then add the boost, the highs will be exaggerated. So the sound is likely to be “awful.” Perhaps, in fact, you did remove the tweeters from your larger systems before introducing the equalization. In that event, your midrange driver may be of such a design that it is simply incapable of producing the full range of highs, even with treble added. Even if the driver can reproduce the frequencies, there may be a number of serious peaks and dips in the treble region that make the sound “awful.” Or perhaps there is a low-pass filter associated with the crossover network which you should have disconnected.

With all of this, it is likely that, with your three-way speakers, you need a different EQ curve to bring about the smooth highs you obtained from your small speaker systems.

Matching a Preamp to a Power Amp

Q. My old tube preamplifier is specified to have an output impedance of 1 kilohm, and is designed to work best into a load of 100 kilohms or more. My transistorized power amplifier has an input impedance of 20 kilohms. The owner’s manual for the preamplifier states that, in such a case, a modification can be made to the preamplifier to achieve optimum results, but gives no indication as to what this modification might be. Can you help?

Is there an ideal ratio for impedence?
Exceeds the minimum daily adult requirement for driving excitement.

Introducing Grand Am SE. Aerodynamic. Monochromatic. With a 3.0 liter multi-port fuel injected V6 and a rally tuned suspension that knows what to do with a road. Drive one often for fast relief from boredom.
Intermittent failure of an amp may be due to the protection circuit being triggered, but the list of possible causes is long.

**Discwasher** takes the tackies off your tape path.

Discwasher takes the tackies off your tape path. Discwasher tape care products do away with tacky contaminants for the purest sound possible.

**Discwasher's Perfect Path™ Cassette Head Cleaner** removes oxides and residues from all tape heads and the entire tape path. This unique dry cleaning system is gently effective and totally non-abrasive.

**Discwasher's C.P.R.™ cleans capstans and pinch rollers to prevent tape jamming.** And Discwasher's D'Mag™ eliminates magnetism problems that could erase portions of your tapes.

Discwasher, with a complete tape care system, is the technological leader in keeping your tapes and equipment in top form. Discwasher, 4500 Transworld Road, Schiller Park, IL, 60176.

Find out what we can do for your record, compact disc and video equipment, too!

For home and car.

For good, clean fun.

© 1986 Discwasher. A Division of International Jensen Inc.
Simplicity:
The most difficult form to achieve.
Thanks to German craftsmanship and engineering, Canton brings you audio components of exceptional caliber.
See them. Hear them.
A wide range of Canton audio products await your audition at better stores across the country.
Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55401
612/333-1150
Matthew Polk, the loudspeaker genius, with his Audio Video Grand Prix winning SDA-SRS and latest technological triumph — the extraordinary SDA-SRS 2.
Now the genius of Matthew Polk brings you the awesome sonic performance of the SDA-SRS in a smaller, more moderately priced loudspeaker, the SDA-SRS 2.

"Spectacular... it is quite an experience"

Matthew Polk's ultimate dream loudspeaker, the SDA-SRS, won the prestigious Audio Grand Prix Speaker of the Year award last year. Stereo Review said "Spectacular... it is quite an experience" and also stated that the SRS was probably the most impressive new speaker at the 1985 Consumer Electronics Show. Thousands of man hours and hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent to produce this ultimate loudspeaker for discerning listeners who seek the absolute state-of-the-art in musical and sonic reproduction.

Matthew Polk has, during the last year, continued to push his creative genius to the limit in order to develop a smaller, more moderately priced Signature Edition SDA incorporating virtually all of the innovations and design features of the SRS without significantly compromising its awesome sonic performance. The extraordinary new SRS 2 is the successful result. Music lovers who are privileged to own a pair of either model will share Matthew Polk's pride every time they sit down and enjoy the unparalleled experience of listening to their favorite music through these extraordinary loudspeakers, or when they demonstrate them to their admiring friends.

"Exceptional performance no matter how you look at it"

Listening to any Polk True Stereo SDA\(^*\) is a remarkable experience. Listening to either of the Signature Edition SDAs is an awesome revelation. Their extraordinarily lifelike three-dimensional imaging surrounds the listener in a 360° panorama of sonic splendor. The awe-inspiring bass performance and dynamic range will astound you. Their high definition clarity allows you to hear every detail of the original musical performance; while their exceptionally smooth, natural, low distortion reproduction encourages you to totally indulge and immerse yourself in your favorite recordings for hours on end.

Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review summed it up well in his rave review of the SDA-SRS: "The composite frequency response was exceptional...The SDA system works...The effect can be quite spectacular...We heard the sound to our sides, a full 90° away from the speakers...As good as the SDA feature is, we were even more impressed by the overall quality of the Polk SDA-SRS...The sound is superbly balanced and totally effortless...Exceptional low bass. We have never measured a low bass distortion level as low as that of the SDA-SRS...It is quite an experience! Furthermore, it is not necessary to play the music loud to enjoy the tactile qualities of deep bass...Exceptional performance no matter how you look at it."

The awe-inspiring sonic performance of the SDA-SRS 2 is remarkably similar to that of the SRS. Words alone can not express the experience of listening to these ultimate loudspeaker systems. You simply must hear them for yourself!

"Literally a new dimension in sound"

Both the SDA-SRS and the SDA-SRS 2 are high efficiency systems of awesome dynamic range and bass capabilities. They both incorporate Polk's patented SDA True Stereo technology which reproduces music with a precise, life-like three dimensional soundstage which is unequalled and gives you, as Julian Hirsch of Stereo Review said, "literally a new dimension in sound". Each beautifully styled and finished cabinet contains a Polk 6½" trilaminate polymer drivers, a planar 15" sub-bass radiator, 2 Polk 1" silver coil polyamide dome tweeters and a complex, sophisticated isophase crossover system. Like the SDA-SRS, the SRS 2 incorporates:

1.) time compensated, phase-coherent multiple driver vertical line-source topology for greater clarity, increased coherency, lower distortion, higher power handling, increased dynamic range and more accurate imaging. 2.) a monocoque cabinet with elaborate bracing and MDF baffle for lower cabinet read-out and lower coloration. 3.) progressive variation of the high frequency high-pass circuitry for point-source operation and wide vertical dispersion. 4.) the use of advanced drivers in a full complement sub-bass drive configuration coupled to a large 15" sub-bass radiator for extraordinarily tight, quick and three-dimensional mid and upper bass detail combined with low and sub-bass capabilities which are exceptional. The speakers are beautifully finished in oiled oak and walnut.

Other superb sounding Polk speakers from $85 ea.

No matter what your budget is, there is a superb sounding Polk speaker perfect for you. Polk's incredible sounding/affordably priced Monitor Series loudspeakers start as low as $85 ea. The breathtaking sonic benefits of Polk's revolutionary True Stereo SDA technology are available in all Polk's SDA loudspeakers which begin as low as $395 ea.

"Our advice is not to buy speakers until you've heard the Polks"

The experts agree: Polk speakers sound better! Hear them for yourself. Use the reader service card for more information and visit your nearest Polk dealer today. Your ears will thank you.

Where to buy Polk Speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 116.

Enter No 24 on Reader Service Card

*U.S. Patent Nos. 4,489,432 and 4,497,064. Other patents pending.
DIAL POINTERS

Staying Tuned

When I was a kid, radio networks were in full flower, and a given program could often be heard from many stations simultaneously. This was handy on long car trips—if you got far enough out of town for your local station to fade out in the middle of Jack Benny or Your Hit Parade, you could just chase the program up and down the dial until you found another, closer station carrying it. In Europe and Japan this is apparently still the case (it also remains true, to a limited extent, of news broadcasts and some Public Radio programs in the U.S.). European road travellers may soon have their FM program-chasing automated. A Radio Data Signalling (RDS) system adopted by the European Broadcasting Union (and perhaps to become a CCIR world standard) is going into service on the British Broadcasting System next year. Stations equipped for RDS will send out frequent digital codes, generating a dashboard display which identifies the program, the station, alternative frequencies carrying the same program, the time, and the date. Additional information would tell you when to switch to another station for such special services as traffic announcements. In the U.S., it might be more useful to identify program formats (which are duplicated from region to region) than individual programs (which usually are not). Then, whether your tastes ran to classical, rock, jazz, or whatever, you could get a relatively uninterrupted flow of it no matter how far you drove. There would still be holes in what you heard, alas, since the system is only for FM—no help if the programs you want are on AM. Some sections of this country are without classical FM stations, and the New York area, at least, currently lacks an FM country/western outlet. Most news and sports broadcasting seems to be on AM, too.

The service might be expanded to carry other information, such as phone-in numbers (more useful to car listeners with cellular phones) or the name of the current musical selection ("No John, that's not Tchaikovsky; the radio dial says it's Franck."). If it ever goes so far as transmitting song lyrics, I hope any car radios which provide that information have their displays angled so only the passengers can read them.

Good and Bad Alarms

A Mercedes owner lost his car stereo about a block from my house at 2:00 a.m. the other night. By 2:15 he'd forfeited my sympathy, and by 4:00 the victim, not the thief, had earned my hatred and that of a few hundred others in the neighborhood, suspect.

What got our curse was his alarm. It woke us when it went off (apparently it attracted no police attention, even though I'd called them), and was still going strong two hours later, while we vainly strove to sleep.

By New York City law, alarms must shut themselves off after a few minutes (the good ones reset themselves, in case there's a second attack). If help hasn't arrived in those few minutes, the thieves will have made their getaway, and further sound will only disturb the neighborhood's sleep. This car, unfortunately, had New Jersey plates, so I doubted it would do me any good to swear out a complaint against its owner; I've never heard of that law being enforced, anyway.

One-Hand Me

Standing up, with both hands free, I find a CD jewel box hard to open. Driving my car, with one hand firmly on the wheel, I have little difficulty opening a jewel box with my other hand.

My secret? I lay the box down on the passenger seat, place my thumb on the ridged edge of the box top near the labeled spine, and hook my fingers over the lip at the lid's other end. Then I press down with my thumb and lift with my fingers, and the box comes open—often on the first try.

This works only when the box is resting on a soft surface. Otherwise, the whole box tilts up when I lift. This is no problem in the car, because the passenger seat is soft. When I'm not driving by myself, of course, I have an even easier system. I just hand the jewel box to my passenger and say, "Here. Open this." If my passenger has opened jewel boxes before, this works as well as my secret method, sometimes even better.
Why be content with just hearing your music when you can feel it too with ROAD THUNDER SPEAKER SYSTEMS FROM MTX. Road Thunder Speakers are really portable home hi-fi systems uniquely designed to fit in most vehicles without cutting holes!

Feel your new compact discs and cassettes through the efficient, high power, MTX woofers featured in every cabinet.

MTX's exclusive 10 year limited warranty insures performance and durability that will outlast the lifetime of even the toughest vehicles.

Experience the feel of your music system... feel the thunder... ROAD THUNDER SPEAKERS FROM MTX.

Available at finer car stereo specialists.
If your car's CD player loads by magazines, you'll want your home player to do likewise. Manufacturers are well aware of this.

CD Interactions

"The Compact Disc stands at an interesting point in history. It's the first audio medium to become available for the car nearly as soon as it became available for home use.

That's leading to some interesting interactions: You can bet that there will soon be home players to accept the single-disc CD cartridges that now fit Yamaha, JVC, Clarion, and Marantz car stereos. One newsletter has also said that the format would be used by "Nippon Gakki (Matsushita)"—a puzzler, since Nippon Gakki is Yamaha's Japanese corporate name. You can also bet that Pioneer and Mitsubishi will eventually come out with in-car CD changers to take their multi-disc trays, and that Sony will bring out a home player for their DiscJockey trays too.

This isn't inside information, merely logic: Having to shift discs in and out of cartridges or trays when you decide to play your car discs in the house or vice versa is a real discouragement, but once you have both home and car players that use such a loading format, you're unlikely ever to buy another player that does not use it. About the only times you'll ever remove a disc from its holder will be if you run out of holders or want to load the disc into your portable player—and portables that take single-disc cartridges will appear too.

In the meantime, portables are the main link between home and car CD play. There are accessories linking portables into car systems; one, coming soon from Sony, is a gadget that goes into the tape transport like a cassette, similar to what Recoton now makes. Car head units with front-panel jacks for portables are beginning to appear as well. This may prove an interesting application for Toshiba's CD portable, which is a bit larger than the others but has a remote control; you could set the Toshiba safely on your car's floor (I worry about other portables flying off the seat when the car stops) and use the remote to operate it.

Performance Options

After you've chosen the car, the turbo, and the special tires, there's one more option that makes cruising for mile after mile just as satisfying as brisk acceleration or following a winding road.

Listen to Design Acoustics Mobile Loudspeakers. With honest, powerful, musical bass. And balanced performance that gives every note an equal chance. In your choice of 6" round or 6" x 9" two-way models, or our killer 6" x 9" three-way.

Easy to mount from either top or bottom. The contemporary frame and grille complements today's automotive styling. And it's far stronger than stamped frames that can distort when mounted on less-than-flat surfaces. Each speaker pair comes complete with instructions, cable with attached connectors, mounting hardware, and template.

Write today for the name of your nearby Design Acoustics mobile sound specialist. Your source for great sound wherever you live...and wherever you go!
Scientific Illusions

Reviewers of loudspeakers sometimes speak of black magic, the hidden ingredient that makes a speaker sing after science has had its say. For us at Infinity, there's no magic in designing a loudspeaker, though there is intuition, and art, and a lot of applied science. Yet we traffic in illusion and we bend our science to create the imponderable reality that occurs when a living performance emerges from our loudspeakers. This year the illusion becomes more potent through these product innovations:

- A re-engineered and re-configured RS Series with low diffraction cabinets, floating grills, new drivers, and startlingly realistic Chatsworth Oak cabinetry. A new standard for bookshelf loudspeakers.

- A Studio Monitor Series that achieves an uncommon blend of ultra high efficiency, linearity and style. Polypropylene coated cones, front mounted controls and High Output Polycell tweeters are housed in handsome, contoured rosewood cabinets.

- A Series II automotive speaker line that offers all new drivers and cosmetics. New Polybrell midranges and tweeters do wonders for the human voice and anything else within its frequency band.

- A Video Reference Standard Series with height-adjustable cabinets, shielded drivers, contemporary styling and the sheer musicality on which we've built our reputation.

Infinity Systems, Inc. • 9409 Owensmouth Avenue • Chatsworth, CA 91311 • (818) 709-9400
Bit Buckets and Bit Streams

The CD-ROM format standard for computer data on Compact Discs was issued quite some time ago. So far, however, not much computer data is available on CD-ROM, and few manufacturers can yet supply CD-ROM drives.

That could change quickly this year. Microsoft, a major computer software company, is holding a conference to set CD-ROM file standards, necessary because computers don’t access CD data the way we listeners do. When we listen to music, we dip our ears in a running stream, concentrating on the information reaching us right now. What’s past has been processed and partially forgotten, background to the notes of the moment; what’s yet to come can only be anticipated. Computers don’t just take a dip; they imbibe data by the bucketful and store it in memory, where any part of it can be accessed instantly.

What’s in the bucket matters a great deal. Each dip into the bit stream should yield a precisely defined block of bits, a file, containing only the program or data the computer needs to work with. This involves not only reading a track index, as musical CD players do, but checking for precise sequences of bits that define exactly where each file begins and ends. Otherwise, the computer might find parts of an adventure game where it expected instructions on filling out an income tax return. Citing destruction of an enemy asteroid as a capital loss is sure to earn you an audit.

Computer files on tape and floppy disk already include such file markers, but the markers vary according to the computer and the operating-system program it uses. Of the five Radio Shack TRS-80 operating systems I have at home, for example, only two can read each other’s files, and none can read those of my wife’s Kaypro. Such incompatibilities are barely tolerable for the comparatively small production runs that are economical with magnetic media. The high cost of CD mastering, however, restricts CD’s use to discs with some potential for widespread sale. Otherwise the cost per disc becomes prohibitive. If separate masters were needed for Tandy, Apple, IBM, and Commodore editions, CD-ROM would be uneconomical. However, if a common file standard can be used, then all computers will be able to read the same discs, and the potential market for each disc becomes more promising.

We’ll probably never achieve full interchangeability of discs among computers. Files of reference information—such as catalogs, interactive novels, encyclopedias and back issues of Audio—can be made universal. Programs, which tell computers how to use information or perform other tasks, cannot, because the computers speak entirely different languages. It would be like giving a Martian directions in Swahili.

So far, this all has little to do with sound and music. Computers are riding on the coattails of a medium developed for us, and so far contributing little to it. Once CD-ROM takes off, however, computer use will be the driving impetus towards developing low-cost equipment to record CDs. Judging from our mail, there’s a substantial audiophile demand for it.

Pocket Karaoke

A recent visit to an electronics trade fair in Taiwan turned up very little audio equipment (even Proton was displaying mostly video). But I was intrigued by a pocket-sized karaoke unit from a company called Tranbon. (At least I think it was one unit—the Chinese-language brochure showed it labelled the “Go Singer,’’ while the English-language flyer showed it as the “Sing Along”; both versions were model TE-202.) The unit has two microphone inputs, two earphone/speaker jacks, and a signal input (presumably preamp level). A signal is fed in from a tape recorder and mixed with the signals from the microphones; the mixture is fed back to the singers via the headphones or can be fed to an external speaker “for public amusement.” The voices are enriched by an echo circuit—a feature no karaoke outfit can do without.

The TE-202 is good for more than karaoke. It can be used as an intercom between a motorcycle rider and passenger, as a mixer when you sing along with an electric musical instrument or, in karaoke configuration again, for learning a language via lessons on tape.
PERFORMANCE COUNTS.
THE THRILL OF REAL CIGARETTE TASTE IN A LOW TAR.

9 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

© 1986 R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Sealed-in Goodness

Before audiophiles turned their attention to capacitors, resistors used to be a talking point. I remember replacing the noisy carbon resistors in my first tape deck's signal path with quieter metal-film ones. (Like most of us, I never measured the difference, but took the improvement on faith.)

Now I've just heard, for the first time, of a resistor which might have audiophile applications—hermetically sealed thin-film resistors. According to Electronic Design, the John Fluke 8842A digital multi-meter uses these resistors in critical circuits to maintain accuracy for two years between recalibrations. I wonder if we'll see such sealed resistors in perfectionist audio equipment soon—or if some audiophile manufacturer is quietly using them already.

The Breaks

I once got into an argument with a tape-deck designer when I suggested that he should have put the tape-break detector switch on the opposite side of the head assembly. "You can't!" he snapped. "There's no room there!" Then we looked behind the panel and discovered that he'd placed the tape-break switch in the most crowded location possible, while my suggestion would have made assembly much easier.

It was too late to change the design at that point (it usually is, by the time we journalists see a new product). But that may have been all to the good, since his placement of the capstan and the take-up reel, where it would detect all tape breaks but would also prevent using the recorder to spool unwanted sections of a tape into the wastebasket while editing. Since I did a lot of live recording at the time, I wanted the switch between the head assembly and the feed reel; there, it would allow such editing but would miss any tape breaks that occurred after the tape had passed the capstan. A better compromise might have been to leave the switch where it was, but have some means of bypassing it or latching it in its "tape-unbroken" position.

The point of all this is that when you look at some aspect of an audio component's design and wonder why the designers failed to do something as you would have, think again. You may be right in assuming that your way is logical, but you may be wrong if you assume the designer acted unwisely.

Having a different mind, different experience, and different prejudices than the designer, you are bound to come up with good ideas that the designer did not use. But the designer had to juggle factors you may not be aware of.

Production cost is a major example. It's no good designing in a nice touch that will attract 1,000 more purchasers if that raises the price sufficiently to drive away 2,000 others. Space availability must be considered too, especially in car stereo. For a given panel space, the designer must choose between having fewer large controls and more numerous tiny (and crowded) ones. Circuit functions must also be considered. If placing a control where it's most logical will involve a long and noisy signal path, which should be compromised—ergonomics or performance?

How will the product be used? Assumptions about this will bear heavily on the ultimate design. Will this tuner be used in the city or the country? Will this recorder be used to tape music, speech, or both? How portable, how compact, must this piece of equipment be? What kind of light will it be used in?

The designer does not have all the answers. That's why you and I can come up with ideas for ostensibly improving their designs. But we don't have all the answers either.

Needless Needling

When a stylus goes, it's often the whole cartridge that's replaced. One reason is that there's more competition to sell cartridges than styli, so cartridges are more heavily discounted and easier to find. A more fiendish reason is that cartridge makers often hide the cartridge and stylus numbers where you can't find them unless you remove the cartridge from the arm's headshell. Even then, you can't always find them.

Makers who offer multiple stylus options temper their helpfulness by making it impossible to tell your 78-rpm stylus from your microshibataliptical without looking up the number or color code on a flimsy, easily lost paper sheet. Stanton used to denote elliptical styli with an elliptical mark and spherical styli with a round one, but that's about as much help as anyone ever gave the user.

It all seems rather silly—and designed to make moving-coil cartridges with nonremovable styli look more convenient than they really are.

Setting Standards

It looks like conductor Zubin Mehta is a CD enthusiast. Talking to The New York Times about the acoustics of Harlem's Abyssinian Baptist Church some months ago, he said: "For acoustics and audience response, it's unbeatable . . . You won't believe it, but the acoustics are better than a Compact Disc!"
The Chick Corea Electric Band
from the hottest legends in jazz to the most innovative new age pioneers, celebrate a new era in artistic and technological mastery with the company that has made a science out of sound.

Music reproduction that reflects the highest state-of-the-art digital recording technology, from who else but GRP.
Available on GRP records, cassettes and compact discs.

 Billy Cobham / Powerplay

Diane Schuur / Schuur Thing

Dave Valentin / Light Struck

GRP Live in Session

Special EFX / Slices of Life

GRP Digital Jazz Sampler / Volume 2

For a free color catalog write to: GRP Records, Dept. C. 555 W. 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
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THE AUDIO INTERVIEW

Phil Ramone: YEARS IN THE LIMELIGHT

TED FOX

Phil Ramone may be the quintessential pop record producer. Undoubtedly one of the top hit-makers of all time, he is perhaps best known as the man behind all of Billy Joel's zillion-selling records. He has also helped create hit records for a fair number of the pop world's upper echelon, including Paul Simon, Barbra Streisand, and Chicago. His newest star is Julian Lennon.

Ramone is a true hands-on producer who learned his craft as an engineer for legends like Leiber & Stoller and Bacharach & David. His great commercial success has earned him respect in the music business, but it hasn't all been a trampise through the tulips for Ramone. Many critics have excoriated the records Ramone produced for Billy Joel, and Joel's most warmly received effort, The Nylon Curtain, was—believe it or not—a relative commercial disappointment, with only a few more than a million units sold. Ramone and Julian Lennon similarly faced widespread skepticism at first, although the quality of their work ultimately quieted most critics. Here Ramone discusses his reaction to all this, and tells the story of his rise from child violin prodigy to pop production wiz.

You were a child prodigy violinist at three, and you entered Juilliard at 13. How did you go from this formal classical background to pop and rock 'n' roll?

When you learn about classical music there are so many rules, and there is so much structure. When you're a teenager, you're rebellious against certain things. In the classical world...you don't do this and you don't do that. You don't play baseball, you don't play tennis, you play the violin. You don't listen to other music except that which comes in the package that is preprogrammed for you.

I got into trouble because obviously I listened to other music. Here I was, a scholarship kid, who had to live up to all these marks. I was one of the few people who had the Gershwin scholarship; you had to win it every year. I came from a very poor family, beyond poor.

What did you do for money in those years?

I worked at anything. Because I was cute and a moppet, I got various offers. I'd go and do a television show, play in a club or whatever.

This was when you were 10 or 11? I was on the road by the time I was 12. The so-called vaudeville style of theater was resurging then, in the early 50s. People said, "He's cute and he plays fiddle, and he does a little joke and he can sing." Boom, I'm starting to play gigs. In order to preserve my classical world, my violin teacher would say, "You have to learn to read better, so you must play chamber music." I played chamber music with doctors; there was a society. There was also a little society where they made classical recordings in a boutique manner. We'd record in stereo in this guy's Riverside Drive apartment or little classical halls like Judson Hall. Any gig I could get I would take, whether it was playing that or playing in a club down in the Village.

I am shopping all the time for new sounds and ideas. This business doesn't allow you the privilege of looking at your charts. If you start believing in that stuff, you're a has-been. You're not working at your craft.
in a rhythm section, trying to learn how to write jazz.

You were a 12-year-old kid playing in jazz clubs in the Village?

Yeah. I electrified the fiddle, put it through an amp. I loved Stephane Grappelli. The attitude of the typical violinist is that he's going to be Jascha Heifetz. I understood the instrument, and I also understood my own limitations. If I wasn't going to be a Heifetz, I wasn't going to settle. Also, I thought the instrument, because of its ancient quality, had so many ugly rules about it. You never electrified it. Why? I was into Charlie Parker when I was, like, eight or nine years old, and I had to literally hide out because it was against the rules.

I was never a great piano player, but I had a teacher who taught me a few jazz and blues licks. Through him and other friends I'd get to sneak into record dates, and watch jazz dates in the studio. By the time I was 15, I was into the studio.

Did that get you fascinated with the guy on the other side of the glass?

Yeah. In 1957, '58 there were still a lot of jazz dates being done. I'd go anywhere. To get in I'd clean the studio up, do anything to be around it. Whatever they wanted, I would do.
How did you first begin to work as an engineer?

Friends who were playing club dates or gigs tried to open a demo studio in their apartment. That's where I started getting into it. A friend of mine named Bill Schwartz, who I really idolized, was an engineer. Through him I got to meet Tommy Dowd and other famous independent engineers who weren't at Columbia or RCA—you couldn't get into those studios. Eventually a couple of guys hired me to work as a musician on a Harry Belafonte record; some musicians said I played real well. That's when I first went into the RCA and Columbia recording studios, playing in a section, scared to death. Eventually I got to go into the control room. All I cared about was to get into the control room. I was fascinated. I'd be at those playbacks and I'd say, "Wow!" I had recorded a lot since I was eight or nine, and I had transcriptions and acetates, recordings of concerts, and the sound was awful, disgusting. I didn't play that well, in my opinion, but even when I did play well it still didn't sound good to me. So I begged these guys, when they opened this tiny little demo studio in their apartment, I asked them if I could do anything. I'd work for nothing, and eventually when they made enough money I would become a part of the thing I started in this kitchenette kind of situation.

What kind of studio setup was it?

The living room had a piano in it and some tiles and a carpet, and a couple of condenser mikes; in those days, '58 or '59, it was really the ultimate thing to own a Telefunken. I learned how to record mono and then two-track, which was in its beginning stages, and then to find echoes. We shellacked one of the bedrooms, painted it for weeks until it had the right sound. Because money was tight, what we did to delay the echo was to take the feed from the tape machine, run it into that bedroom, and then return it. That is not great technique. But I'd seen this guy at Columbia run his tape machine into these huge vaults of echo and slap, and other sounds, and I said, "Oh, this is what I've got to learn." Because half of what you do in the studio is the mixture of echoes, reverbs, slaps.

I got hold of an album; I'll never forget, it was called Elsa Poppin and Her Pixieland Band. Some French guy and a French engineer made it, probably in 1953 or '54. It did what George Martin and other people did later. There were seven or eight machines out of sync, in sync, and all of it humorous. One part would slow down while another part would go out of sync and the guy would giggle. I sat there for days, months, listening to this and trying to figure out how he did those things.

Did you learn mike placement and other recording techniques by playing on sessions and watching, or by experimenting with engineering?

Both. From playing I learned immediately from the playback what was happening. I would do dates in other people's studios for only one reason—to learn what the engineer was doing. I'd say, "Do you mind if I come in here?" It was sort of an unwritten law that musicians never went in the control room. Only the concertmaster or the contractor did. I used to watch them doing microphone placement, which was the key to good recording-studio technique in the '50s. My reputation grew very quickly. By the time I was 21 I was engineering for [Burt] Bacharach and [Hal] David, Quincy Jones, Leiber and Stoller, Ellie Greenwich, Jeff Barry, Neil Diamond, Doc Pomus, and Mort Shuman. There were maybe four independent studios that had any reputation. A & R Recording Studios, which I was a part of, was really starting to happen, because when Bell Sound and a couple of the others were overdubbed we got the spill.

Rock 'n' roll people like Leiber and Stoller were making records to sound great on a mono station. Then I befriended Tommy Dowd and people like that who were into stereo. But I had to have more than two tracks. I befriended a lot of interesting people—people in the computer business and other areas of technique—to try to lock up two machines. I had heard about this eight-track machine that Atlantic and Les Paul had. Eight tracks on one piece of tape! I mean, if you saw that machine today, you'd laugh. It was literally like a van, a truck, it was so huge. But they could erase a track or put one in, take one out. It was against the union rules to do this.

You're kidding!

No, you were never allowed to overdub in '60, '62. I don't remember when, the rule changed. Now, when I say it was against the rules, you were supposed to record the singer and everything was supposed to go down...
and said, "You know, this guy is doing this on a four-track machine. Maybe he's got two four-track machines, but he's doing something no one else is doing." And records were coming from Nashville that used to kill me, they sounded so good. Nashville was really way ahead of its time. People don't realize that. I travelled the country a lot. So when I went to Nashville or someplace, I'd run into a studio and learn about how they got a sound.

Most of the producers I've talked to, like John Hammond and Jerry Wexler, have not really been trained technical people. How important do you think it is for a producer to be a technician? I think whether you're an active technician or a person who uses his ears and finds a great engineer to work with, it's a real team effort. It just happens that I was fortunate enough to have been an engineer first. I think in this day and age, where young people have a chance to record at home and make great demos and work with multiple-track stuff, it's impossible to be a good producer without having some technical knowledge or some technique.

Anybody that hangs around me will tell you that I'm shopping all the time for new sounds and ideas. I'm not out to copy anything, but if Emulator makes a new drum kit ... like, I heard a new thing last night that I liked, so I sent my assistant Joe to the store in the morning to check it out, to see whether it's interesting enough to either rent or buy. Everybody has this tendency to be so precious about the past, it's the future I care about, and what's happening at this moment. I remember doing interviews about CDs five years ago. I was a big nutcase on wanting to see that CDs made it. The audience, meaning people who care about new things, are going to reach for better sound, better quality. Because when things cost more, people expect better. When an album cost five bucks 15 years ago, if you only had three cuts that were good, and four were mediocre and the other two were throwaways, it didn't matter. You didn't go broke buying a record. When kids put down eight or ten bucks for a record, they expect and deserve a really well-produced one. When you were an engineer working for other producers, didn't you ever say, "Hell, I can do this better than that shmuck, I don't need this guy to tell me what to do"?

I think that I got my chops by working with really good producers. Bad producers were the guys who were not around. They were good for me because they left me alone, and let me do what they didn't do. There were guys who couldn't talk to musicians; it would insult their intelligence, because musicians are the hired help, and they're just supposed to get it done in three hours. Not thinking that the musician, if you gave him another 10 minutes, might play the most incredible lick you ever heard. Some producers used to walk in, play you last week's hit, and say, "This is what I want. I love the sound on this guy's record and that's what you better give me. I don't want anything of yours." I used to get frustrated because they didn't want me to do what I thought would be more inventive, a new kind of effect. Guys that wouldn't let me do that, I got rid of as

Paul Simon had grown up in the studio—he was practically born there—and he likes to be part of every inch of his records. He had come from years of discipline that he and Art Garfunkel spent with Roy Halee, making wild sounds that went against all the rules.
clients, when I had the freedom of choice. I mean, guys like Quincy Jones and Bobby Scott were adventuresome; they let me alone. They would go out and conduct the band or work with the artist, and they knew they could trust me in the control room. There was a big transition from behind the glass to beyond the glass. It’s probably the most important transition one makes. *Can you explain the financial arrangements between you, the artist, and the label?*

It’s changed over the last five or six years, but basically, if they don’t sell records, I don’t get paid. A lot of producers demand heavy front money and a high royalty, but I’m not getting paid by the day. I don’t get an hourly rate. If it all goes well, then I start to see some profits. That structure—if you want to talk about insecurity, that’s how you live. You get paid quarterly against actual sales minus returns. We’re one of the few businesses in the world that take back merchandise. Record companies say, “We shipped half a million records,” but it doesn’t mean anything. The fact is that a producer can be paid well. If you have a hit, it’s marvelous. But you have to wait. And you have to go through all of these discounts, the free giveaways, the this, the that. There’s hundreds of clauses in a record contract, and it takes a long time to learn all of the routes to making a decent deal. Producers only in the last few years have gotten better deals. Up until five or six years ago you were nailed to a price and a delivery [date] and a cost. Even today, in many contracts, including those of most newer producers, it says, “If you do go over a certain budget, you pay.”

Let’s talk about some of the people you’ve worked with. You and Billy Joel have been together for eight years. *All of the albums you worked on have gone platinum plus.*

I think the reason we work well together is that it’s all one could ever hope for in a relationship. He trusts me implicitly. He gives me all the freedom I want. And we’re totally honest with each other—musically, as human beings, and with the group of musicians we use. There is a total, absolute belief in saying what you think, immediately. I don’t lose my temper very easily. Part of my technique is that I let the musicians get in a playpen and scramble away for hours.

**How does a Billy Joel album come together? Does he come to you with a list of songs?**

Generally, yes. For the first album I did with him, *The Stranger,* he had three or four songs. The band—Liberty DeVitto, Doug Stegmeyer, Russell Javors—had been with him for years. I believed in the band; I think that probably got me the gig. The thing I saw at Carnegie Hall when I went to hear them was that this was a very well put-together rhythm section. Billy’s past records that I was handed were all studio-produced records with studio musicians. I don’t care whether a guy is a studio player or a road player. Eventually a road player with enough chops will become a studio player. I want to get at the essence of your working relationship.

With Billy, yes, we’re supposed to make a hit record, we’re supposed to have a hit song, but neither one of us will sit in the studio and believe that that’s what we’re aiming at. We all have the feeling that it could be a hit, or it feels like a hit record. Those words are part of our vocabulary. But you can’t go in the studio and try to make a hit record. If you deliberately try to, you will probably fail.

I think *The Nylon Curtain* got the best reviews of all the Joel albums, yet it didn’t sell as well as the rest. Is that frustrating? How do you explain it? I love being teased about that, because everyone overlooks the fact that the album sold a million records. Of course, he had sold four or five million before but it was like going from being a .400 hitter to being a .300 hitter. So success is a relative thing. I hope such a “poor” seller happens to me every time out. Also, if it wasn’t for *The Nylon Curtain,* I wouldn’t have recorded Julian Lennon. Through that album he decided that he wanted to work with me. He loved it.

I want to talk about Julian Lennon more a little later. First, let me ask you about *An Innocent Man,* which sounded like Billy’s attempt to capture the songs of his youth. Do you really think you can do that? Can you make records today that sound like the classics of the ’50s and ’60s? No. You know, when you analyze *An Innocent Man,* there’s another level of it that is not looked into. What Billy felt was that at his particular vocal age, before his voice changed in his mid-30s, he could still hit those high notes. He loved songs like “Spanish Harlem” and “Under the Boardwalk.” It was part of his background. He wrote an original album and original songs. We did not go out simply to salute the ’60s. Did Billy Joel feel he’d gotten too far away from what rock ’n’ roll really is, and that he had to get back to it with an album like *An Innocent Man?* It was no more a process than *The Nylon Curtain* was a process. It’s where Billy was at a particular time in his life. But there are outside influences. Of course there are. For instance, Billy has obviously been plagued throughout his career with rock reviewers tearing him to shreds—selling millions of records, but the critics really killing him. That’s got to have an impact on someone.

### Y

Yes, Billy Joel and I are supposed to make hit records, and we may feel we are. But you can’t go into the studio deliberately trying to do something that’s stylistically “right,” or you’ll probably fail. You can’t let critics be your guiding light.
You'll remember he wrote a song "It's Still Rock and Roll to Me." The punk age was happening and he was being buried. Billy Joel was middle-of-the-road. Critics were really nailing him. Of course it affects you. I mean, he would read a review onstage, and then do a medley of rock 'n' roll tunes.

Doesn't the criticism contribute to the creative process when he comes to you and says, "Phil, I want to make a rock 'n' roll record"?

He is a rock 'n' roller. He's just as much rock 'n' roll as Bruce Springsteen or anybody else you want to name. But because he's able to cross over, people decide...It's so different every five years in the music world, and he has survived eight years of success, plus the five years before that which people forget. He was a cult musician. He broke out of that, he hated that identity. Piano Man was not Billy Joel alone. Billy Joel is an eclectic musician and writer who is as capable of writing a Broadway show as he is of doing a pure rock 'n' roll concert with the funkier, punkiest band that ever walked. He can sing the blues with everyone else. They nail you because you're successful.

Do they? Do you really think they have it in for you because you sold five million records?

Anybody. I think right now, if Michael Jackson were to make a record, he'd be in for it. What can he do to top his 30-million seller? Billy's been on tour. He's sitting now and trying to write and go back through the process. He's not saying, "I'm going to please this critic." They can't be your guiding light.

You're saying there's nothing crass about the way you and Billy, or others you work with, make an album.

No, there isn't anything crass about it. You don't go into the studio saying this better be a five-million seller or our careers will be over. Maybe they will be over, if we go in and try to make something that's stylistically "right" at the time.

Let me ask you about another New York songwriter you've worked with, Paul Simon. He and Billy are both New York kids, they're both singer-songwriters, but I'll bet they're very different in the studio.

Absolutely. Paul has grown up in the studio, he's been there and done it. He's part of the discipline that he and Art Garfunkel had with Roy Halee. Roy was an employee but he became part of the production. All those wild sounds that Roy Halee created with them were outlandish, bizarre, rebellious, against all the rules. Nobody took as much time to make an album. Clive Davis, and whoever, obviously trusted them.

When I met Paul Simon, and he started his solo career, he was a guy who had totally lived his life in the studio. Yes, he had performed, but the difference was that Billy's real world was to play in clubs and sleaze joints, then concert halls, and finally arenas. That's where 90% of Billy's life was. The studio became fun to him later. When Billy and I started making records, the nicest compliment to me was, "I really had a good time in there." Paul treated it as part of his daily activity.

There's been a lot of talk about how long it takes to make rock records today, with all the indulgences involved. In the old days you'd make a record in a couple of days; now it can take months. Is that usually the artist's fault, or the producer's?

You can give credit to both sides. When people made a record 10 or 12 years ago, you were given $12,000 to make the record and it was $3.98 in the marketplace. When the big million-dollar deals were made, and albums went to $6.98 or $7.98—Billy's records always seemed to come out just as they were raising the price, and both of us were scared. When kids buy a record, they have the freedom of choice to pick among tons of records. It's quite amazing that they pick yours.

Are you saying that fear contributes to the increasing length of time it takes to produce an album?

Of course. I don't know if you understand how huge the profits are for the record company if you happen to have a hit. Yet, on the other hand, so many dollars are inside the production of a record, if it's a flop, it's a real loss. And that situation creates madness both from the artist's and the company's point of view. I'll promise you this, the
business end decides where you are going. If you don’t sell, you are not there.

I think the key problem is that someone invented the word demographics. We’ve created a monstrosity. Sometimes you get a message from the record company saying, “Look, we really have to make sure we’re on Contemporary Hit Radio or that we have an AOR hit.” I say to them, “The more you channel me, the less I know where it’s going to go.” What happens if I break into the R&B market, or on the dance charts? What difference does it make? But you’re the big hit-maker producer. If there has been any criticism of you, it has been that you pay too much attention to demographics.

I don’t pay any attention to them at all. I can’t. I’m demographically overage. I don’t belong anymore. But you’re making records for people who are under 40.

I make records for musical reasons, and it just happens to be that I’m one of those people who is never looking back. I love kids. I don’t particularly cater a record to a 15-year-old, but I am interested to know if he likes it. All right, let’s talk about Chicago, a group that you worked with that has been a real hit-making machine for more than 15 years. They have 17 or 18 albums, and don’t you think they’ve followed a formula to guarantee them AOR radio success?

No. They went through a drought. They had a hit recently. But until David Foster came along... I mean, I made a pretty good record with them. I did number 12, their first album after Terry Kath died, which was a major trauma. I had worked as engineer on some of their stuff before that. But they’re not a formula machine. They were considered, at the time, a dead issue. Once Terry had died, people were going to give up on Chicago. It took a great deal of strength and inner desire for them to make sure that they didn’t fall apart, and that everything was a part of their musicality. The record business treats certain acts after a certain time as being over the hill. So did you rettool them?

I tried to. I think I was part of the health process. As I said, we didn’t have a smash hit. We did okay. I think we sold a couple million records. Then they went into this period when they themselves admit they allowed too many people in the band to write, trying to get, quote, a hit.

Let’s talk about a record that required a lot of work on your part, Julian Lennon’s Valotte. I know that some record companies had apprehensions about doing the record to the extent that they passed on the project. They thought it might be exploitative of John’s death. Did you have any apprehensions about that?

The only apprehension, before I met Julian, was to find out if he was genuine about what he wanted to do, if he was there to be taken seriously as a songwriter. Once I heard material, pieces and scraps of songs, and I got to know him, I knew that the time spent would be, to be honest with you, the hardest time I would ever spend in my life, and the most fun. He is a guy who is genuine, absolutely honest about himself, and he happens to be the son of John Lennon. It’s not a disgrace, if anything, it’s an honor. The criticism I get is that he sounds like his dad. He doesn’t try to sound like his dad. He can’t help it. It’s in the genes, folks. But the kid is good. He’s a talent. He’s a serious songwriter. He has a great sense of humor. He’s a genuine human being with a desire to make it. My only question with anybody is, “Do you want to make it?” Why do you think the record companies that did pass were apprehensive about him?

First of all, his demos were nothing to be heard. He hadn’t really spent enough time in the studio. The people he did spend time with wasted his time. I think they were hanging on to him because he was Julian Lennon. Nobody realized this guy was serious until he went to this place in France and started to write and make these little home-grown demos which were really good. Obviously, Ahmet Ertegun and Doug Morris at Atlantic realized that this was not a toy. When I heard the demos, I heard what I wanted to hear, which was a songwriter. My only basic desire when I met him was to see if our personalities would be okay. We hit it off. He’s very shy. We both looked at each other and said we were out to make a quality record. The deal between the record company and us was very simple. If we didn’t like what we made in a couple of months, we would...
The idea was to build a very intelligent Mustang, not necessarily a very quick one. But as we found, the two are not mutually exclusive. Through technical triumph, Ford Special Vehicle Operations has developed a 2.3 liter turbocharged four-cylinder engine that produces almost three times more horsepower per cubic inch than the average American-built V-8. Equally as smart are a 5-speed manual overdrive transmission with special Hurst® linkage, Goodyear VR radials and four-wheel power assisted disc brakes. All of which makes Mustang SW a very intelligent way of putting everything else behind you.

Best-built American cars.

"Quality is Job 1." A 1985 survey established that Ford makes the best-built American cars. This is based on an average of problems reported by owners in a six-month period on 1981-1984 models designed and built in the U.S. Three-Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty. The new 3-year unlimited mileage warranty covers major powertrain components on 1986 Ford cars. Warranty is limited and certain deductibles apply. Ask to see the 3-year unlimited mileage warranty when you see your Ford Dealer.

Have you driven a Ford... lately?

Ford Mustang.

MUSIC IN MOTION

A SPECIAL SECTION ON UNDERSTANDING CAR STEREO

Your guide to car-stereo basics:

- How to tell what components you'll need—and what features and specifications to look for.
- Six ways to add CD to your system.
- What a good installer can do for you—plus tools and techniques for doing it yourself.
- How to protect your stereo system against theft.
- Environmental hazards affecting stereo equipment.
- The growing importance of sound quality.
This new power amplifier from Adcom offers the same circuit topology as our GFA-545. And that's the amplifier independent test reports have found clearly superior to others priced two to three times higher.

The essential differences: 100 watts per channel for the GFA-545 vs. 200 watts for the GFA-545. And a correspondingly lower price.

However, nothing at all is sacrificed when it comes to interfacing accurately and easily with virtually any speaker system available today. Which one is for you? If your listening room and other requirements don't really call for the amount of power the GFA-545 can deliver, the GFA-545 is probably all the amplifier you will ever need.

The only way to really separate a speaker's true performance is to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier, regardless of price or power. Ask anyone and find that there's just no comparison.

PICKING OUT THE PIECES

The simplest car-stereo systems have just three pieces: two speakers, plus a combination "head unit" in the dash board, which receives FM and AM radio broadcasts and perhaps plays cassette tapes or Compact Discs. The most complex systems - the ones made up for more than five types of audio components - head units, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers, and if you want both tape and Compact Disc in your system, accessory CD players. Which of these you will need will depend on your taste, your car and your budget. If you can, you like, or can start moving in the market to the new generation of audio gear. So that's why it's by far the most common type of system.

Picking the system you want is simplified by the fact that, aside from speakers, even the most complicated show rooms include no more than six types of audio components - head units, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers, and if you want both tape and Compact Disc in your system, accessory CD players. Which of these you will need will depend on your taste, your car and your budget. If you can, you like, or can start moving in the market to the new generation of audio gear. So that's why it's by far the most common type of system.

If you want more power (and you probably will), you can add a "booster amplifier." Which kind to get depends on your head unit: If your head has only amplified outputs (usually plain wires), then you will need a booster amplifier, whose input is designed to accept speaker-level signals (usually plugs or banana jacks connected to the head unit's preamp level outputs) and whose output is designed for signals of this type.

On the other hand, if your line is low through a booster amp will have more noise and distortion than is the case with the head unit's preamp, which lets you rebalance the midrange if the head unit's amp had already amplified. Additionally, there may be insufficient room for speaker levels. Equalizers are for people who aren't satisfied with the tone controls on their head units. The vast majority of head units have two tone controls, one for bass, and one for treble. (Having just two controls makes it simple to adjust the tone -but difficult, sometimes, to adjust exactly as you'd like. Turning down the treble to eliminate tape hiss or radio static may cut more deeply into the music's high notes than you'd like. Turning up the bass to emphasis low-end punch may well overemphasize the higher bass notes.)

A handful of head units have a third tone control, which lets you rebalance the midrange if the bass tone control is turned down too far, or if the recording was mixed too low in the midrange as well.

For still finer control, you need an equalizer, a bank of tone controls that divide the audio spectrum into more and finer slices. Equalizers with five to seven bands are the most common, they let you set the sound the way you want it to sound with real precision, yet aren't so complex that you can't operate them while you drive, especially if they use sliding controls whose positions you can set by touch. Equalizers are a must for well-fooled, and especially in specializing safety, many equalizers let you select preset tone contours (some let it by touch, others by pressing a button. You may find such equalizers combined with other units. Many five to seven-band equalizers are combined with booster amplifiers, for a quick up grade to head units with built-in amplifiers. This is handy, because using the added power of an equalizer, the listener can set the sound the way he wants it. The only way to really separate a speaker's true performance is to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier, regardless of price or power. Ask anyone and find that there's just no comparison.

A HEAD UNIT WITH A BUILT-IN AMP

This new power amplifier from Adcom offers the same circuit topology as our GFA-545. And that's the amplifier independent test reports have found clearly superior to others priced two to three times higher.

The essential differences: 100 watts per channel for the GFA-545 vs. 200 watts for the GFA-545. And a correspondingly lower price.

However, nothing at all is sacrificed when it comes to interfacing accurately and easily with virtually any speaker system available today. Which one is for you? If your listening room and other requirements don't really call for the amount of power the GFA-545 can deliver, the GFA-545 is probably all the amplifier you will ever need.

The only way to really separate a speaker's true performance is to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier, regardless of price or power. Ask anyone and find that there's just no comparison.

A moving car is a noisy place to listen to music. So, most critical listeners prefer the equalizer's "flat" response, for use in a moving car, to the simple flat response of the preamp.

Musical tolerances are covered in "Getting A Head," elsewhere in this section.

THE EQUALIZER

Equalizers are for people who aren't satisfied with the tone controls on their head units. The vast majority of head units have two tone controls, one for bass, and one for treble. (Having just two controls makes it simple to adjust the tone -but difficult, sometimes, to adjust exactly as you'd like. Turning down the treble to eliminate tape hiss or radio static may cut more deeply into the music's high notes than you'd like. Turning up the bass to emphasis low-end punch may well overemphasize the higher bass notes.)

A handful of head units have a third tone control, which lets you rebalance the midrange if the bass tone control is turned down too far, or if the recording was mixed too low in the midrange as well.

Picking the system you want is simplified by the fact that, aside from speakers, even the most complicated show rooms include no more than six types of audio components - head units, amplifiers, equalizers, crossovers, and if you want both tape and Compact Disc in your system, accessory CD players. Which of these you will need will depend on your taste, your car and your budget. If you can, you like, or can start moving in the market to the new generation of audio gear. So that's why it's by far the most common type of system.

If you want more power (and you probably will), you can add a "booster amplifier." Which kind to get depends on your head unit: If your head has only amplified outputs (usually plain wires), then you will need a booster amplifier, whose input is designed to accept speaker-level signals (usually plugs or banana jacks connected to the head unit's preamp level outputs) and whose output is designed for signals of this type.

On the other hand, if your line is low through a booster amp will have more noise and distortion than is the case with the head unit's preamp, which lets you rebalance the midrange if the head unit's amp had already amplified. Additionally, there may be insufficient room for speaker levels.

Equalizers are for people who aren't satisfied with the tone controls on their head units. The vast majority of head units have two tone controls, one for bass and one for treble. (Having just two controls makes it simple to adjust the tone -but difficult, sometimes, to adjust exactly as you'd like. Turning down the treble to eliminate tape hiss or radio static may cut more deeply into the music's high notes than you'd like. Turning up the bass to emphasis low-end punch may well overemphasize the higher bass notes.)

A handful of head units have a third tone control, which lets you rebalance the midrange if the bass tone control is turned down too far, or if the recording was mixed too low in the midrange as well.

For still finer control, you need an equalizer, a bank of tone controls that divide the audio spectrum into more and finer slices. Equalizers with five to seven bands are the most common, they let you set the sound the way you want it to sound with real precision, yet aren't so complex that you can't operate them while you drive, especially if they use sliding controls whose positions you can set by touch. Equalizers are a must for well-fooled, and especially in specializing safety, many equalizers let you select preset tone contours (some let it by touch, others by pressing a button. You may find such equalizers combined with other units. Many five to seven-band equalizers are combined with booster amplifiers, for a quick up grade to head units with built-in amplifiers. This is handy, because using the added power of an equalizer, the listener can set the sound the way he wants it. The only way to really separate a speaker's true performance is to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier, regardless of price or power. Ask anyone and find that there's just no comparison.
INTRODUCING
THE TECHNICS CAR CD PLAYER.
FOR THOSE DRIVEN BY PERFECTION.

Technics creates a programmable car CD player with a built-in digital AM/FM stereo tuner.

Now enjoy the musical perfection of the compact disc from behind the wheel. It's Technics combination compact disc player and stereo tuner—CQ-DPS.

First, the CD player. With random access programming. To play any selection in any order. With a fine-focus single-beam laser system (FF1). So strong and accurate it "reads" digital information through most fingerprints, scratches and even imperfections in the disc itself. With a shock-absorbing, 4-wire suspension system to help ensure a flawless musical performance no matter where the road may lead.

Then, unlike some car CD players, Technics adds a built-in, high-performance AM/FM stereo tuner. With seek and scan. 12 FM and 6 AM presets for instant recall. And more.

If you're driven by perfection, make your next stop Technics.

Technics
The science of sound
equalizer to boost bass also boosts the power required from the amplifiers, often well past the point that a head unit’s built-in amp can handle without distortion. A few head units have equalizers built in; but separate equalizers usually have less cramped controls, which makes them easier to adjust precisely.

A second type of equalizer, with 10 or more frequency bands, is not designed to be used as a tone control at all. Instead, it’s used to iron out small defects in a sound system’s frequency response—defects that equalizers with fewer bands can’t fix without simultaneously altering other frequencies that should be left alone. Such equalizers are too complex to set properly without test instruments; they’re designed to be set by a competent installer, then left alone. To ensure this, they’re usually mounted out of sight; some installers even seal the controls, to discourage tampering. Parametric equalizers, whose bands are fewer in number but can be set precisely to any width and frequency required, are designed to be used this way, too.

Even these complex equalizers can only put a hand-aid on the response problems of a car’s sound system or acoustics. They work best when the system is so well designed, installed and matched to the car that its problems are small enough for a hand-aid to cover up. If the system is designed, installed and matched to the car well enough, the equalizer may not be needed, except to match some recordings to your tastes.

**HANDLING POWER**

If your system uses separate amplifiers, the first question you’ll have to face is how much power you need. There’s no set answer to that. As a rule of thumb, you’ll probably want at least as much amplifier power in your car as you have in your home system—the car is smaller, but there’s more noise to overcome. The specifics will depend on how noisy your car is, how much bass your system’s speakers can deliver (good bass takes lots of power, especially in competition with the rumble of road noise), how efficiently your speakers use the power they get, how sound-absorbed your car’s interior is and, last but not least, how loud you like to listen, and how little distortion you can tolerate. Your installer can probably help you decide; if in doubt, go for the larger power figure, up to about 100 to 500 watts in total. Car systems have been built with 1,000 watts or more of amplifier power, but such systems are more often designed to impress people with the numerical quantity than with the quality of sound. All you need is enough power to produce enough loud, clean sound for comfortable listening when you’re on the road—a generous, but hardly an astronomical amount.

Your system’s total power can be divided among several amplifiers, in many different ways. In all but fairly simple systems, it’s usual to drive the front and rear speakers from separate amplifiers (or separate channels of a four-channel amplifier), so that the balance between front and rear can be adjusted in the low-level signal path between the head unit and the amplifier; adjusting this balance after the signal has been amplified wastes power. (The difference is that faders of the type used between an amplifier and speakers turn down one speaker pair by diverting power those speakers would have received, and turning it into heat.) Often, more power is delivered to the rear speakers than the front ones, since those speakers usually deliver most of the power-devouring low bass.

**THE FIRST STEP IN PICKING CAR SPEAKERS IS TO DETERMINE, PREFERRABLY WITH THE ADVICE OF A GOOD INSTALLER, WHERE THE SPEAKERS SHOULD GO AND WHAT WILL FIT THERE.**

Complex systems use more amplifiers than that, devoting a separate amplifier or amp channel to drive a subwoofer (a speaker that handles only very low frequencies, to extend the system’s bass response) and sometimes using separate amplifier channels for every woofer, tweeter and midrange speaker in the system. Doing this requires yet another type of circuit, an electronic crossover, to divide the frequencies and send the right ones to each amplifier; such crossovers may be separate or may be built into an amplifier or equalizer. In multi-amplifier systems, the amplifier sizes should be graduated, so that the woofers and subwoofers have a great deal of power available, and the tweeters get only the small amounts of power they need. Some four-channel amplifiers therefore have "staggered" outputs, with more power in the two channels designed to feed the rear speakers than in the two channels designed to feed the front ones. Some amps with staggered outputs, designed for use with subwoofers, include crossovers; they may also include provisions for driving one subwoofer with the bass from both stereo channels.

**...AND IT COMES OUT HERE**

Last, but hardly least, are the speakers, which turn the electrical signals from the head unit and amplifiers into sound.

It’s harder to pick the right speakers for your car than for your home. Picking home speakers is a matter of finding speakers which sound good to you at a price you’re willing to pay—hardly as simple as it sounds. For the car, you’re also constrained by the fact that not every speaker will fit into the right places in your car. And even picking the speaker whose sound you like is harder, because most dealers’ listening setups are acoustically different from cars as chalk is from cheese.

The first step in picking speakers is to determine, preferably with the aid and advice of a good installer, where the speakers should go, and what sizes and types of speakers will fit there.

Physically, speaker systems for the car fall into four main categories: Coaxials, plates, separates and surface-mounts.

Most speakers are coaxials, with the tweeter mounted in front of a round or oval woofer, so that only one mounting hole is required for both. Three-way coaxials will have a midrange driver in front of the woofer, too.

Plate speakers have a round woofer, a tweeter (and, sometimes, a midrange) mounted side by side on a thick but hollow metal plate. Again, only one hole is required, since only the woofer’s magnet extends below the bottom edge of the plate; and since much of the woofer lies within the hollow plate, the hole behind it need not be very deep. Some listeners feel plate speakers sound better than coaxials, but give different reasons for this—the use of a round rather than an oval woofer, the woofer’s unobstructed path to the ear, or the ability to use a tweeter with a large magnet yet not obstruct the woofer altogether.

Separates are, as the name implies, individual woofers, tweeters and (perhaps) midranges which can be mounted side by side. Some separates require separate holes to be cut for each of these drivers, while others have tweeters that mount to the surface of a car’s body panels, so that only the woofer requires a hole. (The crossover network, which divides frequencies between woofer and tweeter, must be mounted separately too—with coaxials and plates, it’s part of...
From Live Aid to Lincoln Center, top ten artists to top studio producers, JBL has been the #1 choice in professional loudspeakers for more than 40 years. Now the JBL "T" and "TL" series promise to make the star of stage, screen and studio, the star of car audio, too.

Rugged, reliable, automotive versions of JBL’s professional equipment, the "T" and "TL" series are designed by the same acoustical engineers with the same attention to quality and performance.

"T" series loudspeakers feature high and mid-high frequency transducers made of pure titanium—the same titanium domes that are used in JBL's professional studio monitors. Titanium's high strength-to-weight ratio ensures clear, powerful highs without listener fatigue. And now, for the first time, you can get the benefits of titanium at a lower cost with the "TL" series' titanium laminated domes.

High polymer laminated and mineral filled polypropylene low frequency transducers, in the "T" and "TL" respectively, deliver smooth, uncolored, powerful bass response. They're remarkably resistant to the automobile's acoustically hostile environment. You'll get that smooth JBL response on the bumpiest roads, too. Cast aluminum mountings and die-cast frames resist twisting and buckling, even when mounted on uneven surfaces. Cones and voice coils are tightly aligned for consistently accurate musical reproduction and high power handling.

The JBL "T" and "TL" series automotive loudspeakers. Once you've heard the professionals, you won't want anything else.

For more information and your nearest dealer call toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 150 or write JBL, 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797.
the same assembly as the speaker.) Separates take more work to mount, but they can be used more flexibly. For example, you can mount separates on car surfaces that curve too much for flat plates. You can also mount the tweeter where its sound carries best, even if window mechanisms or other car system beneath the body panel dictate mounting the woofer a few inches away.

**EVERY CAR POSES DIFFERENT installation problems, which is why there are so many speaker types: coaxials, plates, separates, and surface-mounting models.**

Coaxials, plates and separates are all flush-mounting systems, which protrude only an inch or less into the passenger compartment, but which require holes in the car's body panels (which may have been provided at the factory), so that the hack waves from their woofers will be properly enclosed for good bass. Surface-mounting speakers are usually built into small boxes, which act as their enclosures. They therefore require only easily-drilled screw holes for mounting. However, because they do protrude into the passenger compartment, there are many places where they can't be used without getting in the way—poking into passengers' knees, using up foot room or blocking the driver's rear view. And small surface-mounting speakers sometimes do require large holes, to let the speaker use the volume behind the car's body panels as an enclosure; such holes need be several inches in diameter, but need not be very deep, since no portion of the speaker pokes into them. Convertible speakers are simply surface-mounted speakers whose drivers can be removed, either separately or all together as a plate, for flush-mounting.

"Drop-ins" are single-cone or coaxial speakers sold without grilles. They are designed to upgrade factory-installed sound systems, which already include grilles—naturally enough, as those systems must include speakers.

But all this only tells you the kinds of pieces you may want in your car system. See the accompanying articles for help in picking out particular components of each type.

The biggest difference between car and home stereo isn't the equipment; it's the installation. After you buy stereo equipment for your house, all you have to do is get it home and plug it together. With car stereo, that's not enough—someone must fit that equipment into the car so that it works right, sounds right, looks right, and stays there. If you make the wrong equipment choices, you can replace or upgrade your purchases. But if it's installed badly, you'll probably have to grit your teeth and live with it until you sell your car.

Your choice of who installs your equipment helps determine where and how you'll buy it. Will your stereo be installed by the factory that built your car? By the dealer who sold the car to you? By yourself? Or by a professional installer?

**THE PRE-STUFFED DASHBOARD:**

If you're buying a new car, one of your options is to have the stereo system installed at the factory. This limits you to a single source (your dealer) and a few system choices. But those choices may be good ones: You know the equipment will fit perfectly into your car; and while it's usually not possible to check detailed specifications like those provided for most "aftermarket" stereo equipment, it's often possible to hear the system of your choice in a car very much like the one you're buying.

Your factory-installed system will be available as soon as your car is—no riding without a radio or tying up your car while you get the system purchased and installed. Buying a factory-installed stereo also lets you finance the stereo along with the car—though that also means you're paying finance charges on the sound equipment.

If your car's base price includes a radio, you may be able to upgrade to a factory stereo for less than the cost of pulling out the radio and installing your own system once the car arrives. That's even more true if the base price includes a complete stereo system. However, unless your car is in fierce demand, you may also be able to take the car without a radio or stereo, for less. (If you're lucky, your car's maker will install the radio wiring, anyway.) Ask your salesman about this "delete option"—dealers rarely bring it up unless you ask.

If you are buying a factory-installed stereo, make sure it suits you. Check not only the sound but the control operation and features of the identical system, in a demonstrator car that closely resembles the car you've chosen. Bring some of your own favorite tapes along for your sound check.

Some car manufacturers, especially foreign ones, may have their higher-cost systems made for them by car stereo manufacturers whose names you know. Specifications are available for some of these. This is even more true of dealer-installed stereos, which are usually not just familiar names but are familiar models, too.

**ROLLING YOUR OWN**

Installing your own system can save you money—not just by saving the installer's fee, but by freeing you to shop for the best price for your equipment.

Doing so may prove no bargain in the long run, though. For one thing, your time has value, and installing car stereo requires investing many hours of that time. (If you find it fun, however, that "cost" is negligible.)

There's also the possibility that, unless you're experienced, you'll goof up in some way—buying equipment that doesn't fit your car, for example, or damaging the system or the car. Getting the experts in to fix your car or your components can prove expensive. Living with the damage just puts off the expense till the day you have to mark the car down to sell it. And who wants to live with an installation that sounds or looks only so-
INTRODUCING SOUND AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT.

At Alpine, we just changed the speed at which sound is transmitted from the speed of electricity to the speed of light.

And, a new generation of music is about to surround your ears.

It has to do with something the engineers call "fiber optics technology." Fiber optics transmits with light beams traveling through tubes (like we've pictured above) rather than mechanical wires.

The result is an incredibly pure sound, free from the "noise" that comes from wiring connections and surrounding engine parts.

Alpine’s first application of fiber optics is in our 7375 FM/AM Remote Cassette Changer. The control unit for the 7375 sits in your dash. But the fiber optics cable lets us put the heart of it in your trunk.

And it’s amazing.

There’s a magazine with six cassettes you control from the dash.

You can change cassettes, skip tunes —program over 6 hours of music, with the push of a button. (To see one, call 1-800-ALPINE-1 for the address of the dealer nearest you.)

From the mobile electronics systems that are standard equipment on Lamborghini to the head units that introduce young people to the delights of mobile sound, Alpine is light years ahead. Again.
DO-IT-YOURSELF TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

If you’re going to do your own installation, the first things you’ll need are patience and space—lots of each. Unless you have the patience to do things slowly, carefully, thoughtfully and thoroughly, forget it—you’re better off farming the job out to Autobody Andy down the street. At least then you won’t be around to watch the mayhem.

Your workspace should be big enough for you to lie with your head and shoulders in the car and stick your legs out without losing them to traffic or tripping passersby. Such a space will also give you room to spread your tools where you can reach them. There should be an a.c. outlet nearby, to run power tools and trouble lights; the outlet should have a ground-fault interruptor, however, to protect you against electric shock, especially if you’re working outdoors.

Unless you’re working on a roadster or convertible, your workspace needn’t be covered; but it should be within easy reach of somewhere you can stow the seats you’ve taken from your car when the rain starts. And since the rain will always start just as you have the car half pulled apart, and will continue teeming until an hour after you’re due at an appointment, you’ll also need alternate transportation.

You’ll need three types of tools, for metal-working, electrical wiring, and assembly/disassembly.

For metal-working, get a drill (preferably a variable-speed electric) and fresh drill bits, a center punch (to give the drill a starting spot it won’t squirrel away from), a sheet-metal nibbler, both regular and keyhole hacksaws, and files. Safety goggles are a very worthwhile addition to the list.

For electrical work, you’ll need wire-cutters and wire-strippers, thin-nosed pliers, and a way or ways of splicing and connecting wires securely. That could be a soldering iron (12-volt, if you can find a decent one), screw-on wire-nut connectors, a crimping tool, and crimp-on terminals, or perhaps all three. You’ll also need electrical tape, for insulation. Tubular insulation, preferably the shrink-on type, is also very handy. And a fire extinguisher is a good thing to keep handy, just in case.

For general assembly and disassembly, you’ll need screwdrivers, wrenches and pliers in a variety of shapes and sizes. Your stereo will probably require Phillips-head screwdrivers and metric wrenches. Your car may also use yet other kinds of wrenches; your car may require the same (especially if it’s foreign), but if it’s U.S.-made, it will more likely require English (inch) wrenches. Your stereo will probably require English (inch) wrenches.

For assembly/disassembly, you’ll need screwdrivers, wrenches and pliers in a variety of shapes and sizes. Your stereo will probably require Phillips-head screwdrivers and metric wrenches; your car may require the same (especially if it’s foreign), but if it’s U.S.-made, it will more likely require English (inch) wrenches.

For general assembly and disassembly, you’ll need screwdrivers, wrenches and pliers in a variety of shapes and sizes. Your stereo will probably require Phillips-head screwdrivers and metric wrenches; your car may require the same (especially if it’s foreign), but if it’s U.S.-made, it will more likely require English (inch) wrenches.
THE GRAPHITE BREAKTHROUGH COMES TO CAR STEREO.

INTRODUCING PHASE LINEAR® GRAPHITE.

Graphite. The final piece of technology that advanced the state of the art in sports equipment, electronics, and even space exploration. Graphite makes it possible for the new Phase Linear® speakers to deliver a level of car stereo performance you've never heard before.

Phase Linear speakers are technologically unique with the only car stereo woofer cones made of graphite fibre. The higher rigidity and light weight of this versatile material results in superb impulse response. This means less coloration and distortion. The results are wider dynamic range which means fuller, richer sound—livelier, closer to the source than ever before possible.

The tweeters and midranges in these speakers are made of polycarbonate which combines low mass with a high amount of internal damping. This results in wide, flat frequency response and superb off-axis dispersion for excellent sound reproduction of the mid to high frequency signals. This advanced design plus the addition of ferrofluid-filled dome tweeters also results in greater power handling. For example, the Phase Linear 6" x 9" handles 110 watts continuous, 250 watts peak power!

The incredible specs and the unique materials used in these speakers makes them digital ready—perfect partners for compact disc players. The proof is in the hearing—music so crisp and clear, so rich and full, it's what you've been listening for.

Built upon 50 years of car audio manufacturing experience, these great new speakers are truly a car stereo breakthrough. Hear them at your Phase Linear dealer.
installers will check over your car's systems with you before they begin, so that they can't be blamed for breaking things that didn't work to start with—and can't weasel out of their responsibilities to fix anything they did break.

An installer can often get the job done faster than you can, too. He knows how to work efficiently, avoiding many of the pitfalls that the newcomer wastes time edging into and backing out of. He also has a substantial investment in expensive tools that speed and simplify the job—reasonable purchases for someone who'll need them regularly, if not necessarily for you.

The best way to find a good installer is through recommendations. Ask your friends with good (or bad) car stereo systems, stereo dealers, car dealers, the manufacturers of the equipment you're considering, and your mechanic. When you run into a good system, ask who did the job, and how troublesome or troublefree it's proven.

Get advice from as many sources as possible. Your friends will have limited experience (one installation every few years). Everyone else will have an angle. Manufacturers will only recommend installers who sell their equipment. Stereo and car dealers may have tie-ins with installers. Some stereo dealers may want your installation business for themselves—as might your mechanic, or the crazy-about-cars teenager down the block. Don't hesitate to ask these people's advice in finding a good installer, but don't feel obligated to take all that advice, either.

Use that advice to get a list of likely installers, then visit each one's shop. Tell each installer your price range. Ask if you can listen to one or more systems he's installed, especially in the price range you've specified.

And ask to see the shop. The work going on should be deliberate, careful, but not hesitant. The shop should be clean, well organized, with lots of parts and tools.

Look over installations in progress. Are the wires neatly fastened down, or hanging all over the place? Is the equipment properly secured, or will it start banging around on the first bumpy road? Is the work neat, without such unpleasant souvenirs as solder burns on the carpet, or extra screws rolling around the floor?

Ask the installer to give some customers as references. Pay special attention to those whose installations were done a year or more ago, to see how well the work holds up. If your community has a Better Business Bureau, it may be useful to find out whether the installer has had complaints made against him, and how they were resolved.

Many installers won't work with equipment they haven't sold you, not just for profit's sake but because they know better how the equipment they sell will do in your car. Once you've chosen an installer, let him guide you. Not every piece of equipment will work well inside your car model, or meet your listening needs. Most installers handle several brands of stereo gear, to match a wide range of cars and listeners, if your special needs require something else, they may order it for you.

Though standard equipment meets most people's needs, everyone's needs are special. There's no such thing as a standard installation, and the installer should take care to customize the equipment choice and the work to match your tastes and desires. Discuss the kinds of music you like to listen to, and the equipment you listen on at home. As you try different speakers in his demonstration set-up, tell him what you like and dislike about each. Ask to hear tapes or CDs of your kind of music—if he has none, he may specialize in optimizing sound for totally different tastes than yours.

Avoid surprises. Go over the installer's plans to make sure they'll accomplish what you want. Be sure to ask for an itemized, written estimate. Ask questions about anything you don't understand—if nobody in the shop has answers, chances are they don't know.

How much will all this cost? It depends on the complexity of your system, the difficulties posed by your car (putting 12-inch woofers in a subcompact won't come cheap), and any special cosmetic requirements (such as hiding the speakers behind perforation patterns in the upholstery, instead of using standard grilles). As a general rule of thumb, it's best to start with a ball-park budget, about $50 to $300 of which will ordinarily go for installation, and be prepared to spend a little more on labor or components if need be.
If you can’t afford it, spare yourself the heartache of listening to it.

We are all aware that, money aside, it is an easy matter to upscale our quality of life, but difficult to lower it. In this regard, ignorance is bliss, and strict abstinence is sometimes better than a taste of something finer that we can’t have. So it is with the concord HPL-55C Tuner/Amplifier/Tape Deck. One listen could ruin you.

Concord’s performance engineering over the years has resulted in a list of meritorious characteristics that, as you become aware of them, will change your perceptions of car radios.

For instance:
A sound most critics claim is the best they’ve ever heard in a car radio.

Superb stereo imaging, wide band frequency response, and very low distortion levels are just some of the qualities of Concord’s exclusive Matched Phase Amorphous Core Tape Head.

A cleaner sounding FM than you ever believed possible, thanks to the exclusive Concord FNR-FM noise reduction system.

The Tuner/Tape Switch enables the listener to hear radio broadcasts when tape is in the rewind, fast forward or play mode.

AM Stereo that receives Motorola C-QUAM broadcast signals.

Electronic EC Servo Tape Drive for extended life and accurate control of tape speed.

High powered inboard amplifiers—rated at 25 watts per channel.

Dolby B,C, + DBX: Tape noise reduction systems.

Lighted panel switches, electronic memory with 24 preset stations, equalizer circuitry, a two-way/four-way amplifier, automatic Music Search Scanner, and a Bass EQ Switch.

One listen to all of this and you will be exhilarated. But then, if you can’t afford it, you will be depressed. What will it be? Exhilaration and depression, the full human genre? Or blissful ignorance? The trouble is, if you have read this far you are no longer blissfully ignorant.

Concord Systems, Inc.
6025 Yolanda Avenue
Tarzana, CA 91356-0010
A Fennell Company
Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
ADDING CD TO YOUR SYSTEM

There are at least three ways to add CD to a car-stereo system you already have, and at least three more ways to build it into your next system.

The least expensive method is to buy a portable CD player, and hook it up to the equipment that you have already. Accessories to help you do that are already on the market—dummy cassettes that slip into your head unit's tape slot and feed it signals from your CD portable, gadgets that plug into your radio's antenna input and put the CD signal on some locally-unused FM channel, and others which, if you have a separate amplifier and head unit, connect between the two to feed the amp the CD's signal.

If you're buying a new system, and your desire for CD play is a distant second to your desire for tape, you can buy a head unit which plays tapes and radio, but has a front-panel input for a CD portable. (Or you can now buy at least one in-dash CD player which pulls out and becomes a portable.)

Plugging in a portable means you can plug it out again, and take it with you as a portable music source—simultaneously keeping it from any thieves who might break into your car. But it also means that you'll have a loose CD player sliding around the car, unless you lock it down securely with Velcro or similar fasteners; even then, it could break loose and fly around if you stop suddenly. Portables aren't usually as easy to load and operate one-handed as in-dash units are; and portables may have more problems dealing with the car's motion and vibration than players built specifically for car use would have.

The common alternative is to install such a player in your dashboard (or, in your glove compartment, if theft is a major problem in your area). If the only music source you want is Compact Disc, you can substitute a CD player for the usual radio/cassette unit, in your existing system or in the sound system you plan for your next car. If you also want FM, you can get a combination radio/CD unit, instead.

There are no combination radio/CD/cassette units for the car, and the space limitations of the usual dashboard slot mean that there probably never will be. The closest you can come is a radio/CD combination with front-panel jacks for a portable cassette player—a setup with the same advantages and disadvantages as a radio/tape combo with a jack for a portable CD. If there's room, in your dash, however, you can install both a CD player and a radio/cassette head unit. Car stereo manufacturers are making that as easy as they can for you.

Many CD players, especially those which have no built-in tuner, are designed to connect between a conventional head unit and the system's power amplifiers. Normally, the signal flows through the CD player as if it weren't there; but when you slip a disc into the player, the player feeds its own signal to the amplifier, and cuts out the signal from the head unit. If the radio/tape unit and the CD player come from the same manufacturer, starting a CD while a tape is running may signal the tape unit to stop playing till the CD is over, or even to eject the tape.

A growing number of radio/tape head units have rear-panel input jacks for CD players, too. With this setup, the CD player feeds its signal through the head unit, rather than the other way around. Usually, you must press an input selector button on the head unit when you want to listen to CDs—but some makers have designed head units and CD players that work together, turning off the tape and turning on the CD input when a disc begins to play.

No matter how you hook it up, once you get CD in your car, you'll probably make two discoveries—that your system now sounds better than it ever did before, and that the clarity of good CD sound makes you more aware than ever of the shortcomings in the rest of your system. For ideas on how to deal with that, see the separate stories on amplifiers and speakers in this section.
Who buys Pyle Driver Car Stereo?

almost everybody!

The Quality Continues!
Introducing Car Stereo Components Powerful Enough to be Pyle.

New Pyle Driver® Pounders
Powerful new speaker systems for pickups, hatchbacks, sports cars, vans and 4x4's. Pound for pound, the most dynamic speaker systems on or off the road.

New Pyle Digital Demand Amplifiers
Power packed and distortion free for pure explosive sound. Pyle Digital Demand amplifiers, preamp/EQ and electronic crossover are American made and fine tuned by 30 years experience. Perfectly Pyle!

Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you write:
Pyle Industries, Inc. • 501 Center St. • Huntington, IN 46750
When you start selecting car stereo equipment, you'll have to face three factors: performance (see "How To Read the Numbers," in this section, and the Car Stereo Directory section of the May Audio), price, and features.

Manufacturers like to explain the few features that are exclusively theirs. They rarely go to as much trouble about those features they share with their competitors—which are often the most useful ones. Here's a checklist of such common features, to ask about when you're selecting the head unit for your stereo system:

**RADIO FEATURES:**

The radio sections of most car stereos, today, are "digital"—instead of tuning continuously along a dial, they jump from one frequency to another, and show that frequency on a numerical display. This makes tuning easier: The radio stops only at authorized station frequencies, which saves fine-tuning; digital tuning also makes it easy for the designer to add automatic tuning aids.

The oldest and most common of these aids is preset tuning. Set your favorite stations in the tuner's memory, and you can call up those stations by pressing a button. How much station storage you need depends on the number of stations regularly listened to by all the family members who use the car. Most preset systems store one AM and one FM station for each of four to six selector buttons; but some tuners have extra memory banks to allow two FM and one AM stations per button.

If you've driven beyond your preset stations' range, or they're not playing anything you like, seek or search tuning will help you find others. Touch a control, and the radio will tune up or down until it finds and stops at the next strong signal. If you don't like that station, touching the control again will find the next station on the band.

Scan tuning also tunes up the band to the next strong signal and pauses only for a few seconds, to let you sample that station's programming. Then it tunes on to the next station. When you hear a station you like, you can touch a control to stop the process. Usually, this circuit can scan only up the radio band, but many units can now scan both up and down. Preset scan works similarly, but only on the stations stored in the tuner's preset memory.

If the unit has a local/distant (or "Lo/Dx") switch, you can choose whether the seek and scan functions stop at only the strongest signals or at all reasonably strong ones. In some models, the Lo/Dx switch also affects the tuner's overall sensitivity; in "Local" mode, the tuner cannot readily receive weak signals, but is less sensitive to strong-signal overload and to multipath interference.

As signals fade into the distance, stereo signals sound noisier. Most car tuners now counter that with circuits that automatically blend the stereo channels at high frequencies (where noise and distortion are most troublesome), reduce high-frequency response, or reduce overall stereo separation as the signal fades. When the signal fades enough, all tuners will treat it as mono. (On a few tuners, this automatic process can be shut off. To clean up signals that are strong enough for stereo but plagued with multipath or other interference, some tuners also include a manual stereo/mono switch—a comparatively rare but rather useful feature.

**TAPE DECK FEATURES:**

Most tape-deck features either help you wind the tape to the selection you want, or help you make the most of its sound.

By now, almost every tape player has locking fast-forward and rewind controls that you needn't keep your finger on while the tape winds. But in the lowest price ranges, it may still pay to check that these controls do lock.

Automatic reverse, which plays both sides of the tape without your flipping it over, is a big convenience that's becoming more popular because its price is dropping. On auto-reverse decks, high-frequency response may not be as good on one side of the tape as on the other, due to cassette irregularities; a few decks have automatic or manual azimuth adjustment systems to help compensate for this.

Fast-forward and rewind make it easy to find the tape's ends, but not to find selections in the middle of the tape. Many decks therefore have music sensor systems (available under many different names) which can be used to stop fast wind and begin play at the beginning of each selection. These systems are most useful on pop tapes, which have many short selections. On classical tapes, where selections may be longer (and hence fewer), music sensors may confuse quiet musical passages for the silent spaces between musical selections. Some sensors are programmable, to skip a pre-selected number of tunes instead of stopping at each new one. A very few can scan the tape, playing the first few seconds of each song so you can listen for the one you want, and stop the scan.

While car stereo tuners are usually turned on manually, car stereo tape players usually start when a tape is inserted. When you turn the system or your ignition off, the tape should be automatically disengaged from the deck's mechanism. A tape standby system does only that; key-off eject or auto eject system also ejects the tape from the deck at shutoff. Standby systems are more convenient, but pose a potential danger, in hot climates, of the tape's warping, and jamming in place.

The basic tape-sound features are equalization and noise reduction. Tapes sound best when played back with correct equalization—120-μs for Type I ("normal" or "ferric") tapes, 70-μs for Type II ("chrome") or Type IV ("metal") ones. A good deck should either give you a switch to select the right EQ, or sense the type of tape and automatically set the right EQ.

A good deck should also have noise reduction to match every tape you're likely to play on it. That means it should at least have Dolby B NR, which is found on virtually all home tape decks and most pre-recorded tapes. And if you now have—or plan to get—a deck that uses the more powerful Dolby C or dbx NR systems, your car deck should have settings for them, too. (Some decks have settings for all three NR systems.)

**COMPACT-DISC PLAYER FEATURES:**

The most important features are common to all CD players: The ability to skip backward and forward, track by track, and to display the current track number. From that point on, their features diverge a bit.
BECAUSE TOO MUCH PERFORMANCE IS NEVER ENOUGH

Harman Kardon's drive for sonic excellence has elevated the standards of high fidelity for over 30 years. Our striving for the ideal is often considered "too much" by our competitors. Now the pleasure of "too much performance" is brought to the automotive environment.

Our competitors must feel that 20-20,000Hz ±3dB is "too much performance" to expect from an in-dash cassette/tuner, or they would offer it. We believe it the minimum necessary for true high fidelity reproduction. Even our least expensive model offers this and other "over design" distinctions: Dolby*, dual gate MOSFET front ends, superior tuning sections, hand selected tape heads and heavy duty transports.

Our competitors must feel that High instantaneous Current Capability, Low Negative Feedback and discrete componentry constitute "too much performance" in automotive amplifiers. All of our mobile amps, from the 3.5 Watt/channel CA205 to the 60 Watt/channel CA260, are "over designed" to include these superior design criteria.

Automotive high fidelity performance from Harman Kardon. It's too much.

For more information and your nearest dealer call toll free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 250 or write 240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, New York 11797.

*Dolby is the registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
Some car CD players have **programmable skip**, so you can select in advance which tracks to hear and which to pass by. Being able to select the order in which those tracks are played is less valuable on the road than in home players—it’s hard to handle such elaborate programm- ing while you drive.

If you want to find particular passages within a track, look for a player which lets you hear the music as you zip through it in fast-forward or reverse.

Several car CD players have **cartridge-loading** systems: You load each disc into a protective cartridge (or, in one case, a 10-disc magazine that fits in your trunk), instead of the bare disc, into the player. This does protect the record against dirt and scratches (more severe problems in the car than at home), and eliminates the nuisance of opening the CD’s jewel box case (a two-handed job) while driving. But it also separates the disc from its magazine system should be here shortly, though.)

**PREAMPLIFIER FEATURES:**

If you want to instantly drop the volume when you pull over to ask directions, want to hear better what your passengers or saying, or just want a spot of quiet while you concentrate on tricky traffic, a muting switch (which lowers the volume level by about 20 dB) would be handly. Unfortunately, it's a seemingly minor feature well worth looking for.

A switchable loudness control helps you compensate for the ear's reduced ability to hear high and low frequencies when the sound level is low; it's also rare but useful in car stereo, since it reduces your fatigue by letting you listen at lower volume levels without losing the sound's richness.

Old car radios (and some cheap new stereos) have but a single tone control. Today, the standard is to have separate bass and treble controls. And systems with **equalizers**, which separate the frequencies into five or seven control bands, are growing more popular. Some equalizers, whether stand-alone components or built into a head unit, now have memories to hold your most used EQ settings, so you can switch settings at a touch.

One noise-reduction system, **DNR**, belongs among the preamp features rather than the tape controls, because it can be used to reduce high-frequency noise and hiss on all your signal sources—tape, FM, or AM. The catch is that it may also, in some cases, reduce the signal’s legitimate high-frequency content; so if DNR is provided, there’s also a switch to shut it off when it’s not wanted.

**GENERAL FEATURES**

Control-panel design is far more important in car stereo than in home equipment. The designer has more controls to fit into a smaller space, while making it easy for you to operate all of those controls while you drive. Check this out before you buy: Can you easily tell the controls apart by feel, shape, or placement? Are the controls you’ll use most more prominent than the ones you’ll rarely need? If you did have to look at the panel to find one of the less-often-used controls, would you be able to find it at a glance?

If possible (though it rarely is), check the unit's night illumination. All major controls should be easy to find in the dark—and the controls you need to turn the unit on should be easy to find when the unit is turned off. On some car stereo units, the illumination is on all the time, or on only when the unit is turned on; with other units, the illumination goes on and off with your dashboard lights, or when a built-in sensor detects that the car’s interior is growing dark.

Most of the features we’ve discussed have far more to do with convenience than sound. But convenience counts more when you have to keep your attention on the road. In the car, things that would be mere conveniences at home become important safety features.

---

**A NASTY PLACE FOR A SOUND SYSTEM**

Car stereo equipment looks humble enough, especially when compared with the impressive look of stereo components for the home. Yet that humble car equipment does heroic work.

Just sounding good should be heroic enough, but in car stereo’s case, it’s not. That equipment has a lot of obstacles to get over before it can make sound at all, let alone make that sound good (or, in some cases, great).

The very size that makes it look so inconsequential is the first of those hurdles. A head unit combines a tuner and a tape player with a few preamp controls—and, sometimes, an amp as well—into a space so small no designer of home gear would even consider it. A transformer or preamp for use with moving-coil phono cartridges might be as small as a car’s tuner/receiver/amp combination, but nothing else would be.

Small as it is, that head unit must be rugged, too: It sounds its life being gently but continually vibrated on good roads, and shaken unmercifully on bad ones. In winter, it’s exposed to temperatures far below freezing—in summer, the temperature inside a car parked in the sun can nearly reach the boiling point. And the moving parts of tape and Compact Disc transports—of volume controls, for that matter—are exposed to far more dust than they’d ever see if they were home components.

And those are just the physical hazards. There are also electrical problems. A car is a rolling interference generator, generating thousands of high-voltage sparks per second, just a few feet from the dashboard where the stereo sits. And the tuner must contend with signals that vary in strength from the intermittent wisps of a station over the next county’s hills, to the blast of a transmitter right next to the highway.

Once the signal has survived all these threats, there’s one other obstacle to getting good sound. The very places where the speakers would sound best—where their frequency balance and stereo imaging would be optimized—are already occupied with things like window cranks and windshield-wipers, and you must find some other places for them.

On paper, it looks like you just can’t win. Yet in your car, the sound can be a winner. It’s as if you expected John Wayne to be the hero, and found that it was Hervé Villechaize.
Boston Acoustics component speaker systems.

Your car could become your favorite listening room.

Now, you can enjoy world-renowned Boston Acoustics music reproduction in your car. Our component approach makes it possible. Each portion of the audio range is accurately reproduced by a separate driver, just as in our highly regarded home systems. Each component speaker can be unobtrusively mounted where it fits best. And sounds best.

We've designed five different Boston component speaker systems, so you can choose one that's just right for you and your car. From our most compact two-way system, to our finest three-way system that lets you hear the full ten octaves of music. All five use our exclusive Varimount CFT dome tweeter, which you can aim for optimum stereo imaging.

For a detailed brochure and the name of your nearest dealer, send your name and address to: Boston Acoustics, Inc., Department 7A 247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960. (617) 532-2111.

You just may get into the habit of picking up your car keys when you want to do some really serious listening.

Boston Acoustics
BUYING CAR STEREO: HOW TO READ THE NUMBERS

Ten or fifteen years ago, the only numbers you’d see on a car stereo specification sheet were the dimensions, the price and the amplifier’s power in watts. Today, spec sheets have columns of figures detailing the performance of every section—the tuner, the amplifier, the tape player and, often, the CD player as well. It’s all frightfully informative if you understand the numbers, but informatively frightful if you don’t.

By and large, the specifications used to describe car stereo mean the same things as they do when they describe home stereo equipment. There are only two major differences:

1) Amplifier power ratings are sometimes inflated, but usually in decipherable ways (see sidebar, “What’s Watts,” elsewhere in this section.)

2) Tuner sensitivity ratings measured in microvolts (µV) are not comparable to those given for home tuners, but sensitivity ratings measured in dBf do mean the same for both.

If you already understand the other numbers on stereo spec sheets, you now know all you need to about car-stereo specs. If not, here’s a refresher:

GENERAL AUDIO SPECS:

Frequency response indicates how wide a range of frequencies a component can handle comfortably, the wider this range, the better. A range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz (sometimes given as “20 to 20,000 Hz”) is considered excellent for any piece of equipment. Amplifiers and preamplifiers generally do even better than that at both ends of the range. CD players go down a bit below 20 Hz, and some very good tape players can just cover that full range, with perhaps a little extra at the high end. FM broadcasts only go from 50 Hz to 15 kHz, so that’s as far as FM tuner ratings go.

However, no frequency rating is meaningful unless it’s accompanied by a notation that shows how much the response varies over the rated range. (The smaller the variation, the better). If a piece of stereo gear is rated “20 Hz to 20 kHz ± 1 dB,” for example, its response won’t vary more than 1 dB (a fairly small amount) up or down, throughout that range; if it varies “+0, -1 dB,” its response may drop by 1 dB, but will not rise at all. But if it’s just rated “20 Hz to 20 kHz” with nothing said about the dB limits, its response might be varying like a profile of the Alps.

Distortion is a measure of harsh fuzziness. It should be as low as possible—certainly under 1%, and preferably well under 0.1%. Two types of distortion are commonly listed: Total harmonic distortion (THD) and intermodulation distortion (IM). For most components, the two are about equal, so if only one is listed you can guess at the other. The distortion rating on a spec sheet usually shows the maximum amount of distortion you’ll hear under normal operation; at high signal levels, and at the extreme ends of the rated frequency range, distortion usually begins rising sharply.

Noise is usually a fairly steady hiss or roar heard during quiet passages. It, too, should be as low as possible, preferably at least 80 dB below the signal level. A spec sheet may show this in either of two ways, listing either a noise level (such as “.76 dB”) or a signal-to-noise ratio (such as “S/N, 76 dB”). Despite the change from negative to positive, the two numbers are equivalent.

You may find frequency-response ratings listed for virtually all components, and noise and distortion listed for all but speakers. Speakers don’t make noise; they do distort, but there are no commonly applied standards for measuring speaker distortion.

AMPLIFIER AND EQUALIZER SPECS:

An amplifier’s main specification is its power output, in watts—but you can’t take that mere number at face value. You also need to know the distortion level it’s up to, the harder you drive an amplifier, the more power it delivers, but along with that added power comes more distortion and a narrower frequency range. An amplifier that delivers 10 watts per channel at a reasonably low 0.5% distortion (with, perhaps, even lower distortion at power levels of 9 watts or less) might deliver 20 watts per channel if you pushed it to a screaming 10% distortion. You could rate each channel at 20 watts, the power’s there—you just wouldn’t be able to stand listening to the system when the amp was distorting that much. That amp might also be able to deliver its full 10 watts over the frequency range from 15 Hz to 30 kHz, but deliver 20 watts only at frequencies from 150 Hz to 10 kHz.

If two companies made such an amp, one company might rate it at 10 watts per channel, while the other bragged of 20. As long as only watts were specified, you couldn’t tell the difference. But if each company stated the distortion level and frequency range (power bandwidth) that applied to its power rating, you would know at once that the “20-watt” amp was definitely not twice as powerful as the “10-watt” one.

The distortion level is especially important in car stereo. If it’s not specified in the same phrase as the power rating, it is probably 10%—unlistenable high. At distortion levels low enough for your enjoyment, the amp probably delivers only one half to three quarters its rated power.

Total power and power per channel can also cause confusion. A stereo amplifier delivering 20 watts total is delivering 10 watts per channel; a four-channel amplifier that delivers 20 watts total produces only 5 watts per channel. Make sure you know just which specs you’re comparing.
GOOD NEWS TRAVELS FAST. Aiwa has hit the road.


Each model can be completely removed for safe keeping. Of course, all electronic functions, like the 12 AM/FM presets, volume level and digital clock settings, are safe in the memory. For up to 48 hours. Even Aiwa's soft-touch controls are unique. The complete control panel flips closed to keep your Aiwa car audio system safe from theft and dust. That way they see no evil. And Aiwa audio engineers made sure you'll hear no evil either. Every CT-XII Series model boasts Aiwa's precision-engineered auto-reverse tape transport system. With less than 0.12% WRMS wow and flutter. While Dolby B* noise reduction, a fader control and pre-amp outputs are all standard. Very high Aiwa standards. Just like Aiwa's quartz digital synthesizer tuner section. It delivers an FM S/N-ratio of 65dB!

What more could you ask for in a car audio system? How about the convenience of the CT-X500II's removable remote control module and the performance of Dolby C* noise reduction circuitry. There's no doubt about it. No other car audio systems can match the CT-XII Series from Aiwa. Not even remotely.
measured at (see sidebar, "What's Watts"), and at what frequencies that power is available. The frequency side of amplifier power is covered by the power bandwith specification. This spec is a range, like frequency response; but variations in dB aren't stated, because what's being specified is response at a single level—full rated power—± 0 dB.

Like frequency response, power bandwidth should be as wide as possible, and should certainly extend down to the lowest frequency the speakers connected to that amp are capable of delivering. (In other words, in a stereo system with separate bass and treble amplifiers, an amplifier with poor bass response could still be used to run the tweeter and midrange, but shouldn't be used for the woofer.) If the amplifier also has a frequency-response spec, that will show the amp's capabilities at lower power (usually, 1 watt), and will usually be wider than the power bandwidth.

Equalizers add two other specifications—the number of frequency-hand controls per channel, and the boost and cut range available from each frequency-hand control. Most car equalizers have five or seven bands, each with the ability to boost and cut a range of frequencies ± 12 dB.

CD SPECS:

Forget 'em. What audible differences there are between CD players don't show up in the spec-sheet numbers. Compact Disc players have tremendously broad frequency response, ultra-low noise and distortion, and no wow and flutter whatsoever. If the differences between, say, 0.05% and 0.005% distortion can be heard at all, they certainly can't be heard over the noise of your motor, your tires on the highway, and the kids in the back seat. There is one spec to watch for: Many authorities feel that CD players with digital filtration sound better than those with only analog filters—but not for reasons that show up in the numbers columns.

TAPE DECK SPECS:

The main tape-deck specifications are signal-to-noise ratio, frequency response, and wow & flutter. Wow & flutter is a measure of cyclical speed variation which can be slow enough to make the sound waver audibly (wow) or fast enough to give the music a faintly tremulous, or even garyly quality (flutter). It should be as low as possible, at least below 0.1%, and preferably less than half that figure.

A tape player will often have several different specifications for S/N ratio and frequency response, depending on the noise-reduction system and the kind of tape in use. The noise-reduction (NR) system, not surprisingly, makes the biggest difference to the noise level: typical S/N ratios for car stereo equipment are about 50 dB without noise reduction, about 60 dB with Dolby B noise reduction, about 70 dB with Dolby C NR and about 80 dB with dbx NR.

Frequency response is usually narrowest with Type I ("ferric" or "normal") tapes, wider with Type II ("chrome") tapes and a bit wider still with Type IV ("metal") tapes. (Specs are rarely listed for Type III tapes, now a rarity.)

TUNER SPECS:

The most widely cited FM radio specification is sensitivity, a measure of how strong the radio signal must be before the tuner can attain a given level of performance. If only one number is given, it will usually be for usable sensitivity, the signal level that will yield a 30 dB S/N in mono—a level of performance so low that you'd change stations rather than put up with it. More significant are figures that show what signal level will produce "50 dB quieting"—that is, an S/N of 50 dB—especially if it's quoted for stereo reception. For any given kind of sensitivity, the lower the number the better. Numbers given in dBf are directly comparable to those for home stereo equipment, while those given in micromols (µV) must be doubled before making such comparisons. In other words, a home tuner with a rated usable sensitivity of 5.5 µV and a car-stereo unit with a rated usable sensitivity of 2.75 µV would both be equally sensitive, and could both be rated at 20 dBf.

But while sensitivity is the most commonly quoted spec, its importance fades the closer you get to the city where the stations are. In town, the most important spec is probably AM rejection, a measure of the tuner's ability to suppress interference that resembles AM radio signals. This includes multipath interference, the same phenomenon that causes "ghosts" on TV, and a prime source of distortion on FM. Any tuner specification labelled "suppression" or "rejection" should be as high as possible, preferably well over 70 dB. After AM suppression, the most important of these specs in mobile use is spurious-response rejection, the tuner's ability to continue sounding clean when exposed to very strong signals (such as when driving past a transmitter). Capture ratio and selectivity are also important on the road. The first describes the tuner's ability to distinguish between signals on the same frequency but of slightly different strengths. (In the country, you might get that when you're between two towns which each have a station on the frequency you're tuned to; in the city, the second "signal" could be a multipath reflection.) The lower the figure, the finer the distinction the tuner can make—a capture ratio of 2 dB would be fairly good, and 1.5 dB would be quite good.

Selectivity measures the tuner's ability to distinguish between signals whose frequencies differ only slightly. The higher the figure (in dB), the more resounding-ly the tuner can reject unwanted signals on nearby frequencies. Most car-stereo tuners have between 50 and 70 dB of selectivity, but a few have ratings up to 80 dB or more.
Shift
To High Performance
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Self-Contained Stereo Speaker Systems

Available at better car audio specialists nationwide.

In Canada, F E C O A Thornhill, Ontario (416) 731-2022
traffic, and parking meters, if they're present, tell when a car's owner expects to return. Your neighborhood, where people know you and your car, is safer than an anonymous district elsewhere, and your garage (if locked), is safer still.

Second, don't advertise that there are valuables in your car. Never leave tapes and your garage (if locked), is safer still, than an anonymous district elsewhere, people know you and your car, is safer present, tell when a car's owner expects traffic, and parking meters, when you park, and sleeves are available together. Some new head units slide out of ed forward over the dash. door cars) by leaving the front seats fold-won't ignore your stereo. Cover up your (or, worse, CDs) out in plain view. Never want to stash your stereo in your trunk, can, each time you park your car. If you stereo with you, as conspicuously as you don't advertise your stereo by leaving tapes or CDs out in sight. Other visible valuables can draw thieves, too. If you can, take your stereo with you when you park.

DON'T ADVERTISE YOUR stereo with you, as conspicuously as you can, each time you park your car. If you want to stash your stereo in your trunk, do it a few blocks before you reach your parking place, so people who know it's in the trunk won't know where that trunk has gone, and vice versa.

All these precautions will almost certainly help you keep your stereo—even if they can't absolutely prevent thieves from breaking in and rummaging around in hope you've left the stereo under your front seat.

Some stereo systems have another anti-theft trick: Playing dead. Once they're disconnected, they won't work again until a secret code is keyed in. That ensures the ultimate recipient of your radio won't enjoy it, which is some consolation. But it won't deter thieves from taking it until more of them, and more of the people who buy stereos from thieves, learn about the feature.

Alarms do deter thieves, at least where the thief has reason to fear someone will come to investigate before he can make his getaway. Sometimes, the possibility of having to deal with an alarm will encourage a thief to seek an easier mark. An alarm sticker gives this deterrent effect, by helping thieves get the message before they try to steal your car or sound equipment.

Get an alarm which not only sounds if a thief breaks in to take something but also if someone attempts to take the entire car, and which disables the ignition or fuel if unauthorized people try to start the engine. Get one that's LOUD, so people will hear it and be annoyed enough to call the police—but also get one that will stop making noise when the theft or other disturbance stops. (Why wake the neighbors when it's too late?). And make sure that after shutting itself off, the alarm will re-arm itself to trigger again if the thief comes back.

Alarms lower the odds of theft, but they aren't a perfect deterrent—we've all heard or seen cars wail on and on and get no response. And remembering to turn alarms on and off can be a nuisance. Passive arming, which turns the alarm on automatically when you turn your ignition off, keeps the alarm ready but out of sight and out of mind until it's needed.

And some alarms can be a positive convenience, with radio control systems that let you disarm them and unlock the doors as you approach—some even beep the horn and flash the lights from afar, to help you find your car in a crowded parking lot.

QUALITY? WHO NEEDS IT?

The ultimate car-stereo can never be quite as good as ultimate home systems. The conditions in the car—road noise, interference, and speaker-placement difficulties—will always keep car sound somewhere this side of nirvana. That doesn't mean car stereo systems can't sound superb, however, or that you won't be able to hear the difference between excellent and mediocre sound.

As each advance in audio reaches the car, audiophile cynics say it won't make a worthwhile difference on the road. Then, as the effects of this advance are heard, it becomes something no halfway critical listener would do without. As improvements become standard, they increase the importance of quality everywhere else in the system.

Take noise reduction, for example. When mobile tape players with Dolby B NR appeared, the skeptics felt that its hiss reduction would not be audible against the background of motor, road and wind noise. When it became obvious that tape hiss, and hiss reduction, were plainly audible on good car systems, the cry went up that Dolby C and dbx NR would be unnecessary. Indeed, the difference between plain-vanilla Dolby B and these more effective NR systems was not as readily heard as the difference between Dolby B and no NR had been; but it was audible, nonetheless. Even if it hadn't been, listeners who had tapes encoded with dbx and Dolby C NR for use at home would have also needed those NR systems on the road for compatible playback of those tapes. (With Dolby B NR, this argument was weaker: Dolby B-encoded tapes can be played without decoding, if you turn the treble down, the results are listenable, if not exactly accurate. But Dolby C and dbx NR are only listenable if played through matching decoders.)

As better tape NR systems, and better tapes, appeared, car sound systems improved a bit more, too. Better NR meant that systems with better high-frequency reproduction would not be as plagued by hiss as in the days before NR. And greater dynamic range in recordings called for more dynamic range in playback electronics and loudspeakers.

With Compact Disc, the need for quality becomes even more apparent. A CD player will make any system sound better, at least up to the point where the music's dynamic range outruns the system's. But it takes a really good system to take full advantage of the Compact Disc's clean, wide-ranging signal.

Such systems do exist. I have your dealer or installer demonstrate one for you, and you'll hear the difference—even on the road.
CHOOSE YOUR CASSETTE TAPE
AS CAREFULLY AS YOUR CASSETTE DECK.

If you own a deck like one of these, you were obviously concerned with low wow and flutter, extended frequency response, smooth tape transport and wide dynamic range. When it comes to choosing cassette tape, why behave any differently?

Denon's new High Density HD8 formulation is the finest high-bias tape you can buy. Its "High Technoroom" dispersion and binding plus its metal hybrid formulation guarantee digital level performance on the widest range of cassette decks (including yours). You can keep an eye on things through Denon's new giant window. And enjoy your music knowing HD8 is guaranteed for a lifetime.

So how good is your cassette deck? With Denon HDB it's better than you think.

DENON
Digital-ready tape from the first name in digital recording.
Enter No. 15 on Reader Service Card

Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07008
Audio Market Sales, 633 Main St., Milton, Ont. L9T 3J2 Canada

Nippon Columbia Co., Ltd., 14-14, 4-Chome, Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 107 Japan
### Manufacturer's Specifications

**Power Output:** 25 watts/channel into 8-ohm loads, 50 watts/channel into 4 ohms, 100 watts/channel into 2 ohms; bridged mode, 100 watts into 8-ohm load, 200 watts into 4 ohms, 300 watts into 2 ohms.

**Output Current:** 15 amperes rms.

**Frequency Response:** At rated power, 0.4 Hz to 80 kHz, +0, -3 dB.

**Distortion:** 0.1% THD and IM at rated power.

**S/N:** 85 dB, unweighted, wide-band.

**Input Impedance:** Stereo, 100 kilohms; bridged, 25 kilohms.

**Input Sensitivity:** 0.8 V for rated output.

**Power Consumption:** Approximately 500 watts at idle.

### Dimensions:

- 19 in. W x 10¾ in. H x 14¼ in. D (48.3 cm x 27.3 cm x 36.2 cm).

### Weight:

- 70 lbs. (31.8 kg).

### Price:

- $2,895.

### Company Address:

227-G Brunswick Blvd., Pointe Claire, Quebec, Canada H9R 4X5.

For literature, circle No. 90.
The Canadian-built Classé Audio DR-3 is a solid-state stereo power amplifier rated at 25 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads. Physically, the unit employs exotic construction. Larger than most 200-watt amplifiers, the DR-3 features huge heat-sinks, massive speaker connectors, and Class-A output circuitry.

The DR-3's 25-watt, 8-ohm power rating, Class-A operating mode, and solid, massive metalwork are reminiscent of the Levinson ML-2, although the DR-3 is a stereo amplifier and costs far less than the Levinson (which now lists at $8,848 per pair and must be custom ordered). Like the ML-2, the DR-3 sports an engraved black faceplate, oversized handles, and sculpted, finned radiators that give it a striking appearance.

The DR-3, Classé Audio's latest "pure" Class-A design, features heavier gauge internal wiring, floating-ground power-supply modules, polyfilm capacitors to couple and bypass key circuit areas, shield plates to reduce hum in the input circuitry, increased input impedance in the bridged mode to interface better with tube preamps, and better speaker connectors than their previous amp.

Construction

The DR-3's construction suggests the very high quality of expensive test instruments. It is built the way amplifiers were usually built in the tube days—on and inside a box chassis. The welded, ⅛-inch-thick aluminum chassis is 12 × 17 × 3 inches and has a steel bottom cover attached by eight Allen-head machine screws. A 10½-inch-high, ⅛-inch-thick, notched rack-mount faceplate is bolted to the front of the chassis and to the front heat radiators. Classé Audio says the amp can be rack-mounted if ventilation room is provided.

With 1,695 square inches of heat-sink radiating surface, the DR-3 runs reasonably cool without a fan in Class A. The large central box holds the power transformers.

The DR-3's components nestle within a welded chassis of ¼-inch-thick aluminum. Note the four 20,000-µF capacitors in each channel's power supply.

The DR-3's front panel bears only a single LED pilot light and a toggle switch for power. The rear apron has silver-plated signal input connectors and extremely heavy, silver-plated speaker binding posts. Six 8-ampere fuses (accessible from the rear), one a.c. line fuse, and two rail fuses per channel are the amplifier's only protection. The rear of the DR-3 is also equipped with an IEC power socket and a detachable line cord.

The DR-3 runs reasonably cool in Class A without an internal fan because of four exposed heat-sink assemblies, mounted on top of the chassis, which provide 1,695 square inches of radiating surface. A welded aluminum box, mounted on rubber bushings to minimize vibration, runs from chassis front to back and contains the amplifier's two power transformers, one for each channel's power supply. Each 350-VA power transformer is wound with wire that has a square cross-section; this is said to yield higher flux density and greater efficiency.

Underneath, the amplifier's dual-mono circuitry resides on a total of nine p.c. boards, including one a.c. line board, four heat-sink module boards, two power-supply boards, and two main-drive circuitry boards. Four 20,000-µF, 50-V capacitors are used in the power supply for each channel. Two are input capacitors which feed second-stage filters through 0.4-ohm, wire-wound resistors. The four capacitors' common terminals are bolted to a thick silver-plated strap, the center of which serves as a ground reference point. These p.c. boards are liberally bypassed with large film capacitors.

One of the two audio circuit boards contains additional components for bridged operation. The bridging switch features three DPDT sections which completely disconnect these components from the rest of the circuit and the power supply when in two-channel mode.
Circuit-board finish and parts quality are among the best we've ever seen in home audio components.

For each channel, the DR-3 output stage employs four high-speed, high-power bipolar devices. Claimed total output-device capability per channel is 800 watts and 120 amperes. The four heat-sinks are drilled, not punched, to help maintain flatness for tight mechanical and thermal contact with the output transistors.

Four-conductor, audiophile-grade cables lead from each RCA input connector to the circuit board for each channel. The right-channel drive circuit board also contains the circuitry and three switches for converting to bridged mono operation. Circuit-board finish and parts quality are among the best we have seen in home audio components, and are reminiscent of some older military equipment. Trimpots are multi-turn and sealed, capacitors are molded polyfilm types, and small resistors are all 1% film. Three high-quality electrolytic capacitors are also used in each channel.

Large, modular, molded-nylon connectors are used to carry high-current signals to the output transistors. While these are undoubtedly up to the task, we would have liked soldered connections here. Each p.c. board also is terminated through a 12-pin, gold-plated connector said to be able to carry four times the current of the conventional card-edge contact.

The DR-3's massive, silver-plated, brass speaker terminals deserve special mention. Speaker wires are attached by tightening down a ¼-inch hex-head bolt on the terminal's solid base. If the speaker cable is terminated in sufficiently large spade lugs, this arrangement provides an excellent mechanical and electrical connection between amplifier and speaker wire. This speaker terminal is the best we have encountered in an audio amplifier.

Dave Reich, Classe Audio's president and designer, says each DR-3 undergoes strenuous burn-in and quality-control testing at the factory after running with no input signal for 24 hours. The amplifier's input is then driven with a square wave, logarithmically swept from 5 Hz to 50 kHz, at full power into 4 ohms. Stereo sweep and bridged sweep are carried out for 24 and 12 hours, respectively. A detailed test sheet for each unit is kept on file.

The DR-3 owner's manual contains no standard test-bench ratings. Reich believes that standard power ratings and distortion figures do not describe the DR-3's sonic qualities. For this review, manufacturer's specs were obtained by means of not-so-subtle editorial pressure. Reich confirmed that both the company's former amplifier, the DR-2, and the DR-3 have identical power output and frequency response ratings into 8 ohms (25 watts/channel in stereo mode, 100 watts bridged), into 4 ohms (50 watts/channel in stereo mode), and into 2 ohms (100 watts/channel in stereo mode).

Circuit Description

The DR-3 is a straightforward Class-A amplifier design. Such circuitry keeps output transistors conducting throughout the output waveform and requires high continuous bias current in the output stage. Because the current delivered to the load is diverted from the bias, the peak available load current is about equal to the static bias current. The designer must therefore estimate a maximum instantaneous requirement, based on speaker impedance, and use that as
The Buick Skyhawk is a zippy spirited, fun personal car to drive. With front-wheel drive, high-rate suspension and rack-and-pinion steering.

In its T Type version, the Skyhawk is even more personalized with good things. Like special wheels, tires, trim, seats and gages. The Turbo T Type sports an available turbocharged 1.8-litre engine with multi-port fuel injection.

So buckle up and visit your Buick dealer. And get Yourhawk. For more information, a test drive or a brochure, call: 1-800-86-BUICK (1-800-862-8425).

Wouldn't you really rather have a Buick?
By rating the DR-3 at only 25 watts/channel, Classé ensured it could stay in Class A at full rated output without getting too big or too hot.

The DR-3's circuity uses nine small, plastic-case transistors on each board, with one extra on the right-channel board for bridging the two channels. The power supply employs two 35-amp bridge rectifiers followed by the two-stage RC filter network; this provides a high power reserve with low ripple. Total power-supply capacitance is 160,000 µF, which is equivalent to 250 joules of energy storage. Silver-plated, solid copper buss bars; stiff power transformers, and capacitors with low equivalent series resistance all contribute to a circuit with extremely low power-supply impedance.

Discrete bipolar transistor circuitry is used throughout the DR-3. The differential input stage is current-sourced and cascoded. Reich says that the cascoding topology increases the input impedance and effectively "elongates" the linear operating region of the devices. The driver transistors are also cascoded, and their current-source diodes monitor the output-stage bias current. All the devices are matched for gain and checked for leakage. Small resistors are metal film, 1% tolerance; emitter resistors and other large resistors are custom-made wire-wounds rated at 10 watts. Each fully discrete amplifier circuit is mounted on a glass epoxy p.c. board and soldered with silver-content solder. The p.c. board manufacture is computer-executed, and the plating pattern is sealed with an epoxy solder resist.

No intermediate-size driver transistors are used, because the Darlington output devices contain their own drivers. Also unusual is the virtual absence of thermal feedback from the heat-sinks to circuit parts. This caused a slow bias shift of more than 50% over a two-hour warm-up period from turn-on to "full Class-A" operation.

**Measurements**

The DR-3 was first run for one hour at 33% of rated power, about 8.3 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads with a 1-kHz test signal. The usual FTC specification of one-third power does not strain a Class-A design the way it can a Class-AB amplifier. Because a Class-A amplifier is fully on all the time, power is either radiated as heat or is delivered to the load. Thus, the Classé can run cooler in operation than at idle.

The output-stage bias of the fully warmed-up amplifier, measured as a voltage drop across an output-stage emitter resistor, was found to be 2.67 amperes. When first turned on, the emitter-resistor current flow measured only 1.56 amperes, which means that only a narrow Class-A power range is available when the amplifier is cold. From cold turn-

---

![Fig. 3—Power output vs. THD + N at 20 kHz for 8-, 4-, 2-, and 1-ohm loads.](image)

![Fig. 4—Clipping characteristics (top trace) for 20-kHz input (bottom trace). Note the absence of "sticking" as the trace leaves the flattened peak area. Input is 2-V sine wave, output is 50 watts into 4-ohm load. Scales: Horizontal, 100 µS/div.; vertical, 10 V/div. (top trace) and 2 V/div. (bottom trace).](image)
Picture this: Two new audio-video standouts with talents second-to-none.

Performance second-to-none. That's precisely what you get with AKAI's new CTA261 26" Monitor/Receiver and VS-616 VHS Hi-Fi VCR.

Both are endowed with a 142-channel MTS-SAP stereo tuner to make the most of today's stereo broadcasts. Plus a full-function wireless remote control.

The CTA261's square effect 26" tube and Comb filter deliver a cleaner picture with much higher resolution.

There's even a built-in stereo amplifier with plenty of power to drive its pair of built-in speakers or an external set of your own.

In back, convenient input/output jacks allow the "direct" connection of all your other components for superior audio/video playback.

The VS-616 features a 7-head design for optimized record/playback functions and full VHS Hi-Fi stereo. You also get On-Screen 8-event/28-day programmability. An integral Comb filter for a clearer picture. Plus the extra reliability of AKAI's beltless, direct-drive system.

The AKAI CTA261 26" Stereo Monitor and VS-616 VHS Hi-Fi VCR. When performance comes first.
The amp clips cleanly and then goes back to normal, without "sticking" at high distortion as many other amplifiers do.

Class-A operation limits were studied by noting the power-output level at which the a.c. line-current draw began to increase. Theoretically, the amplifier's line-current draw should remain constant as long as it is operating in Class A. As expected, the DR-3's current draw did not vary noticeably with an 8-ohm load up to the 40-watt clipping point. For other load impedances, the draw on the a.c. line current shifts as the amplifier transfers into Class-AB operation. The DR-3 delivered approximately 30 watts (11 V) into 4-ohm loads before line-current draw increased. At lower impedances, not often encountered in loudspeakers, the DR-3 settled into Class AB at progressively lower powers, including 16 watts (5.7 V) into 2-ohm loads and 7.8 watts (2.3 V) into 1-ohm loads.

Power output was measured from 20 Hz to 20 kHz into a variety of load conditions, as shown in Fig. 1. From 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than 0.3% THD + N, the DR-3 delivers a minimum of 35 watts per channel into 8 ohms, 36 watts into 4 ohms, and 23 watts into 2 ohms. However, as Fig. 1 shows, power output into 4-ohm and 2-ohm loads is substantially higher at frequencies up to 2 kHz. Driving 1-ohm loads, the amplifier pumps out an amazing 192 watts per channel at mid-band frequencies, although at much higher distortion levels.

In bridged (mono) operation, the DR-3's continuous power output at mid-band measures 158 watts into 8 ohms, 256 watts into 4 ohms, and 40 watts into 2 ohms, all with THD + N of less than 0.3%. At very high frequencies, however, power drops considerably (Fig. 1). Running the amp at its rated 25-watt output into 8-ohm loads, THD + N was steady from 20 Hz to 2 kHz (at 0.020% to 0.022% in the left channel and 0.032% to 0.034% in the right). Above 2 kHz, THD + N began rising, reaching a maximum of 0.12% at 20 kHz; this rise suggests increasing nonlinearities or reduced negative feedback in the high-frequency range. Measured THD + N ran 0.36% for 50 watts output into 4-ohm loads, and 0.74% at 100 watts into 2 ohms. Although these distortion figures are somewhat higher than usual for amplifiers in this price category, measurements at lower power levels revealed much better performance. Figures 2 and 3 show the DR-3's distortion versus power output, with four impedance loads, for 1- and 20-kHz signals, respectively. Note that at 1 kHz, distortion stays below a respectable 0.05% until the power is raised to the point where the DR-3 leaves Class-A operation for that load impedance.

When brought to clipping level at 20 kHz, the waveform flattened on top and bottom, as expected. This happens in all amplifiers when the output transistors have pulled the load up or down to the power-supply or "rail" voltages and more power is asked for. The DR-3's clipping (Fig. 4) is very clean, with no "sticking" and no power-line frequency ripple even at 6-dB overdrive. Many other amplifiers, once brought to the rail voltages, tend to stick there for a few microseconds, generating excess distortion before jumping back to the proper waveform.

Voltage gain was measured and found to be 25.2 dB. The IHF sensitivity, for 1 watt into 8-ohm loads at 1 kHz, was 150 mV. The IHF signal-to-noise ratio, which is A-weighted noise referred to 1 watt output into 8 ohms, measured -83.0 dBA for the right channel and -77.8 dBA for the left. Crosstalk versus frequency was measured by driving one channel and measuring the leakage into the other, with the unused input terminated by a 1-kilohm resistor. Worst case, crosstalk was better than -60.0 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Figure 5 illustrates the DR-3's response to a square wave at rated power of 25 watts per channel into 8 ohms. Rise-time is 4 μS. The slew rate measured 11 V/μS, up or down. This modest-appearing figure is actually very good, considering the amplifier's low power rating. The IHF slew factor into 8 ohms measured "infinite." Adding a 2.0-μF capacitor causes the usual ringing of the output network, with a 0.2-dB increase in sine-wave output at 20 kHz, but no instability.

For 8 ohms, the low-frequency damping factor was measured at 320 and the wide-band damping factor was measured at 15.7. The damping factor versus frequency is shown graphically in Fig. 6. Classé Audio gives no rating for this specification.

The 1-watt frequency response into 8 ohms (Fig. 7) showed the amplifier to be within ±0.1 dB from 5 Hz to 20 kHz. The -3 dB frequencies were 0.28 Hz and 90 kHz. Input impedance was somewhat frequency-dependent, measuring 140 kilohms at 1 kHz and 62 kilohms at 20 kHz.

The IHF dynamic headroom measured 2.3 dB (18.4 V, 42.3 watts) relative to 25 watts rated power into 8 ohms. The 4-ohm IHF headroom (using the manufacturer's claim of 50 watts into 4-ohm loads) was 2.0 dB (17.9 V, 80.1 watts). The bridged 8-ohm IHF headroom (relative to the 25-watt stereo rating) reached 5.0 dB into 8-ohm loads (35.8 V, 160 watts) and 4.6 dB (for the 50-watt rating mentioned above) into 4-ohm loads (34.0 V, 289 watts). Into lower impedances, the DR-3's available IHF dynamic headroom was far greater.
The most beautiful music in the world begins with three simple words: To, Without, And.

These three simple commands make the new AKAI CD-A70 the most easily programmed CD player you can buy. At any price.

AKAI calls it Natural Logic Operation. And here's how it works.

To hear, for example, tracks 1 thru 9, while skipping 3 and 5, you simply enter the following: 1 To 9 Without 3 And 5.

It's fast, simple and foolproof. And the full-function wireless remote control lets you manage the CD-A70's talents from a more comfy command center. Like your couch.

Best of all, the performance is flawless. Thanks to an advanced 3-beam laser pick-up, 16-track memory, A Random Play System, Digital filter, Subcode terminal, Plus an insulated floating mechanism and special cabinet to eliminate resonance.

The AKAI CD-A70. Nobody makes great performances easier to enjoy.

Visit your AKAI dealer soon for an audition. Or write to: AKAI America, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224-6010.

Enter No. 4 on Reader Service Card.
This Classe Audio amp represents good quality, conservative engineering, and reliability, and it delivers more power than its rating implies.

with the amplifier putting out 432-watt peaks (29.4 V) into 2-ohm loads.

Our standard test of peak output current utilizes a 20-mS pulse (repeated at a 0.5-S rate) driving one channel of the amplifier into a 0.1-ohm load. Under these conditions, the DR-3 delivered pulses of 15.0 amperes rms from both channels without apparent strain. The amplifier was not pushed to overload, because it employs no current limiting and we wished to listen to it, not break it! Fifteen amperes is well over the maximum conceivable requirement from a 25-watt amplifier. Even so, the amplifier's rugged construction probably would have withstood an all-out test of current delivery, but we were satisfied with the measurements we took. There are few other amplifiers rated below 100 watts, let alone 25 watts, that can deliver this much pulsed current output.

Use and Listening Tests

Equipment used by coauthor Greenhill to evaluate the DR-3 included a Linn Sondek turntable, a Magnepan Unicomp 1 tonearm, a Shure V15 Type V-MR cartridge, a Magnavox CD player, a newly modified Mark Levinson ML-7 reference preamp, and Snell Type A-III and Apogee Scintilla speakers. Coauthor Clark's system included a Sony CDP-650ESD CD player, a Tandberg 3008A preamplifier, and Fried Studio IV and Magnepan MG-IIla speakers.

Greenhill ran four controlled, double-blind tests with a single DR-3 gain-matched to an Onkyo M-510 amplifier rated at 300 watts. The Onkyo's meters, which are quite accurate peak-reading analog types, allowed the author to set the M-510's maximum power to equal the DR-3's. Greenhill obtained 13 out of 32, 18 out of 32, 16 out of 32, and 30 out of 64 correct identifications. We don't consider these near 50:50 scores to have statistical significance, which means to us that Greenhill's ability to distinguish these two amplifiers in a double-blind test was no better than would be expected from chance alone.

For the subjective listening sessions, a DR-3 was auditioned by Greenhill on the Snell dynamic loudspeaker systems and later on Apogee Scintillas. The first impression was the change in the DR-3's sonics as it warmed up. Initially the amplifier produced a thin sound, somewhat distant in perspective and shallow in depth. Within 15 minutes there was a dramatic increase in dynamic range and, for want of better terms, in richness and sweetness. These qualities also produced a startlingly valid sonic replica of the human singing voice. The resonance of strings and woodwinds in orchestral music and the pitch of the human singing voice had a new and different tonality not previously heard on the Snell Type A-III loudspeakers. Center-fill between the speakers was seamless, and depth rendition dramatic with two DR-3s. The effect of this biamped mode was to expand the sound field's width and depth, as well as to increase the resolution of sonic detail.

The biggest subjective surprise was the amplifier's dynamic range. The rated power of 25 watts invited comparison with more powerful amplifiers, with the expectation that the DR-3 would clip audibly while the others sailed on. Not so. The DR-3 played to moderately loud levels with no audible signs of clipping such as static, strain or distortion. With the 1-ohm load of the Apogee Scintillas, the DR-3 sounded as loud as a 100-watt amplifier (8-ohm rating, not rated for 1-ohm loads) in a non-matched, open comparison. This is a tribute to the Clasé Audio power-supply design, which enables the DR-3 to deliver almost 200 watts per channel into that load. Thus, the DR-3 amplifier "sounds louder" driving low-impedance speaker loads than would be predicted by its power ratings alone.

In summary, we find the Classe Audio DR-3 to represent good quality, reliability, and conservative engineering design. The DR-3's high-current power supply allows the amplifier to cope with loads as low as 1 ohm, delivering much more power than its 25-watt, 8-ohm rating would imply. We'd like to see the manual itself include power ratings at various load impedances. However one views the DR-3's low power ratings and moderate distortion performance on the test bench, it has many intriguing qualities. Clark found the amplifier displayed exemplary clipping characteristics and did not misbehave when overdriven. Greenhill was also impressed with the DR-3, in particular by the high quality of its parts, its rugged construction, dynamic range, and ability to portray instrumental resonances.

Laurence L. Greenhill and David L. Clark
BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AUDIO

THE ONKYO INTEGRA DX-320 WITH OPTO-COUPLING
THE SOUND IS NO ILLUSION

The Integra DX-320 Compact Disc player is the first of ONKYO's new generation of CD players to incorporate our unique Opto-Coupling digital signal processing system. Conventional CD players transmit digital data internally via printed circuit board wiring, which interacts with analog audio signals to produce Digital Signal Interference (DSI), resulting in an audible "harshness" in the music.

Specially designed high speed Opto-Coupling modules in the DX-320 transfer the digital audio and other data signals to the analog output stage via fiber optics, preventing DSI. The result is noise-free, life-like reproduction with none of the harsh sound characteristics often attributed to other CD players. This remarkable new technology can only be found in the ONKYO DX-320.

Double oversampling and digital filtering greatly improve phase and harmonic accuracy. A fully programmable wireless remote control includes memory selection, phrase capability, and indexing for maximum convenience.

Our unique transport design incorporates ONKYO's exclusive Poly-Sorb, a rubber-like compound that improves isolation by absorbing extraneous vibrations, eliminating skipping and mistracking.

The Integra DX-320 Compact Disc player fulfills the promise of digital audio, with sound quality that's as close to the original as anything you've ever heard. Audition the DX-320 at your authorized ONKYO dealer today.
## PROTON D940 RECEIVER

### Manufacturer's Specifications

**FM Tuner Section**
- **Usable Sensitivity**: 10.3 dBf.
- **50-dB Quieting Sensitivity**: Mono, 15.3 dBf; stereo, 33.2 dBf.
- **THD at 65 dBf**: 0.1%.
- **S/N**: Mono, 83 dB; stereo, 74 dB.
- **Hum and Noise at 65 dBf**: Mono, 75 dB; stereo, 70 dB.
- **Capture Ratio**: 1.5 dB.

**AM Tuner Section**
- **Usable Sensitivity**: 20 μV.
- **Selectivity**: 35 dB.
- **I.f. Rejection**: 50 dB.
- **THD (30% Modulation at 10 mV)**: 0.5%.
- **S/N**: 43 dB at 10 mV.

**Amplifier Section**
- **Rated Continuous Power**: 40 watts per channel, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 8-ohm loads.
- **Dynamic Headroom**: 6 dB at 8, 4, or 2 ohms (see text).
- **THD**: 0.02% at rated power.
- **IM Distortion**: 0.008% at rated power.
- **Clipping Power**: 50 watts at 8 ohms, 80 watts at 4 ohms, and 100 watts at 2 ohms.
- **Damping Factor**: Greater than 90.
- **Frequency Response**: High level, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.2 dB; MM phono, RIAA ±0.2 dB; MC phono, RIAA ±0.2 dB.

### Input Sensitivity:
- **High level**: 150 mV (for rated output).
- **MM phono**: 2.5 mV (for rated output).
- **MC phono, low**: 0.1 mV.
- **MC phono, high**: 0.2 mV.

**S/N (Re: Rated Output, A-Weighted)**:
- **High level**: 105 dB.
- **MM phono**: 92 dB.
- **MC phono**: 75 dB.

**Channel Crosstalk**: 75 dB at 1 kHz.

**Function Crosstalk**: 78 dB at 1 kHz.

**MM Phono Overload**: 250 mV.

**Tone-Control Range**:
- **Bass**: ±9 dB at 100 Hz, +3 dB at 10 kHz.
- **Treble**: ±9 dB at 1 kHz.

**Bass EQ at 75 Hz**: +3 dB.

**Loudness at −30 dB**: +6 dB at 100 Hz and +3 dB at 10 kHz.

### General Specifications

- **Power Requirements**: 120 V, 60 Hz.
- **Dimensions**: 16½ in. W x 3¾ in. H x 11½ in. D (42 cm x 9.6 cm x 28.8 cm).
- **Weight**: 18.7 lbs. (8.5 kg).
- **Price**: $450.

**Company Address**: 737 West Artesia Blvd., Compton, Cal. 90220.

For literature, circle No. 91.
Some manufacturers adapt their products to the new age of digital audio by simply changing the name of a high-level input from "AUX" to "CD" or "DAD." Others really design their new products with digital audio in mind. Proton's new D940 receiver is in the latter category. Though modest in its continuous-power rating, this 40-watt-per-channel receiver can, when called upon, deliver short-term peaks of up to 160 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads, or 280 watts per channel into 4-ohm loads. Talk about dynamic headroom—this receiver has plenty of it. Nor is the short-term reserve-power capability limited to 20 mS (the duration of the EIA/IHF Dynamic Headroom test). Even if a musical burst of 200 mS comes along, the D940 will supply up to 150 watts of power per channel into 8-ohm loads, or up to 190 watts per channel into 4-ohm loads, for the duration of that musical peak. Proton calls this novel amplifier circuit DPD (Dynamic Power on Demand); I'll explain how it works a bit later on.

Innovation is not limited to the D940's amplifier section. For good FM tuner design, Proton turned to that Midwest master of FM science, Larry Schotz, whose exploits in the field of FM and stereo FM are, by now, well known to regular readers of Audio. Schotz Noise Reduction, or SNR, effectively removes noise from FM broadcasts without altering frequency response. At low modulation levels, and in the presence of mid-strength signals (around 45 dBf or lower), the SNR circuit introduces just the right amount of channel "blend" to reduce noise to acceptable levels without sacrificing too much stereo separation. At strong signal levels, or at full modulation (where the noise will be psychoacoustically masked), the circuit has no effect. (Ordinary auto-blend circuits sense only signal strength, not modulation level, and so can sometimes blend more than they need to.)

Control Layout

Like other Proton products, the D940 has an uncluttered black front panel that contains only those controls and switches which really relate to sonic performance and operation. A "Power" on/off pushbutton is at the extreme left. Nearby are a stereo headphone jack, a speaker selector (for choosing either or both of two sets of speakers—or neither, for headphone-only listening), and detented rotary bass and treble tone controls. A small display area near the center of the panel shows tuned-to FM or AM frequency and indicates whether or not you are in the automatic ("Search") or manual tuning mode, whether or not the DPD circuit is being called upon, and whether an FM stereo signal is being received. To the right of the display area are eight station preset buttons for memorizing eight FM and eight AM station frequencies. Alongside these numbered keys are buttons to tune up and down, select manual or automatic tuning, choose the AM or FM band, and enter stations into the memory.

Below the display area are four pushbuttons for activating the SNR circuitry, selecting mono or stereo, introducing a moderate amount of fixed bass boost ("Bass EQ"), and turning on a "Loudness" compensation circuit for low-level listening. Separate rotary selectors nearby allow you to record one program source while listening to another. The "Record" selector includes settings for dubbing from the Tape 1 inputs to Tape 2, and vice versa. "Balance" and "Volume" knobs at the lower right corner of the panel complete the control layout.

If the front panel seems particularly uncluttered, the rear panel of the D940 is loaded with jacks, terminals, receptacles and switches. There are, of course, the usual high-level and phono inputs, two sets of tape out/in jacks, color-coded four-way speaker binding posts, conventional AM and FM antenna terminals as well as a 75-ohm coaxial FM antenna connector, and three convenience a.c. outlets (two unswitched, one switched). Besides all of this, there are a pair of two-position switches adjacent to the phono inputs. One of these selects "MM" or "MC" cartridge preamplification, and the other selects high or low gain for the MC circuit. The high-gain setting provides an extra 6 dB of pre-preamplification for lowest output moving-coil cartridges. Another unusual switch found on the rear panel is labelled "ACC" (Anti-Clipping Circuit). When you depress this switch, the circuit gently limits any waveform which would otherwise drive the amplifier into clipping. Proton recommends using this switch when Compact Discs are to be played at loud levels. Finally, a three-position slide switch at the upper left of the rear panel provides three values of loading capacitance (100, 200, or 320 pF) which can be switched in parallel with your moving-magnet cartridge for optimum high-frequency loading.

Circuit Description

Figure 1 shows the approach that Proton used for the DPD circuit to increase power output during the brief peri-
On demand, this receiver's DPD circuit quadruples output power for 400 ms, 20 times longer than required by the EIA/IHF test for Dynamic Headroom.

**Tuner Measurements**

Figure 3 shows FM mono and stereo quieting and harmonic distortion characteristics as a function of signal input levels for 100% modulation by a 1-kHz tone. Usable sensitivity in mono measured 10.8 dBf; in stereo, 17.8 dBf of input signal was required to deliver a signal whose noise plus distortion was no more than 3%. In mono, 50-dB quieting was reached with input signal levels of only 15 dBf; in stereo, the 50-dB quieting point occurred with an input of 36 dBf, somewhat short of the 33.2 dBf claimed by Proton. Signal-to-noise-plus-hum ratio measured 79 dB in mono and 76 dB in stereo; both figures exceed Proton's claims by a significant margin.

Distortion in the FM tuner section was also better than claimed. For a 1-kHz test signal, I measured 0.05% in mono and 0.08% in stereo. (Proton doesn't specify whether their published specification of 0.1% THD applies to mono or stereo, nor do they mention the frequency at which the measurement was taken.) Figure 4 shows how THD in FM varies with frequency for both mono and stereo. Although THD tended to rise at higher frequencies, it did so to a lesser degree than is typically the case with receivers in this price class. The 0.55% reading at 10 kHz, in stereo, was obtained without the use of any band-pass filters. Had the EIA/IHF recommended band-pass filter been used, the THD reading would have been somewhat lower, around 0.25%. It's not unusual to find tuner sections that produce well over 1% THD at 6 kHz, so the performance of this FM section must be regarded as superior compared with much of the competition. I suspect there's more of the Larry Schotz touch in this tuner section than just his effective SNR noise-reduction circuitry.

Figure 5 is a plot of FM frequency response and separation at strong signal levels, with the SNR circuit turned off. Separation was a high 55 dB at mid-frequencies, decreasing to a still excellent 48 dB at 10 kHz and 46 dB at 100 Hz. More important, separation from left to right channel was identical to that measured from right to left. For the spectrum-analyzer sweeps shown in Fig. 6, the SNR noise-reduction circuit was activated. The first thing I noted was that this circuit did alter stereo frequency response somewhat. At strong signal levels, separation (bottom trace) remained identical to what it had been without SNR turned on, but at about 45 dBf, separation decreased markedly (middle trace), and so did background noise. For this plot, modulation amounted to around 20% to 25% at 1 kHz. Had the modulation percentage been greater, separation would have been greater as well, since the SNR circuit takes into account both signal strength and instantaneous modulation levels, as I mentioned earlier. For Figs. 5, 6, 8, 10 and 11, sweeps are logarithmically plotted from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, and vertical calibration is 10 dB per division.

For a 5-kHz modulating signal, I plotted the crosstalk and other distortion components appearing in the unmodulated channel's output (Fig. 7). In this plot, the sweep is linear from 0 Hz to 50 kHz and vertical sensitivity is 10 dB per division. While you can see small second- and third-order distortion components, there is no visible 19-kHz carrier output present, and only a very small amount of 38-kHz subcarrier product can be seen near the right-hand side of...
If you're ready for a rush, so is Dodge Daytona Turbo Z. At the tender age of three it has already mastered such tasks as leaping from zero to fifty in only 5.39 seconds. A very small number that translates into a rather big fact: Our Turbo Z bested Chevy's IROC Z*. Proof that beefy V-8s aren't the be-all and end-all to going in a straight line fast. With a bit of finesse you can fuel-inject and turbocharge half as many cylinders to do the job. But don't take our word for it, consult the street folk who write for Car and Driver, Motor Trend, Road & Track, et al. We're rather proud to say that they're rather impressed.

Of course, speed isn't the only rush to be had from the Turbo Z. The whole point of this machine's performance is total performance. And that means when the straight line turns into a curve, you've got front-wheel drive, nitrogen-charged shocks, and Goodyear Eagle STs wrapped around 15-inch aluminum wheels to assist handling.

It also means an intelligent attention to ergonomics. Which simply means the Turbo Z fits like it was built around the driver—with deep buckets that include adjustable lumbar and thigh supports. With an integrated console that houses a 5-speed. With instrumentation that's glance-ready when you need to check the tach, turbo boost gauge, elapsed time indicator, gauge alerts, whatever. With a standard AM stereo/FM stereo that feeds your ears through six speakers. And with the great hands-on feel of a leather-wrapped steering wheel.

Outside, Turbo Z is just as ready for a rush. Air dam up front. Spoiler behind. And, if you choose, a T-top in between.

The long and short of it is this: Dodge Daytona Turbo Z is complete. And that includes Dodge's standard 5/50 Protection Plan:** Complete, because that's what total performance demands. If that's also what you demand, see your Dodge dealer about buying or leasing** a new Daytona Turbo Z. It's a shot of pure adrenalin.


The amp's short-term power output was remarkable for loads down to 2 ohms. Into 4 ohms, it was a full 280 watts per channel!

**Amplifier Measurements**

The power amplifier section of the Proton D940 is remarkable. Though rated at only 40 watts per channel, continuous, into 8-ohm loads (from 20 Hz to 20 kHz), my sample delivered more than 50 watts per channel at the bass and treble frequency extremes, and a full 55 watts per channel at mid-frequencies. That, in and of itself, is not so unusual; many amplifiers are conservatively rated when it comes to their continuous power-output capabilities. What was remarkable was the short-term power-output capability of this amplifier with a variety of load impedances—all the way down to 2 ohms. Using the EIA/IHF Dynamic Headroom testing technique (20-mS pulses of 1-kHz signal), the amplifier delivered exactly four times its rated power into 8-ohm loads—160 watts per channel—for those short-duration pulses. Even when the duty cycle of this music-signal simulation was increased to 200 mS per burst (with 800 mS of "no signal" in between), the amp still delivered nearly 150 watts per channel during the "on" time of the signal bursts.

Figure 9 is a "three-dimensional" computer-generated plot of distortion as a function of power output and frequency. Switching to 4-ohm loads, I measured a continuous power output of 70 watts per channel at mid-frequencies for the rated 0.02% THD. Again using 4-ohm loads, dynamic headroom still measured a full 6 dB; for short musical peaks, this amplifier can deliver a full 280 watts per channel of power into 4-ohm loads!

Figure 10's spectrum-analyzer photo shows the boost and cut range of the bass and treble controls. At the left edge of the middle trace, you can see the slight bass boost that takes place when the "Bass EQ" switch is engaged. Figure 11 shows the action of the "Loudness" control at various volume settings from 0 dB (upper trace) down to approximately −50 dB.

Input sensitivity (for 1 watt output) measured 25 mV for the high-level inputs, 0.4 mV for the MM phono input, and 31 µV and 16 µV for the low and high settings of the MC phono input. Overall frequency response of the receiver, from high-level inputs to speaker outputs, was −1.0 dB at 17 Hz and 25 kHz, and −3 dB at 14 Hz and 55 kHz. RIAA equalization accuracy was within +0, −0.5 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Phono overload for the MM input was 250 mV, and for the low-level MC phono input it measured 25 mV.

Signal-to-noise ratio, referred to 0.5 V input and with the volume control set for 1 watt output, measured 82 dB, A-
THE ONE HIGH-END AUDIO SYSTEM
GOOD ENOUGH TO PLAY IN EVERY ROOM.

The finer your audio system, the more you should enjoy it. So why confine your listening pleasure to just one room? Now Kyocera's Full System Remote components let one system drive up to three sets of speakers in different rooms — and let you control everything from any room!

With up to three remote sensors and a wireless controller, you can adjust volume, choose tracks on the Compact Disc player, tune AM or FM stations, even record cassettes without ever leaving your chair. Just as important, Kyocera Full System Remote components are greatly improved versions of the same Receivers, Cassette Decks, and CD Player that earned Kyocera its high-end reputation. So don't settle for an audiophile system that only plays in one room when you can own the one audiophile system that plays in three.

Kyocera International, Inc., 150 Randolph Road, CN 2750, Somerset, NJ 08873-1284, (201) 560-1060
Kyocera Canada, Inc., 2727 Bannock Boulevard Millis, Ont. L4R 2A9, Canada, (416) 671-4300
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Playing CDs through my inefficient speakers, the D940 did better than my 90-watt amp. Good dynamic headroom really made a difference here.

Use and Listening Tests

I have never made a secret of the fact that my reference speakers are the rather low-efficiency KEF 105.2s. When I bought my first CD player, I discovered, much to my chagrin, that the 90-watt-per-channel amplifier I had been using to drive those speakers just wouldn't do the job, what with the dynamic range and uncompressed signal peaks now generated by CDs. You can therefore appreciate my initial doubts about whether the "40-watt-per-channel" Proton D940 would be able to drive those low-efficiency speakers to satisfactory listening levels. To my utter and complete amazement, it did. Here's a case where dynamic headroom really made a difference. I was able to play some of my CDs which have a very wide dynamic range at comfortable listening levels, and at no time did the D940 clip or show any other audible signs of overload. This, mind you, was accomplished without using the rear-panel anti-clipping circuit switch. To find out just what the "ACC" switch did, I activated it and slowly turned up the volume. At a level which many would find intolerably loud, the ACC took hold and I could hear some compression of peaks that had otherwise been reproduced full tilt. The ACC is a nice feature, but one which you're not likely to need very often unless your speakers are considerably less efficient than mine or you insist upon listening to music at ear-damaging levels.

FM reception was as great as I would expect from any tuner to which Larry Schotz has applied his expertise. I have been a devoted fan of Mr. Schotz ever since he developed the first frequency-synthesized tuner many years ago, well ahead of others which followed. Larry Schotz was perhaps constrained here somewhat because of price considerations, so FM selectivity was a bit lower than I would have liked to find. You may have trouble pulling in really weak signals if they are adjacent to strong local signals, but even in the crowded FM signal environment of metropolitan New York, only a couple of distant Connecticut signals gave me grief. More than 40 acceptable stereo signals were received with good quieting, and about 10 more became listenable in stereo when I activated the SNR circuit. I would have had to bypass those 10 stations because of intolerable noise levels had it not been for Schotz's novel noise-reduction circuitry. I was as impressed with the ergonomics and layout of the D940 as I was with its excellent sound reproduction. I found myself reaching for the various controls and finding them just where they ought to be. You won't need an owner's manual to figure out this front panel—though the handy booklet supplied with the D940 is well organized and well written. Neither will you have to cash in your entire savings account to own a D940. Incidentally, if you own a good tuner but are interested in some of the amplifier characteristics of the D940 that I've described, Proton offers an integrated amp, Model D540, which contains the same amplifier and preamplifier circuitry as does the D940 receiver. I had both models in the lab at the same time and can attest to the fact that both amplifier sections perform and measure identically. The amplifier has a suggested price of $350; that's a pretty good deal. But getting a Schotz-designed tuner section for another $100 is so tempting that you may want to go for the full receiver even if you already own a tuner!

Leonard Feldman
B&W HI-FI LEAVES HOME

...AND TAKES TO THE ROAD

B&W MASS offers a system designed specifically to overcome the difficulties of creating true hi-fi in the automobile. With eight associated modules forming the complete system—suitable for any automobile, any pocket—MASS combines flexible, low-profile installation with high sensitivity and the superlative sound reproduction you expect from B&W.

A vital factor in MASS loudspeaker cone development has been Kevlar—the revolutionary low mass, high stiffness material whose use has been pioneered in such outstanding performance products as the Porsche 959.

ANGLO AMERICAN AUDIO, P.O. BOX 653, BUFFALO, NY 14240 (416) 297-0595
### Marantz PMD430 Portable Cassette Deck

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency Response</strong></td>
<td>35 Hz to 14 kHz, to 15 kHz with CrO₂ tape, and to 17 kHz with metal tape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal/Noise Ratio</strong></td>
<td>50 dB, 60 dB with Dolby B NR and 75 dB with dbx NR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Sensitivity</strong></td>
<td>Microphone: 0.2 mV; line: 70 mV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output Level</strong></td>
<td>Line: 500 mV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flutter</strong></td>
<td>0.1% wtd. rms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Battery Life</strong></td>
<td>Playback time: 7½ hours; recording time with metal tape: 5½ hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions</strong></td>
<td>9 in. W x 2 in. H x 6½ in. D (227 mm x 50 mm x 165 mm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td>3 lbs. (1.3 kg).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Price</strong></td>
<td>$499.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Company Address</strong></td>
<td>20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For literature, circle No. 92.
The PMD430 is the top-of-the-line addition to Marantz's PMD series of portable cassette recorders. For those familiar with the earlier units, such as the PMD360, this new recorder will seem marvelously compact considering its features and performance.

Using portable recorders in remote locations of any sort requires different techniques, and there are definite benefits from features that are not as essential in a home-bound deck. Recording a live concert, for example, where there is no chance to start over with reduced record levels, would be greatly aided by the three-head configuration of the PMD430. The deck also includes a limiter to ensure against unexpected level increases that might cause distortion. The recorder offers both Dolby B and dbx NR, and can use the three major tape types (I, II, and IV). Marantz also includes playback pitch control and adjustable bias.

There are left and right microphone inputs with flexible switching, as well as the normal line inputs. A microphone attenuator, which facilitates recording high-level sound without input overloading, is a valuable feature. The single, built-in loudspeaker can be switched for monitoring either the left only, the right only, or a mix of left and right.

The PMD430 can be powered by batteries, of course, either three alkaline D cells or the optional RB430 rechargeable battery pack. Operation on a.c. is possible with the supplied accessory adaptor, which will also recharge the battery pack.

Control Layout

The transport switches, the piano-key type, are along the left front edge of the PMD430's top panel. From left to right, they are "Stop/Eject," "Rec," "Play," "Review," "Cue," and "Pause." "Rec," "Play," and "Pause" keys are color-coded with small squares—red, green, and yellow, respectively. "Review" and "Cue" are narrower than the other keys, and separated from them, which facilitates general use and also offers tactile clues to aid mistake-free operation. "Review" and "Cue," of course, refer to use with play mode where a partial depression of the key gets fast winding with audible clues and release results in a return to play. In normal use, full depression obtains latching for regular fast forward or rewind, and the output is muted. If rewind is latched down when the memory switch is on, the tape will wind to about "000" on the counter; if this is done with the recorder in play mode, play will resume automatically at that point. Memory works similarly with fast forward, but the unit I tested stopped at "900" in this mode.

One push of "Stop/Eject" stops the transport; a second push releases the spring-loaded cassette-compartment door and pops the front edge of the tape up out of the well. Removing a cassette is really quite easy, but there is no carrier so loading does require attention to ensure proper seating. The unit can be put into play mode without a cassette in place; this yields good access to the heads and pinch roller for demagnetization or cleaning. To the right of the well is the single loudspeaker and, in front of the speaker, the counter and its reset button.

Further to the right is a rectangular, inset panel with a hinged, clear-plastic cover. Mounted in the panel are four slide switches and two trimpots. From back to front, the switches are "Memory Rew" ("On/Off"), "MPX Filter" ("On/Off"), "Tape" ("Metal/CrO2/Norm.") and "N.R." ("Dolby B/Off/dbx"). Each of the switch buttons has a small green arrow which points exactly to little red indices for each of the switch positions. The side-by-side trimpots have bar-type knobs and center-of-rotation detents. The one on the left is for pitch control in playback; it is defeated in record mode. The right-hand pot, for bias trim, allows matching a wide range of tape formulations.

On the front panel, under the transport switches, are (from left to right) the stereo headphone jack, the monitor volume control, the monitor switch ("Tape/Source"), the momentary-contact "Batt./Light" switch, and the limiter switch. The bar-shaped volume knob is easy to turn, and its white arrow conveys its position without any confusion. The monitor and limiter switches latch in for their "Source" and "On" positions, respectively. The travel is not great and the buttons are all black, however, so care is needed to be certain of what has been selected. A push of "Batt./Light" when the recorder is in any operating mode will turn on lights of both meters. While the button is held in, the left meter will indicate battery voltage on a special scale. The meter lights stay on for 10 S after release of the button. This is a reasonable simple and effective solution to the problem of meter illumination and battery checking, particularly important in remote recording. (I trust that most readers understand leaving meter lights on all of the time when operating batteries would reduce battery life considerably.)

The VU-type meters have limited markings ("-2f - 40/ + 3/ + 5") and a total length of just ¾ inch. The left is yellow up to "0" and red from "0" to " + 5." The meter also has red and white battery-status scales, indicating the minimum acceptable voltage for batteries and "R" showing the minimum for the rechargeable battery pack. The white meter needles show up.
The PMD430's features are selected with portable use in mind, with emphasis on aiding live recording and saving batteries.

The PMD430's features are selected with portable use in mind, with emphasis on aiding live recording and saving batteries.

On the right-hand side panel are the expected line in/out stereo pairs as well as a "Rec/Play" DIN-type socket. The facilities for microphones are more extensive and more flexible than those found on the great majority of recorders. The left and right phone-jack inputs are single-ended, but the left input will accept a stereo microphone with a tip-ring-sleeve plug. This is a nice and uncommon feature. I also applauded the provision of a microphone attenuator ("0/−15/−30 dB"), which can be essential in preventing input overload with high-level sources (read: pop/rock). There is also a stereo/mono "Mic Mode" switch; in its mono setting, the signal from a single microphone connected to the left input will be fed to both channels.

The designations on the right side panel are white on a black background, as are those on the front and top of the PMD430. They are quite easy to read under most lighting conditions. When the recorder is placed in its leatherette carrying case, the right-side and transport switch designations are covered over, with a little loss in convenience. With the color coding of the transport controls, there is not much of a loss, and the case has the right-side labels imprinted—a little light clarifies all. Rubber feet on the bottom of the recorder itself allow it to be placed safely on any surface without use of the case.

Pushing up on two thumb latches on the back of the PMD430 opens the battery compartment, which takes three D cells or the optional rechargeable battery pack. There is no access to this compartment when the unit is in the carrying case. However, if the battery pack is installed, it can be recharged with the case on, because the 4.5-V jack remains accessible.

The case has a cover over the front panel and the transport controls; this can be unsnapped, pulled down and around, and snapped back flat under the bottom of the unit. The cover over the cassette compartment door has a snap (which must be undone, of course, to eject or load a tape). Steel lugs on each side of the recorder accept the ends of a carrying strap. The web strap can be snapped on and off very easily, but the retention method is quite safe. An accessory pouch is supplied with the unit, which can be used to carry spare cassettes, batteries, or perhaps small microphones. A snap loop allows the pouch to be hung on the carrying strap, if desired.

I took some of the covers off the unit and saw quite a bit of excellent soldering, but I could not examine more of the internal construction without doing unwanted disassembly. The PMD430 was quiet in record or play and also reasonably so when fast winding.

Measurements

The playback equalization for Type I tapes fell within ±1.0 dB over the whole audio range. The equalization for Types II and IV fell at the highest frequencies, but stayed within 2 dB of correct, and most points were within 1 dB.
MOBILE MUSICALITY.

THE CARVER CAR AMPLIFIER introduces Magnetic Field Amplifier technology to automotive high fidelity. Finally, the traditional weak link between car stereo decks and modern speaker design has been replaced with Carver technology. Into 1/10th of a cubic foot, Bob Carver has engineered a complete 120 watts RMS per channel amplification system with the fidelity, accuracy and musicality demanded by the most critical reviewers and audiophiles.

ESSENTIAL POWER. Even before the exciting advent of car Compact Disc players, an abundance of power has been necessary to reproduce, without distortion, the frequency and dynamic range produced by modern decks.

Unfortunately, conventional amplifier technology is particularly unsuited to delivering this needed power to the specialized car interior environment. Like their home stereo counterparts, traditional car designs produce a constant high voltage level at all times, irrespective of the demands of the ever-changing audio signal—even those times when there is no audio signal at all! Because automotive amplifiers must, obviously, derive their power from the host vehicle, such an approach results in substantial drain to delicately balanced automotive electrical systems.

INTELLIGENT POWER. A hallmark of all Carver amplifiers is the careful integration of sophisticated speaker and amplifier protection circuitry. The Carver Car Amplifier is no exception. Speakers are protected with a DC offset internal fault protection design which turns off the power supply at first hint of overload. An overcurrent detector mutes audio within microseconds of a short circuit, as does an output short circuit monitoring circuit. Together, these three circuits eliminate the potential need to replace fuses, revisit your autosound installer, or worse yet, replace expensive speakers due to a moment's indiscretion with your deck's volume control.

ASSIGNABLE POWER. Integrated bi-amplification and bridging circuits, along with The Carver Car Amplifier's compact configuration make it ideal for multiple-amplifier installations.

The built-in 18dB/octave electronic crossover allows use of two amplifiers in a pure bi-amplification mode without addition of extra electronics. Or, at the touch of a button, one Carver Car Amplifier can become a mono amplifier for subwoofers while the other Carver Amplifier handles full range. Or, for astonishing dynamic and frequency response, two Carver Car Amplifiers may be operated in mono mode into 8 ohms for a 240 watt per channel car system which will truly do justice to digital without taxing your car's electrical generation system.

INNOVATIVE POWER. Can 1/10th of a cubic foot of space hold yet more innovations? Yes.

The Carver Magnetic Field Car Amplifier is signal responsive. Highly efficient, it produces only the exact amount of power needed to deliver each musical impulse with complete accuracy and fidelity. Thus the Carver Car Amplifier not only reduces overall long-term power demands, but produces the large amount of power necessary for reproduction of music at realistic listening levels without the need for oversize power supply components. Important considerations in the minuscule spaces which qualify car design allocates to add-on electronics.

The Carver Car Amplifier

Power Output Stereo Mode: (continuous RMS power output per channel, both channels driven, at 13.8 VDC input) 129 W into 4 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.15% THD.

Power Output Bridged Mono Mode: (Referenced to 13.8 VDC Input) 240 W into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.15% THD.

Input Sensitivity: Variable 250mV to 4V

Signal to Noise Ratio: (Referenced to 120 W, A-weighted into 4 ohms) Greater than 100 dB

Crossover: 115 Hz, 18 dB/octave

Weight: 4.7 lb.

The Carver Corporation, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98036

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio
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The bias adjustment could not be set to match some metal tapes, but I'm not complaining; many decks have no metal-bias adjustment at all.

Tape play speed varied slightly, but the average was accurate, just 0.1% slow. Meter indications for a standard flux level (Dolby level, 200 nWb/m) were very close to exact, and the meters were calibrated to show Dolby level at +3.

Record/playback responses were checked for a large number of tapes, using pink noise rolled off at 6 dB/octave above 2 kHz to make it more music-like. A mirror-image boost of the recorder playback restores a flat RTA display for flat response. For a first look, I tried to find tapes which best matched the recorder with its bias trimpot left at its center detent. Among Type I tapes, the best choices were BASF LH Extra I, Denon DX1, Memorex dB, PDMagnetics FERRO, Scotch CX, and Sony HF. Because these are all lower performance tapes, I went through higher ranked formulations and reset the trimpot for best results. I selected TDK AD for further testing but noted that excellent results were also obtained with Fuji FR-I, Maxell UR, and TDK AD-X.

The best responses for Type II tapes came with Memorex HBXII; Maxell UDS-II and Memorex HBII were slightly behind. Very good results were also obtained with Denon HD7, Fuji FR-II and GT-II, Memorex CDXII, Nakamichi SX and SXII, Sony UGX, and TDK HX-S, SA and SA-X.

Fuji FR Metal was the best Type IV tape for use with the PMD430, and Maxell MX, Sony Metal-ES, TDK MA and MA-R, and Yamaha MR were not far behind. The bias could not be set low enough to match some of the older metal formulations, and it could be set just high enough for Sony Metal-ES. There is no complaint from me, however, because so many decks have no bias trim for Type IV tapes.

Figure 1 shows the record/playback responses, using Dolby B NR, for TDK AD, Memorex HBII and Fuji FR Metal. There is evidence of some roll-off at the low-frequency end and a sharp roll-off approaching 20 kHz. In general, the responses are very good, especially at -20 dB. Notice the excellent flatness from 63 Hz to 16 kHz. At the 0-dB level, the Type II and Type IV tapes show a similar high-frequency droop, and there is a slight roll-off with TDK AD. Table I lists the -3 dB points measured with a test tone. The high-frequency limits at the higher level are not impressive, although that for Fuji FR Metal is reasonably good. The high-end limits at -20 dB are no match for those of many decks, but they are better than specification, and the flatness of the responses was obvious during these tests.

Figure 2 shows the record/playback responses, with dbx NR, for the same three tapes. These results are also very good, and note that the 0-dB responses with dbx NR are superior to those with Dolby B NR.

Table II lists the results of miscellaneous tests run with both Dolby B and dbx NR. For Fuji FR Metal tape, the erasure at 100 Hz is quite good, 57 dB with Dolby B NR, and the broad-band expansion of the dbx decoder resulted in an outstanding figure of 86 dB. The excellent separation and crosstalk figures were also improved with dbx NR—in fact, the crosstalk was at least 99 dB down. There were variations in the 10-KHz phase relationships from trial to trial. The jitter figure in Table II is for the worst case; it was usually better than the data shown. The multiplex filter’s attenuation was the greatest that I can recall, and its notch was very accurately placed. Bias in the output during recording was very low.

The third-harmonic distortion level (HDL3) was measured for the three tapes, both with Dolby B and with dbx NR, from 10 dB below Dolby level to the point where HDL3 reached 3%. Table III shows that distortion was generally low and that the limit with dbx NR was well above the "+5" meter scale maximum. For both TDK AD and Memorex HBXII, the distortion with dbx NR actually dropped as level rose from -10 to -8 dB. I did not pinpoint the exact cause of this anomaly, but it is possible that there was cancellation of out-of-phase electronic versus magnetic distortion components.

Table IV lists the results, with dbx SR, for HDL3 from 50 Hz to 5 kHz at -10 dB with Fuji FR Metal tape, both with Dolby B and with dbx NR. The results are excellent over most of the band, and the very low figures for the higher frequencies are superior to those of most decks. There is the expected rise in distortion at the lowest frequencies; the figures with dbx SR are substantially the same as for nonportable decks.

Table V shows signal-to-noise ratios for the three tapes, with both IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings, using Dolby B and dbx NR. The figures are excellent for Dolby B NR, but the dbx NR results may seem low in comparison with those for other decks. The fundamental cause of this discrepancy is that the PMD430’s maximum output level is about +10
Nothing sets the stage for live sound like BBE.™

Few things can equal the excitement of a live performance. And listening to an album, tape or CD at home was as close as you could get. Until now. Because BBE can make your home music system sound more live than it's ever sounded before. It does so by correcting anomalies that occur when the signal is sent from the amplifier to the speakers, distortion inherent in every amplifier/speaker interface. Technically, BBE restores the proper harmonic structure of sound, thereby correcting amplitude and phase distortion. But in aesthetic terms, BBE enables you to hear more of the extraordinary nuances and subtleties that make listening to a live performance so uniquely satisfying.

BBE utilizes a unique technology we've developed that can improve any sound system regardless of cost or design. It increases the clarity, separation and presence of any type of music, from the most delicate chamber music to powerful big bands or rock groups. It also works with or without EQ or other processing devices. And the amplitude of BBE correction can be adjusted for equipment or room variations. BBE lets you hear an accuracy of detail and a richness of texture that you've never heard from your sound system before.

Chances are you've already heard BBE's remarkable effect. More and more record producers, radio stations and concert sound engineers are using BBE professional equipment to provide better quality sound. Many experts believe BBE will emerge as one of the most important advances in sound reproduction of the last four decades joining the ranks of FM, stereo, and the compact disc.

To order your own BBE, or for more information, call us toll free at 1-800-233-8346. In California, call 1-800-558-3963. BBE is now also available at many leading audio and high-fidelity stores. Or, if you prefer, you can write for a free demonstration cassette tape and color brochure.
Distortion was excellent at most frequencies, and superior to the majority of cassette decks at the higher frequencies.

dB, while a number of other nonportable decks will reach about +17 dB at the 3% distortion limit. I suspect that the lower figures for the Marantz unit go with the voltage and power limitations that must be applied to a portable unit to ensure adequate recording time on battery power. In any event, 80 dB is really an excellent figure.

Various input and output characteristics at 1 kHz are presented in Table VI. Everything checked out just fine, as shown, with the exception of the line output: 311 mV at meter zero was below specification, although the output at Dolby level was the specified 500 mV—no problem, in any event. With the use of the microphone attenuator, the overload level was moved up to 76 mV (at "-15") and then to 360 mV (at "-30"). The attenuator is an excellent feature to include, and I wish that more recorders with microphone inputs had them.

The dual-concentric input-level pots provided matching attenuation within 1 dB for a range of 50 dB down from maximum. The monitor pot for the speaker and/or headphones matched similarly over a range of 55 dB—excellent performance for both controls. All headphones I tried could be driven to a high level—very high levels with the sensitive phones. At a zero meter level and a maximum monitor volume setting, the speaker output at 1 foot was about 92 dB SPL, which should be plenty loud enough for normal monitoring. The line-output polarity was the same as the input in "Tape" mode, but it was reversed in "Source."

The limiter produced a 2-dB reduction in level when switched on with a "+5" meter level, reducing the indication to "+3." Figure 3 shows the action of the limiter with a test-tone input level of -60 dB (at meter zero), increased 10 dB every 2 S. There are two runs shown in the display, first without the limiter and then with it operating. In the first run, there was a great deal of clipping at +20 dB, and at +30 dB the waveform was quite square. With the limiter switched in, the level was kept from increasing above about "+4."
(The attenuation-change spikes in Fig. 3 were caused by the attenuator I used.)

Figure 4 shows the line output with a 2-kHz, 160-mS tone burst fed to the line input at 20 dB above the limiter threshold. There was some clipping of the first part of the burst, and the handling of the burst was not symmetrical to zero level. I found that a good part of the total correction occurred within 20 mS.

The meter scale calibrations were within 0.2 dB from "-4" to "+5," but less accurate at "-10" (−11.2 dB actual) and "-20" (−24 dB actual). The meters are labelled "VU," but their response time (160 mS) was shorter than the standard (300 mS) and the decay (740 mS) was longer. The meters were 3 dB down at 14 Hz and 19.8 kHz. The peak indicator turned on at "+2" with a 1-kHz test tone, and at "+5" with a 5-kHz test tone. For a tone level 3 dB above threshold, the duration of a tone burst had to be at least 10 mS to get a noticeable flicker from the peak LED. This is fairly good performance, but I would have preferred a lower threshold at 5 kHz and half the response time.

The average tape-play speed decreased by 0.03% with line voltage decreased from 120 to 110 V, and increased by the same amount with the voltage increased from 120 to 130 V. The instantaneous tape speed varied cyclically by about ±0.04%, with a 1-S period, both on battery and line power. The average tape speed was 0.1% higher with the unit tilted upward to rest on its back panel, or hanging from its strap, than when the recorder was placed flat on the test bench. The average speed on batteries was 0.6% slower than on line power. I also noted changes in speed over a long period of time, with a rise of approximately 0.3% over an hour or two. A warm-up period appeared in order for the best speed stability when recording.

Flutter was consistent at 0.10% wtd. rms and 0.17% wtd. peak, both with battery and line power. There was very little effect on flutter or speed when I moved and rotated the PMD430. Only vigorous rotations on an axis parallel to the reel spindles caused measurable or audible effects. The fast-wind time for a C-60 cassette was 95 S, on the slow side compared to nonportable decks. The pitch control has a wider range than most, from -8.2% to +9.7%, in contrast to the typical semi-tone range (±5.9%).

Run-out times to stop were about 3 S, in either play or fast wind. With the mechanical interlocking of the controls, all mode changes require going through "Stop" except when going to "Cue" or "Review" from "Play."
One look at the Calais GT styling and you know it's hot. It sits hot on special GT tires, and it moves hot with manual 5-speed console-mounted shifter. It comes with standard 2.5-liter Tech IV engine. If you want more performance, choose the optional 3.0-liter fuel-injected V6/automatic transmission combination. Let's get it together... and buckle up. Calais GT is not just hot, it's chili pepper hot.

There is a special feel in an Oldsmobile.
Despite minor quibbles about speed change and flutter, the PMD430 offers a neat package of fun, convenience, and performance for its cost.

### Table I—Record/playback responses (−3 dB limits).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>With Dolby B NR</th>
<th>Without NR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dolby Lvl 20 dB</td>
<td>Dolby Lvl 20 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDK AD</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex HBXII</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji FR Metal</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II—Miscellaneous record/playback characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NR Type</th>
<th>Erasure At 100 Hz</th>
<th>Sep. At 1 kHz</th>
<th>Crosstalk At 1 kHz</th>
<th>10 kHz A/B Phase Error</th>
<th>Jitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B dbx</td>
<td>57 dB</td>
<td>51 dB</td>
<td>87 dB</td>
<td>10(^\circ) 45(^\circ)</td>
<td>40.8 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex HBXII</td>
<td>57 dB</td>
<td>57 dB</td>
<td>99 dB</td>
<td>10(^\circ) 45(^\circ)</td>
<td>40.8 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III—400-Hz HDL\(_3\) (%) vs. output level (0 dB = 200 nWb/m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Output Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDK AD Dolby B dbx</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex HBXII Dolby B dbx</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji FR Metal Dolby B dbx</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV—HDL\(_3\) (%) vs. frequency at 10 dB below Dolby level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji FR Metal Dolby B dbx</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V—Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR/ARM weightings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>IEC A Wtd. (dB)</th>
<th>CCIR/ARM (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W/Dolby B NR</td>
<td>With dbx NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>@ DL</td>
<td>HD = 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDK AD</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorex HBXII</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>69.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji FR Metal</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI—Input and output characteristics at 1 kHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Imp., Kiloohms</th>
<th>Open Clkt.</th>
<th>Loaded</th>
<th>Imp., Ohms</th>
<th>Clip (Re: Meter 0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line</td>
<td>63 mV</td>
<td>31 V</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Line</td>
<td>311 mV</td>
<td>233 mV 3.9k 14.6 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBlp</td>
<td>0.2 mV</td>
<td>16 mV</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>MBlp</td>
<td>530 mV</td>
<td>396 mV 17.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Use and Listening Tests**

The bilingual (English/French) owner’s manual has good illustrations and generally good text, but there should have been better instructions on setting the limiter; turning up “Rec Volume” too high could cause input overloading at the same time that the meters continue to have an on-scale indication. There is very good information on the requirements for an external power supply, lacking in most manuals on portables.

All of the controls and switches were reliable and generally easy to see and use. The exceptions were the not-so-legible in/out positions of the monitor and limiter switches and the hard-to-adjust dual-concentric input-level pots. (I was getting better at making single-channel level changes by the end of the testing, but adjustment remained fussy.) Cassette loading was fussy too, but I learned that wiggling the cassette as I loaded it would seat it speedily.

In general, the meters were easy to work with, better than I thought they would be, but I still relied a lot on the peak indicator, and there were flashes at times when meter indications reached only “−10” or so. With Dolby B NR, double clicks could be heard when stopping and starting; with dbx NR, there was no start sound and a single click with stop. I heard no sounds for “Pause” with either of the noise-reduction systems.

Listening tests were run primarily with dbx-encoded versions of digitally recorded LPs, such as Danzas Fantasticas with the London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Morton Gould (Chalfont SDG-302/dbx PS-1028). I really enjoyed the playback of the dances by Falla and others with all three of the tapes, although the sound with Fuji FR Metal was definitely the most realistic both with Dolby B and with dbx NR, and this was true with all LPs copied. There was an excess of bass with the other tapes, and with TDK AD the bass was muffled at higher levels. There was also obvious added presence with TDK AD, and there was better frequency balance with Memorex HBXII.

My listening tests confirmed an earlier conclusion: Unless dbx NR or the limiter was in use, flashes of the peak indicator had to be kept to a minimum to ensure really low-distortion recordings. Moving the recorder around during playback of a piano recording produced no observable effect on the sound, with line or battery power, unless the movement was quite sudden around a spindle-parallel axis of the unit was allowed to bang on the test bench.

The Marantz offers a collection of features which are most appropriate to the kinds of use a portable gets: Three-head configuration, a limiter, and flexible microphone inputs including a three-step attenuator. Many aspects of its performance merit respect, especially the low distortion and the flat record/playback responses. The inclusion of both Dolby B and dbx NR systems is appealing, to say nothing of its true metal-tape compatibility and the bias trim that is effective on all tape types. There are some minor speed changes with time, and the flutter might be detected by a critical ear on a sensitive recording. Loading a tape into the well and adjusting channel volumes were a bit difficult too. Overall, however, the Marantz PMD430 offers a neat package of fun, convenience, and performance for its cost.

Howard A. Roberson
COMPUTERS HAVE TAKEN SOMETHING FROM YOUR MUSIC.

Computers have allowed EPI engineers to evaluate new aspects of speaker performance and push noise/distortion to an all-time low. The new computer-tested EPI Time/Energy Series speakers separate the instruments so you can hear the parts as well as the sum.

Their sound is crystal clear, uncolored and more natural than ever.

COMPUTERS DISCOVER THE MISSING LINK. Using computers, EPI engineers discovered that conventional speakers don’t reproduce short signals cleanly. Since this type of signal is particularly relevant to the ear’s ability to recognize sound it was a profound discovery.

A NEW SOURCE OF DISTORTION. When conventional high quality speakers were tested with very short signals the computer showed they continued to produce sound long after the signal had ended. We call this Time/Energy distortion.

CLOSER THAN EVER TO PURE SOUND. One discovery led to another and it didn’t stop until EPI engineers had developed tweeter diaphragms and woofer cones made of new materials formed into new shapes. EPI engineers even developed a special bonding process and special tools and fixtures to laminate together the cone layers with an ideal combination of stiffness and damping. The result is drivers that stop producing sound almost immediately after the signal from the amplifier ends. The benefits are distortion-free sound from solo instruments, and superb detail and a sense of separation from groups of instruments.

The EPI Time/Energy Series represents the most dramatic improvement in the fundamental fidelity of our speakers in the entire history of EPI. Now we know what computers are good for.

EPI TIME/ENERGY SERIES

Epicure Products, Inc., Newburyport, MA 01950
(800) 225-7932 In MA (800) 892-0565
A Pennyl Company
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DIRECT FROM NEW YORK

Big World: Joe Jackson
A&M SP-6021, digital, $9.98

Sound: B -  Performance: B -

More than a little is unusual about Joe Jackson's new album. On LP the set covers three album sides, with the fourth blank, in order to accommodate all 15 songs Jackson wanted to include. (The Dolby HX-Pro chrome cassette has them all but in a different sequence; on CD they're all on one disc.) His recording technique here is unusual too. The album was recorded direct to two-track on digital equipment, over the course of several evenings, before audiences at the Roundabout Theatre in New York (except for one track done in the rehearsal hall). However, unlike nearly all live recordings, there is no hint of the audience on the record, and purposely so. Jackson had requested the audiences not to applaud until the songs were completely finished, and he had warned that if anyone made a sound during a song, the perpetrator would be removed. So much for cultivating a warm artist/audience relationship.

The recording procedure precluded any post-performance sweetening or fixing up, of course; thus, what you hear on Big World is just what the audience heard. The finished product is a mixed blessing: You get the raw excitement of a live performance, with an airy rather than close ambience, but you give up the precision that you'd get in the recording studio.

On Big World Jackson uses a sparse band stripped down to guitar, bass, and drums to augment his piano, recorder, accordion, and melodica. On several tracks, three backing singers take part. The music they make has a lot of energy and bite, due in part to the live performances. The feel is somewhere between the roughness and directness of Joe's first two albums, Look Sharp! and I'm the Man, with occasional sophisticated rhythmic patterns like those in his more recent Night and Day and Body and Soul.

The songs are a mixed lot. Sometimes Jackson comes across whiny and bitchy, as in the torch song "We Can't Live Together" and "Right and Wrong." At other times, especially when he is breaking his own patterns to experiment a bit, he can be quite eloquent, as in "Forty Years," inspired by the 40th anniversaries of V-E and V-J Days, and the Oriental-sounding "Shanghai Sky." The hard-rocking "Tonight and Forever" has overwhelming energy plus a refrain that grabs you by the throat.

Had the 15 selections been winnowed down to 10 or 11, Big World might have been a brilliant album instead of merely a very good one. It is not always an easy pill to swallow, but there are some very real rewards offered here.

Michael Tearson

Parade: Prince and the Revolution
Paisley Park 125395, $8.98.

Sound: B +  Performance: B -

In answer to the musical question, "Does Prince still have it in him?" the single "Kiss" delivers an unequivocal "yes." A snaky little dance-floor piece with a spare, guitar-based arrangement upon which sits an hysterical falsetto, it's one of his best tracks since "Controversy." For musicality, sense of humor, and danceability, "Kiss" shows that there is life after "1999," and all the clones better learn Prince's new lick as soon as possible.

As for the rest of the album, who does this guy think he is? Mr. Sensitivity, tinkling away on the digitized piano playing quasi-jazz chord configurations? It's not like this is a complete musical wasteland—no doubt they'll
find another one or two hit singles here—but c'mon, Mr. Princeling, you can do better.

Granted, a lot of this fodder might be the incidental music for the film it's the soundtrack for, and in context it might be perfect. But the actual songs—as opposed to the transitional pieces—are not up to snuff. "Christopher Tracy's Parade" harkens back to the last album's neo-psychedelic fantasy but never cuts it as a song. "Girls & Boys" is cute and clever but a bit on the self-conscious side, and the ballads all meander. Lyrically, the guy can't seem to decide whether he wants to say something semi-political or merely upset Tipper Gore.

What we have here is an artist who is undoubtedly very talented but whose milieu is, at the moment, self-indulgence. Maybe that cuts it on some fronts, but these listeners—and we ain't the only ones—can do without the chaff. Next time, just the hits, please.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Dancing in the Rain: Frankie Miller
Mercury 826647, $8.98.

Sound: B Performance: A-

They made a big mistake in crediting this album—they should have said it was done by a band! It sounds like a great four-piece group, and even the drummer is a star in his own right (Simon Kirke, ex-Free/Bad Company). But no, they credited it to Frankie Miller, who's made a zillion records that radio didn't get behind, and here's another to file under "Unplayed." The shame of it is that Dancing in the Rain is one of the best rock records to come out so far this year.

There are several great singles here: "Do It 'Till We Drop," "Shakey Ground," and "That's How Long My Love Is" are the prime examples. Granted, there are also a few dismal efforts, but when the band is rockin' out and Frankie is doing his Otis Redding-meets-Bob Seger vocal strut, you can't beat it. Simon Kirke plays like he means it, and former Thin Lizzy guitarist Brian Robertson turns in a respectable performance as well.

Here's hoping that radio will give this a chance. We need bands like this!

Jon & Sally Tiven

The Secret Value of Daydreaming:
Julian Lennon
Atlantic 81640-1-E, $8.98.

Sound: C Performance: C

Julian Lennon has already reaped, with respect to his musical career, much of the benefit of being John Lennon's son. Now, with the release of his second album, he will have to begin paying the price. He will be compared primarily to his father, and, inevitably, he will be found lacking.

Phil Ramone, who produced Julian's first album, over-produces the second, drowning his young charge's voice in wash upon wash of ambience. Punctuating highlights that Ramone so abundantly employs are overwhelmed by the profusion of echoes, vocal treatments, synthesizers and sustains. Silence—the fleeting, indispensable silence of an eighth-note rest or a superfluous instrument omitted—seldom is heard.

Julian has allowed himself—and has been allowed—greater freedom to be himself than on his first album, and now that his true colors are showing, they seem less clear and bold, and more vague and muddled, than John's. Nothing Julian contributes to this album—his playing, his singing, his words, or his music—shows the extra measure of effort, the pain, or the edge which characterized his dad's best work. His lyrics are consistently meager, unwitty, and trite, subsiding at times into intentionally unintelligible mumbling. His music, which includes better-than-average modified blues and jazz/pop hybrids, is interesting, but it lacks strength and depth of feeling. And though the acquired vocal mannerisms are like John's, Julian's essential, innate voice is more like Glenn Tilbrook's or Elton John's.

Susan Borey
White City easily has the most immediate impact of any of Pete Townshend's solo projects, with strong work on both sides of the control-room glass.

White City: Pete Townshend
Atco 90473-1, $8.98.
Sound: B Performance: B

White City represents the first time since Quadrophenia that Pete Townshend has written a song cycle tied to a story line. This one is about a musician who returns to the working-class neighborhood of his boyhood (it's also the basis for Townshend's 40-minute movie of the same name). The songs are a strong collection, with a lot of urgency, frustration and desperation in them. The first, "Give Blood," seems to establish the central theme, concluding with a line that recurs in the first side's last song, "Secondhand Love." In between come the sweetly sad "Brilliant Blues," the thundering and frenetic "Face the Face," and the deceptively happy-sounding "Hiding Out."

The second side opens with "Crashing by Design," another deceptively joyous portrait of solitary despair. "I Am Secure" and "White City Fighting" are linked by more than proximity, as they combine to portray the ugly underbelly of what keeps people down in White City. The last song, "Come to Mama," is about pride, and it is set in particularly anthemic tones.

Production and engineering for the album were handled by Chris Thomas and Bill Price, Townshend's usual studio team. Among the musicians are most of Big Country, John (Rabbit) Bundrick, former Blondie drummer Chris Stein, and Dave Gilmour—all people with whom Pete has played before. There is strong work from both sides of the control-room glass, even if there isn't anything too innovative.

As a whole, White City has lots of thrilling listening which makes clear the personal sweat and commitment Townshend has invested in this project. It easily has the most immediate impact of any solo project he has ever worked on. But oddly, while I really like most songs, I've had a hard time making a personal connection here. Emotionally, something leaves me cold, and I'm not sure what it is. Still, I recommend White City very strongly.

Michael Tearson

---

How some of you delayed this Revox speaker ad.

Sharp ears heard it before we had a chance to tell it.

Last year, when we first heard our new Piccolo/Bass speaker combination, we thought, "Wow, these sound great, and we can price them quite affordably. Let's run an ad!"

Alas, the word spread too quickly. A few demos by a few perceptive dealers and we were sold out. Then we were seriously back-ordered. We thought it prudent not to advertise speakers we could not deliver.

But now thanks to diligence and overtime at our speaker plant in Germany's Black Forest, we have Piccolo/Bass systems in stock. (At least we did on the day this copy was written.)

So if you would like to hear why your fellow audio enthusiasts kept this ad out of print, hustle on down to your Revox dealer and listen to the astounding musical realism of the Revox Piccolo/Bass. Then marvel at the modest price your dealer will ask for them.

You may help toss this ad out of print for another year or so.

Introducing (to the public at large) the compact Piccolo/Bass satellite and subwoofer speaker system. Proof positive that great speakers should be heard and not (necessarily) seen.

STUDER REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651

Also available in black finish.
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Designing General Motors to become the first 21st century corporation means going back to the drawing board and looking at ourselves in the light of a new age: the Computer Age. It means thinking in a new mode, accessing the future in a daring, creative new way. Our goal? A sleeker, more streamlined, computer-driven GM—an organization powered by technology, fueled by brainpower, and outclassing all competition. Our inventive use of computer technology in design, engineering, manufacturing, and safety is producing a GM programmed for quicker response to our customers, better efficiency and outstanding performance. A GM designed to bring you into the future Byte by byte.

THE GM ODYSSEY: SCIENCE NOT FICTION

1. AUTOMOTIVE DIMENSIONAL CHECKER, Probing car bodies to assure solid, tight-fitting assemblies are one hundred and twenty-two times faster.
2. ADVANCED CONCEPTS CENTER, Where creative people work together studying lifestyles of today's consumer to help provide for transportation needs of tomorrow.
3. INFORMATION PROCESSING CENTER, Electronic Data Systems control center helping to streamline data processing and telecommunications functions, enabling General Motors to become more responsive to its customers' needs.
4. INSTRUMENT PANEL, Touch-sensitive cathode-ray tube with multiple functions that include diagnosing service problems in seconds.
5. MULTIMATCH, Machine vision system used in various quality-control procedures that increase manufacturing quality and productivity.
6. NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED ROBOT PAINTERS, These robotic spray painting robots provide consistent, high-quality paint finishes on GM automobiles.
THIS MONTH’S BIG EVENTS ON CBS COMPACT DISCS.

Available Only On CD:
The only way to improve the timeless works of these great performers was to digitally remix and remaster from the original source. Each disc contains 16 or more songs that have become virtual trademarks, providing a complete, definitive retrospective of each artist’s long and enduring career.

JOHNNY MATHIS

16 MOST REQUESTED SONGS

TONY BENNETT

16 MOST REQUESTED SONGS

RAY CONNIF

15 MOST REQUESTED SONGS

JERRY VALE

16 MOST REQUESTED SONGS

JULY

AEROSMITH “Greatest Hits”

WILLIE NELSON “Promised Land”

HEART “Greatest Hits/Live”

SANTANA “Supernatural”

ZAWINUL “Dialects”

JENNINGS/NEILSON/CASH

KIRSTOFFERSON “Highwayman”

CHUCK MANGIONE “Sun Tonight For Me”

“Greatest Hits Of The 1980’s”

[Philharmonia Virtuosi; Richard Kopp; Bob James & Maureen McGovern, Soloists]

STEVE KUJALA “Fresh Flute”

Enjoy today’s revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly-growing catalog features over 600 titles by superstar artists in all categories of music; and our new state-of-the-art digital mixing and mastering equipment assures you of the finest possible sound.
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COMPACT DISCS

THREE FOURTHS

Mahler: Symphony No. 4. The Vienna Philharmonic, Lorin Maazel; Kathleen Battle, soprano.
CBS Masterworks MK 39072.

Mahler: Symphony No. 4. The London Philharmonic, Klaus Tennstedt; Lucia Popp, soprano
Angel/EMI CDC 7 470242.

Mahler: Symphony No. 4. The Concertgebouw Orchestra, Bernard Haitink; Roberta Alexander, soprano.
Philips 412 119-2.

The popularity and accessibility of the Mahler Fourth Symphony is attested to by the fact that there are now eight recordings of this work on Compact Disc. The three versions reviewed here certainly have contrasting musical and sonic values, and the conductors differ considerably in their performances. Haitink and Tennstedt are well known for their interpretations of Mahler, but Maazel is not generally identified as a Mahler conductor.

The jingling of the sleigh bells which opens the first movement indicates immediately that Tennstedt is taking things at a very fast clip, and indeed, he traverses this movement in just 15:40. Haitink adopts a more moderate tempo and completes the first movement in 16:57. Maazel’s sleigh must be hitched to a plow horse, as his first movement brings up the rear at 18:04.

Tennstedt maintains his fairly fast tempos and gives us a taut, highly energetic reading of this work some six minutes faster than the Maazel recording. Maazel’s performance is indeed very slow paced and deliberate. Some of the less charitable critics have called it lethargic and even plodding. It is a tribute to the magnificent playing of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra that, in spite of the slow tempos, they manage to give a most cohesive sound, with their vaunted string tone as smooth and opulent as ever. In my view, Haitink provides the performance of choice. He keeps the music moving at just the right pace, maintains near-ideal inner balances, and is acutely sensitive to the mercurial changes in Mahler’s dynamic expressions. The heart-wrenching emotionalism of the adagio third movement is surely one of the great moments in music, and Haitink makes this a profoundly moving experience.

In the final movement, the soprano soloists are all about equally effective, although in their initial passages the soprano voices in the Angel/EMI and CBS recordings are partially submerged by the orchestra.

Sonically, the Angel/EMI recording is fairly well balanced, but unfortunately the first violins are somewhat on the thin side and sound wiry at times. The CBS recording has excellent sound. This recording was jointly engineered by Bud Graham and Tony Faulkner, who used the new Bruel & Kjaer omnidirectional condenser microphones and the Sony 3324 multi-track digital recorder. As always, the sound of the great Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra has the benefit of the glorious, warm, spacious acoustics of the Musikvereinsaal in Vienna. As for the Philips recording, Haitink’s Concertgebouw Orchestra is, of course, one of the world’s greatest ensembles, and they play the music of Mahler with great fervor and conviction. In the justly celebrated acoustics of the Concertgebouw Hall, the sound of this great orchestra is simply ravishing.

In summation, Tennstedt’s performance is too brisk and sounds a bit over-bright for most Mahler aficionados. Many will find the Maazel performance unacceptable because of the slow pace, but there is no denying the attractions of its superbly delineated sound and the rich expressiveness of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. The clear winner is Haitink’s splendid recording. His profound and insightful performance, the glorious playing of the Concertgebouw Orchestra, and the rich sonority and sheer musicality of the sound eclipse all other versions and come closest to the heart of this great music.

Bert Whyte

Rain Dogs: Tom Waits
Island 7 90299-2.

Sound: A- Performance: A-

One of the best things about CDs is that they allow us to unstop our ears after years of trying to block out all the unintended noise that plagues LPs. We can safely become sensitive to the subtleties and details that add another dimension to recorded music. Lucky for us, because Rain Dogs is a great album to carefully listen to. The 19 songs here are like a restless sleeper’s night of dreams. Waits’
Rain Dogs is a great CD to carefully listen to, with sounds that suggest a restless sleeper's night of desperate dreams.

Soundscape is dotted with fractured moonlight, welfare hotels, and half-empty bottles of whiskey, and peopled by tattooed waitresses, misshapen pirates, and skid-row aristocrats. Everyone is joyously desperate.

The changing ensemble of musicians comes across like a finely tuned Salvation Army band—tipsy, self-indulgent, resourceful—and the CD (from an original analog recording) faithfully preserves the informality. We hear steam hissing up through gutter grilles, background moans from bowed saw and tortured clarinet, backbeats that sound like they've been recorded by a chain gang, and the emphysemic breathing of accordion and harmonium. What's left of Waits' vocal cords comes across with startling clarity. It all makes for one of the most creative and poetic albums I've heard in some time.

Susan Borey

FOR THE SHEER LOVE OF MUSIC

The Linn LK1 and LK2

The most advanced preamp and poweramp in the world—incorporating microprocessor controlled analog switching, full remote control and simple modular construction. The LK1 and LK2 set new standards in design, manufacture and quality control. Unprecedented musical performance at a price that will astound you.

LINN PRODUCTS

The Linn LK1 and LK2. They must be heard.

Einstein on the Beach: Philip Glass
CBS Masterworks M4K 38875.

Satyagraha: Philip Glass
CBS Masterworks M3K 39672.

At least part of Philip Glass' success can be traced to his exploitation of the technological advances and sonic designs of rock music, using them to frame his own unique brand of propulsive minimalism. After all, how many classical composers have a personal sound engineer sitting on stage as an ensemble member, or have done a special cassette mix of their recordings, as Glass did for Glassworks? These CD issues of Glass' first two operas, Einstein on the Beach (1975) and Satyagraha (1980), highlight new developments in technology as well as the remarkable staying power of these works.

When I reviewed the LP of Einstein on the Beach for Audio (August 1979), I called it a masterwork, and the intervening years haven't altered that opinion. Scored for keyboards, reeds, and voice, augmented by a chorus and violinist, Einstein creates hypnotic patterns that throb like taut muscles straining against each other in infinite isometric exercises. This CD enhances the spatial depth of Einstein, embossing the buzzing keyboard lines even deeper into black space. The singers, whether counting off the rhythms or singing a monotonous litany of non sequiturs, are now clearly defined and, because of that, seem even more hauntingly mad.

The distance from Einstein to Satyagraha, Glass' more conventional opera, is, relativity speaking, immense. Depicting Mohandas Gandhi's trials in South Africa through the legends of the Bhagavad Gita, and sung in Sanskrit, Satyagraha is the most uplifting, spiritually moving composition I've ever experienced, and I praised its textural richness and depth when I reviewed its LP version for this magazine (November 1985).
The gold standard for golden ears only.

Here's your invitation to experience a full spectrum of audio delights made for your ears alone.

It's AUDIOPHILE AUDITION, the one truly state-of-the-art radio program brought to you for a full hour each Sunday on over 100 participating national public radio stations and selected commercial concert music stations by AUDIO Magazine and Telarc Records.

It's fun, it's innovative. And it's hosted by John Sunier, one of the country's leading record reviewers, author of numerous audio articles and books, including "The Story of Stereo," and FM broadcasting specialist for three decades.

Heard at 2 pm Eastern Standard Time Sundays on most stations, or check your local public radio listings for exact times in your area. Be sure you're tuned in to hear:

• Digital mastered satellite-transmitted broadcasts of the very best jazz and classical music.

• A unique opportunity to aurally sample the finest CD's, direct discs, half-speed mastered, 45 rpm, dbx and other high-technology records.

• Audiophile cassettes, reel tapes, and digital tapes plus binaural sound and other special features.

• Interviews with noted audio and music personalities.

• Hints on how to enjoy your stereo system more.

• Comparisons of different recording technologies.

• Audio jargon made understandable for the layman.

AUDIOPHILE AUDITION
THE PUBLIC RADIO PROGRAM FOR AUDIO BUFFS
WITH JOHN SUNIER

See page 126 for local stations in your area.
If your local station doesn't yet carry Audiophile Audition, call or write and suggest they schedule it. Audiophile Audition is provided at no charge.

Funded by grants from AUDIO Magazine and Telarc Records.
On The Broadway Album, Barbra Streisand's voice is placed front and center, where every sigh, whisper, and wry turn of phrase is accessible to us.

Satyagraha was recorded digitally (unlike Einstein, which is analog), and in a multi-track fashion that is standard for rock but rare for a classical orchestral recording. Each section and soloist performed their part in a single, complete, seamless take, with no post-editing. On the LP this seemed to enhance the definition of instruments as well as the acoustic space. But the CD reveals several flaws in the recording, including an exceptionally noisy orchestra, with pages rustling and chairs creaking, flutes that are miked a little too close, and an unnatural reverberation on the tenor voice of Douglas Perry, especially when he hits hard consonants. Most grievous, however, is the distortion on the choir when they hit full throttle. When I heard this I went back to the LP and found it was present there as well, although masked by the limits of the phonograph medium. My only excuse for missing this the first time was that I was so enraptured of the music. And I still am, but the CD is less forgiving.

There is still a compelling purity of sound on Satyagraha, and the dynamic range is immense, with bass synthesizers prowling the bottom like earth movers. But it seems that Einstein on the Beach, with its conventional analog recording, has made the transition to CD with more grace than the high-tech manipulations of the later work. Still both remain essential recordings of 20th-century music. John Diliberto

How to be an audio snob for $482.

Text in color excerpted from The Stereophile's July 1985 review of the Maxim III by Gordon Holt. Used by permission.

It's easy to be snobbish about small, inexpensive speakers. Especially since most of them sound so poor. I didn't expect much. After all, these are tiny boxes, and the system costs little more than one-tenth the price of most of the speakers I have really liked. Boy, was I wrong!

The new Maxim III-D, available only by mail from Siefert Research, dispenses with common notions about small speakers. And we back that claim with our unique no-risk, no-hassle guarantee.

A few technicalities.

Using computerized FFT spectrum analysis, Siefert Research kept the III-D's group delay down to an amazingly low + 0.25 milliseconds (200-20K Hz). As a result, the stereo image seems to arch over the tops of the speakers to create a full-height stage.

The III-D's long-throw woofer and 40 Hz resonance deliver bass response to 46 Hz (- 3dB). The low end from these is just amazing! Symphonic music reveals a solidity and foundation one simply does not expect to hear.

A sophisticated, transient-perfect crossover network helps give the Maxim III-D the most accurate middle range I have heard from any speaker. The tuned enclosure dramatically reduces IM distortion, revealing delicate inner detail. All music seems somehow to be more exciting and involving.

The miracle tweeter.

We believe the Maxim III-D's new 0.8" dome to be the most advanced dynamic tweeter in the world, with faster transient response, wider dispersion and higher bandwidth than any larger driver. Yet, incredibly, it handles 1200-watt peaks with no compression. Our new miracle tweeter significantly outperforms the original Maxim III's, which had one of the best extreme-top ranges I have heard from a dynamic speaker.

SIEFERT RESEARCH

© 1986

Time to act.

We're making it as easy as possible for you to evaluate the Maxim III-D's in your home system.

If for any reason you're not delighted with their beautifully balanced and almost perfectly neutral sound, tell us. We'll have them picked up at your door, and refund every cent you paid.

Isn't that the kind of treatment a true snob expects?

To order your mirror-image pair of Maxim III-Ds, send $482 (check or money order) to:

Siefert Research
31212-B Bailard Road
Malibu, CA 90265

Visa and MasterCard customers may call (213) 457-4239. Specify natural walnut, oak, or black-lacquer finish. California residents add sales tax. Due to limited availability, maximum order is two pairs. Please allow up to 6 weeks for delivery.

Review, owner's manual and full technical discussion available at $2.00 (refundable with order)

The Broadway Album: Barbra Streisand

Columbia CK 40092.

Silky, silvery, strident, resonant, robust, fragile—the list of vocal qualities Barbra Streisand has at her command is astounding, and they are all present on this rich, thoughtful, and thrilling album of Barbra and Broadway's best. It is a perfect album for CDification, not a note, not a nuance of this 11-cut, 50-minute-long disc should be missed.

Barbra's taste is impeccable. She has dipped into the deep pool of Stephen Sondheim works and come up with a vibrant, full-speed-ahead "Being Alive," a classic "Send in the Clowns," a tender "Not While I'm Around," and...
an intriguing blend of the delicate, wistful "Pretty Women" with the bitter, brassy "The Ladies Who Lunch." At Streisand's request, Sondheim altered "Putting It Together (from Sunday in the Park With George) for the diva's opening number. The result is a Streisand mini-biography, a sophisticated, hard-as-nails précis of a life consumed by "the art of making art" and the task of balancing the result with commercial success.

Earlier Broadway giants are represented as well, Rodgers & Hammerstein with "If I Loved You" (from Carousel) and a blend of three splendid love songs from Porgy and Bess. Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein appear with "Can't Help Lovin' That Man," and Frank Loesser's "Adelaide's Lament" gives Barbra's comic gifts free rein. An early Sondheim and Leonard Bernstein collaboration, "Somewhere" (from West Side Story), is given a strange, synthesized, outer-space arrangement quite unlike anything else on the album. Almost all other cuts are more traditionally arranged for full orchestra.

Barbra is presented intimately front and center, where every sigh, whisper, sniff, and wry turn of phrase is accessible. A massive orchestra cushions her voice, always in the plane just behind her. Individual instruments do break from the pack into left and right channels to complement La Streisand, but Barbra's vocals are always the focal point.

Much of this material was recorded live in the studio: brave Barbra and her orchestra were recorded in tandem, sans multi-tracking and many of the standard studio tricks. The digital medium here is a boon, providing great dynamic range and perfect silences. There is some loss of clarity from layer upon layer of fading reverb, but not enough to be distracting.

Barbra Streisand is a fearless show-business conquistador, she has conquered almost all the show-biz peaks, yet refuses to stop and contemplate the vista. This album is yet another trophy, with which she simultaneously harks back to the Broadway beginnings of her climb and branches off from her most recent pop path. You can follow this admirable artist wherever she goes and never be misled.

Paulette Weiss

This is an odd collection, perhaps designed by CBS for the novice at grand opera or the student of divas. I find it somewhat maddening, and these five great singers might also. The wondrous Dame Kiri is most represented: All seven Puccini arias from her previously released Verdi/Puccini CD (CBS MK 37298) are here, though none are as crystalline as in the earlier collection. This is surprising because, though the present disc is labelled as being from analog masters, that applies only to its older cuts. Dame Kiri's are fully digital. Still, "Se come voi" from Le Villi is a minor miracle from Te Kanawa, who moves effortlessly from blithe remorse to an eternal sense of loss. From Tosca there's "Vissi d'arte," whose self-congratulatory lyrics have always seemed to me best ignored if you're to really feel pity for the suddenly beleaguered heroine; in any case, the limpid musical line Puccini composed unerringly makes the sentiment credible. You hear the highest notes of the harp at the end of the soprano's achingly lovely "Signor" here—but you hear the quick intake of breath as well, since everything is revealed in this sharp rechanneling.

When you hear Cotrubas sing the words "di primavere" in "Mi chiamano Mimi" (from La Boheme), the gentle flute and triangle are in clear focus as if for the first time. That's all we hear from Cotrubas, however, just as the demanding "In questa reggia" from Turandot is all we hear from Eva Marton, perhaps the only artist who is able to make us feel, from this chilly heroine, the kind of shivers we felt from Birgit Nilsson in the same role.

Katia Ricciarelli fares least well—two-and-a-half minutes only, and these the least well transcribed and roughly concluded—in the "Death of Liu" from Turandot. If I were her manager, I'd be asking questions. Renata Scotto has three cuts, from Suor Angelica, Manon Lescaut, and the curious Edgar. Six previous CBS releases are combined on this disc. You'd be better advised to hear the others complete, unless you're shopping for a favorite soprano. But even this isn't a fair contest, as more than half of the arias feature Te Kanawa. The all-too-brief liner notes are by someone with the splendid name Barrymore Laurence Scherer, surely as colorful as any in the Puccini canon.

Donald Spoto
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Monster Speaker Cable: Technology that Improves the Sound of Your Music

Monster Cable®

Speaker cable standard of the audio industry. Used by more audiophiles worldwide than any other speaker cable, Monster Cable is considered "standard equipment" for any good audio system. The Monster is also the industry standard and is used in labs and listening rooms of the world's most respected audio manufacturers. Great bass, extended highs, three dimensionality. Powerline 3 provides "time aligns" music signals and lets them "time align". Powerline 2™ utilizes our latest cable design to control the audio signals' electromagnetic field. Powerline 2™, "time aligns", both cables produce a quality of music that is unobtainable through any other technology.

FOR SALE


ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO—SUPERB! Free shipping! Past service Also Sota, Thorsen, Talisman, Carver, B&K, HAFER, KLIPSCH, Adcom, Quest, Sony, Compact Digital Players. FREE NEWSLETTER, FREE SHIPPING. TRADES. VI-CA MC, OCEAN STATE AUDIO, 985 Cranston St. Cranston, RI 02920. (401) 943-2580.
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ACOUSTIC CONTROL FOR BETTER HOME SOUND

Now you can get the same acoustic material working for your home sound system that's used in recording studios and broadcast booths all over the world. It's SOMEX - a patented, professional acoustic foam - that will tune your room so you get the best possible sound. Send $5 for a sample of SOMEX and a full color brochure: 3930 Washington Ave. N., Dept. A2, Minneapolis, MN 55412.

ALABAMA--WEST GEORGIA


ALCHEMIST & TALISMAN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE: MOST MODELS IN STOCK CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO. (916) 345-1341. VISA/MC/AMEX.


APPLETTING? ISN'T IT?

How many esoteric audio products look and feel as if they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality of construction to obtain purer sound. don't despair! There are many high-end audio components built by small, yet solid professional companies which not only express the utmost in musicality but also reflect the high level of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. At Sound By Singer we select and blend only such components into systems designed to extract the most music from your audio dollars.

ACOUSTAT • ACOM • AKROYD • APOGEE • AUDIO-QUEST • AUDIO NOISE • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO VOICE • IMAX • BERNING • BEVERIDGE • COUNTER POINT • CVD • DYNAVECTOR • FUSELIER • GRACE • GRACO • HI-HONIC • RISEKI • KLOSS • KOETSU • KRELL • KYOCERA • LNN SONDEK • LIVECUBE • MONSTER CABLE • NITTY GRITTY • Nyal (MOSCODE) • PRECISION FIDELITY • PROAC • PROTON • RANDALL RESEARCH • RAUNA • REGA • REVOX • ROBERTSON • SME • SNELL ACoustics • STAX • SYMEX • SYRING • TALISMAN • VANDERSTEEN

SOUND BY SINGER

165 E. 33RD STREET
New York, NY 10016
(212) 663-9925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

ARGENT, ARISTON, B&K, BEL, CLEARAUDIO, Dayton Wright, Monitor, Souther, Straight Wire and VPI. Hear these and other line components at Audio Abode, Dallas, Texas, where music and technology live in harmony. In home auditions available. (214) 369-8123.
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where to buy Polk speakers

Polk Audio

The Speaker Specialists®

Are you looking for the perfect speaker system for your home or office? Polk Audio offers a wide range of high-quality speakers that are designed to deliver exceptional sound performance. Whether you're looking for home theater speakers, bookshelf speakers, or floorstanding speakers, Polk Audio has something for everyone. With our extensive speaker selection, you're sure to find the perfect addition to your audio setup.

关于购买Polk扬声器

Polk Audio

扬声器专家®

您是否正在寻找完美的扬声器系统，以满足家居或办公室的需求？Polk Audio提供了多种高性能扬声器，可以为您的音频设置增添完美的一笔。无论您是寻找家庭影院扬声器、书架扬声器，还是落地扬声器，Polk Audio都能满足您的需求。我们丰富的扬声器阵容，一定能找到最适合您的产品。
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ATTENTION SOUTHER LINEAR ARM OWNERS
YOUR OLDER SOUTHER ARM MAY BE UPDATED TO THE CURRENT 1986 TRIQUARTZ CONFIGURATION. ALL CURRENT OWNERS OF EITHER THE SLA-2, THE SLA-3, OR THE SLA-3-1 IMPROVED, CAN HAVE THEIR ARMS UPDATED TO THE SUPER SOUTHER TRIQUARTZ! ARRANGE THROUGH YOUR SOUTHER DEALER TO HAVE YOUR ARMS RETURNED TO US FOR UPDATING. IF YOU DON'T HAVE A SOUTHER DEALER NEAR YOU, YOU MAY CONTACT SOUTHER ENGINEERING DIRECTLY. SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE SENT TO YOU BY MAIL. (PLEASE DON'T RETURN ARM WITHOUT FIRST HAVING REVIEWED THESE IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS.) THERE IS A THREE DAY TURNAROUND INVOLVED. WE BELIEVE YOU WILL SEE AN IMMEDIATE AND MARKED IMPROVEMENT IN THE SOUND QUALITY THE ATTENTION SOUTHER LINEAR ARM UPDATE WILL IMPART TO YOUR SYSTEM. A COMPLETE CHECKOUT OF YOUR ARM AND MANY REPLACE-MENT PARTS ARE INCLUDED. TO TRIQUARTZ UPDATE THE COST OF THIS GREAT IMPROVEMENT TO THE ALREADY LEGENDARY SOUTHER SOUND IS ONLY $200. FOR $3 ADDITIONAL WE WILL RETURN YOUR ARM TO YOU, OR TO YOUR DEALER UP TO 30 DAYS AFTER. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORP. INC., 429 YORK STREET, CANTON, MASS. 02021-TELEPHONE: 617-828-5050. THE SOUTHER PATENTED DESIGN CONTINUE TO EXIST AND ARE STILL THE ONLY PASSIVE LINEAR TRACKER IN THE ENTIRE WORLD—which has no motors. NO AIRPUMPS, NO A/C CORDS, NO AIR TUBES WITH FILTERTS, AND NO SANDING WITH ELECTRONICS TO CAUSE PROBLEMS!


B&W LOUDSPEAKERS—THE FINEST IN THE WORLD! MOST MODELS IN STOCK. WE SELL ONLY U.S.A. MODELS WITH U.S.A. WARRANTIES! CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3466 FOR AVAILABILITY AND SHIPPING IN FORMATION. HCM AUDIO: (916) 345-1341. VISA/AMX.

DEEJAY/WAND 400 WATT SPEAKERS Cezen Vega V35's, and D32's. Paid $3600—for sale $1500 for the four. 800 watt amp for sale. Phone: 502-782-1172.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOP: Haffner, Deqhist, Tandberg, dbx, CD, Proton, Nitty Gritty, B&W, VSP, Thonias, Drisc, CWO, Monster, Mx, Grado, Belles, Oracle, Talismar, Duntech, STAX, Astntic, DCM, Pro AC, Tip-Toes, Audioshot, Dynavector, Fied, Moscoda, Snell, Audio Seller, 1726 Main, Maninne, WI 54143. (715) 735-9202. CARVER 4000 PREAMP $300, Grace FFE Ruby $100. Carver M1.5t amp $500, GAS Slepping Beauty M'C $50. 35 wpc car amplification $40, SAE 5000 $60. AR Remote Control (New) $125, Classic Yamaha CDX 1 $250. 915-648-2687, views. & weekends, Central.


The Audible Difference
A240 CD/SA Integrated Amplifier

The A240 CD/SA 40 Watt per channel integrated amplifier. A truly unique amplifier that can be optimised for C.D. or analogue sources.
Clearance Sale—Dealer Cost!

Mark Levinson
Nakamichi
ML10a
Drakon
ML9
LX5
ML7
Duntech
ML2
All Models
ML12
ML11(2)
Entec
SW-1 (pair)
Goldmund
Studietto
T3b
Quad 44 & 34
Studietto
Spectral DMA-100

Many others. See our other ad for complete product listing.

FOR SALE

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE YOUR "NEW" AR TURNTABLE. We guarantee the following products to improve your AR's transparency, detail and smoothness or we will refund the purchase price.

1. AudioQuest Sorbothene Mat....... $35
2. Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
MMT, Linn, or AR Arms....... $30
3. Hum-shielding for AR Platters: Platter shield............. $39


ELECTRACRAFT: AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR Bang & Olufsen, Dali, DCM, Denon, Entec, Grado, Hafler, KEF, Kipsch, MX, Monster Cable, P.S. Audio, Revox, Signet, Sota, Tendberg, and many more high-end audio products, including mobile sound. MC, Visa, Amex. ELECTRACRAFT, 400 Cedar Street, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864. 208-263-9516.

FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping, Also Sota, Hafler, SAE, Audire, Thoners, Adcom, Kipsch, CD players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

END YOUR HUM PROBLEMS WITH THE AR-XE. The Merit motor rebuild and hum shield combination will end the hum problems. Reduces the hum by a factor of 10DB. Also improves the motor's mechanical quietness and removes the existing end play in the motor. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 CENTRAL AVE, MEMPHIS, TN 38104 (901) 272-1275.

FREE UPS SHIPPING!

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler pre-amps, amplifiers, tuner and equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Accustar, Audcom, Audire, CWD, Fred, Kipsch, Mirage, Monster Cable, PS, Sony, Superphonic, Talisman, Thoners, CD players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

FOR SALE

DEMONSTRATORS WITH WARRANTY—Accustar TNP $485; Accustar TN-120 $520; Accustar TN-200 $835; Ariston RD-40 $210; Berling TF-10HA $1465; Berling EA-2100 $1885; Class Audio DP-2 $1200; Counterpont SA-2 $565; Counterpont SA-3 $695; Counterpont SA-5 $675; Counterpont SA-7 $915; Counterpont SA-11 $965; Electrocompaniet Preampwire is $1160; Electrocompaniet Ampliwire is $1045; Electrocompaniet Limited Edition $1255; Esoteric Audio 599pp $1220; Mark Levinson ML-1A-3 $750; NEC CD-802 $500; Precision Fidelity M7a $590; VPI HW-19 MkII $650.

NEW WITH WARRANTY—Accuphase CA-2 $235; Adcom GPF-1A $245; Audio Interface CST-80 $175; Dynavector DV23MR $160; Dynavector DV-501 $325; Grace F-8ER $155; Kiiite Blue $315; Koetsu EMC-18 WISA-1100BI $820; Ortofon MC $170; Profile II $110; Stax CPY/ECP-1 $375; Super SDX-2000 $250; Van Den Hul III $220.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, 7805 Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305 312-771-4660. MC VISA. Auditions by appointment—shipping & export facilities.

In New England...

Known by the company we keep.

MAJOR AUDIO

Acoustar.... Orado
Signature...... Sumiko
ADS..... Leweswire
Dunlop..... Magnepan
Audio Interface..... Martin-Logan
Audio Pro..... Meridian
Audiosquest..... Mission
Boston Acoustics..... Mod Squad
Bryson..... MIT
Carver..... NAD
CWD..... Nakamichi
DCM..... Nelson Reed
Denon..... Oracle
Dynavector..... Robertson
Eagle..... Signet
Emoticon..... Snell
SME SERIES

By SUMIKO, INC.
P.O. Box 5046
Berkeley, CA 94705
415-843-4500
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EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS AD
COM AR, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIOSOURCE, AU-
DIRE, BRITISH (MUSICAL) FIDELITY, CHICAGO
CREEK, DUAL, GRACE, GRADO & SIGNATURE.
GOLDRING, FRIED, HEBREW, KENWOOD BASIC,
KYOGERA, LNN, LOGIC, MAS, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
NITTY GRITTY, PREMIER, PROMETHIAN, OED, RATA,
REGA, ROTEL, ROYD, SHINON, SPECTRUM, SUPER-
PHON, SUPEX, TALEMAN, TARGET along with LAST,
LIVEWIRE and others. EARS, P.O.BOX 658-U, W.CO-
VINA, CA 91796: 818.961-8156 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS.
MC/VISA. MANY MONTHLY SPECIALS, PREPAID SHIP-
PING-SEND STAMP!

GENE RUBIN AUDIO—LOS ANGELES: Linn, Naim, Rea,
Thorens, Haller, Creek, Rotel, Energy, Conrad-
Johnson, British-Fidelity, Spendor, Superphon, Mordaun-
Short & more. (818) 571-1299, (213) 283-0001.

GOLDEN AGE OF TELEVISION ON VIDEO. Hundreds of
programs with original commercials not available on com-
mercial television. Plus rare sports and variety. We have
what others don’t. Catalog $5 (refundable). S and L, 1 L044
Adams, Suite 110, Huntington Beach, CA 92646.

HAFLER—HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST
We stock all the following components: DH-100K $175,
DH-100A $225, DH-110K $360, DH-110A $440, DH-120K
$520, DH-120A $530, DH-160K $275, DH-160A $375, DH-
220K $400, DH-220KE $410, DH-220A $550, DH-220AE
$510, DH-330K $385, DH-330A $460, DH-500K $675, DH-
500KE $695, DH-500A $850, DH-500AE $870. Accessori-
es too! Three year warranty on assembled units. Visa and
MasterCard. Free delivery to all zip codes (PR and
Islands too). WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD
TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465 (except
LAST RECORD & CD CARE PRODUCTS! LOWEST DIS-
count prices anywhere! Also Styling Care,
VIDEO CLEANERS, AND CASSETTE CLEANERS OR-
COUNT PRICES ANYWHERE. ALSO STYLUS CARE.
45056-0145. 513-523-3333. TLX 427791

AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH
APO FPO too). WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD
DER TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465 (except
LAST RECORD & CD CARE PRODUCTS! LOWEST DIS-
count prices anywhere! Also Styling Care,
VIDEO CLEANERS, AND CASSETTE CLEANERS OR-
cOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE. ALSO STYLUS CARE.
45056-0145. 513-523-3333. TLX 427791

For more musical enjoyment from your
audio-video system, elevate your speakers on
Chicago Speaker Stands.

CALL TODAY!!
1-800-882-2256
312-715-5509

HAFLER OWNERS REJOICE! MUSICAL CONCEPTS
has improved our classic amplifier modifications! All hafler
amplifier modifications have undergone significant topo-
logical changes resulting in dramatically superior sound.
"Pureke, " great depth, " dramatic focus, " pure tonalità
are among the descriptions offered by our customers. Still
available: M-110SN (Haller DH-110), highly regarded by
both The Absolute Sound and Audiogram (best solid state
preamp), toroid transformers for all Hafler amps, dual
mono conversions and too many other services to mention,
including our pacesetting CD player mods. Write for bro-
chure review packet. Musical Concepts, 1 Patterson Pla-
za, Fionssanti, MO 63031, 314-931-1822, 1-5PM central.

HAFLER PREAMPS, POWER-AMPS, & TUNERS. MOST
MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-2845
FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT. HCM
AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISA/MC/AMEX.

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES TILL
THEY COME OUT YOUR EARS! Our NEW 100 (8½ x 11)
page catalog contains the largest selection of esoteric and
exotic goodies available anywhere. From interconnects to
capacitors, magic bricks to damping materials, platter mats
to headshell wires, beer budget to lunatic fringe, plus tone
arms, cartridges, audiophile recordings. white papers, how-
to manuals and much more. Send $4 to: THE TWEAK
FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT, HCM
MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, AOOG, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMA-
HA, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E.V., J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES—PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241 EAST

Motif mc seven
A dual-
monaural f.e.t. preamplifier
designed and manufactured by
conrad-johnson design, inc.
For information,
write:
conrad-johnson
design, inc.
29000 Dorr Ave.
Fiatrux, VA
22031
703-698-8585

Definitive Stereo—
Southern Style!
- Apogee
- Bang & Olufsen
- Nakamichi
- Cello
- Duenteck
- Quads
- Entec
- Goldmund
- Quicksilver
- Janis
- Rega
- Rowland
- KEF
- Stax
- Linn
- Spectral
- Meltnosh
- Van den Hal
- Meridian
- Yamaha
- Factory Authorized Service
- Consultation, Design and Installation
- Quality Stereo and Video Cabinetry
- On-Location Master Recording Service

2829 18th Street South
Birmingham, Alabama 35209
(205) 870-3554
Mon-Sat., 9:30-6
Building on Success

Developed from the legendary MS20, the new MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25TI is an advanced high efficiency two-way system with 8" bass unit, Titanium tweeter, and overload protection.

At $250 the pair, the MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25TI is available in Black Ash or Walnut laminate.

Mordaunt-Short
RCS Audio International, Inc. 
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W. 
Washington, DC 20007 
(202) 342-0400

U.S. distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short, Spendor, and Logic.

For Sale

INFINITE SLOPE MODEL 2 SPEAKERS; Kinergetics tuner, Moscode Minuet in A Pre-amp, Audio Control EQB equalizer. PA: Askanas, (215) 686-8425 (Day) or 567-4626 (Eve).

LINN & NAIM—NEW PRODUCTS
Visit our SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM and hear these remarkable new Linn products. Index Audio Hybrid
Audition The SA-20 and SA-20/20 at your
Stereo Hybrid Amplifier $1995.00 each 
Mono Hybrid Amplifier $3990.00/pair
* 1,000 Joule Power Supply
* Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer
* Custom Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors
* Vacuum Tube Rectification
* Hand Selected Tubes/MOSFET Output
* 200 W/Channel/8Ω; 1000 W (Peak)2Ω
* Bridgeable To Nearly Twice The Power

Audition The SA-20 and SA-20/20 at your
Counterpoint Authorized Dealer.

Counterpoint
The New Generation of Tube/MOSFET Technology

FOR SALE

LOW PRICES—HIGHEST END EQUIPMENT!!!

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER!

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU CHANGED YOUR STYLUS? IF YOU CAN'T REMEMBER, THEN IT MAY ALREADY BE TOO LATE!

WE SPECIALIZE IN PHONO CARTONDS, FACTORY ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT STYLISH & RECORD CARE ITEMS ONLY!

PHONE: 1-800-221-0906

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE!

FULL WARRANTY—Most Audio Brands!

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE!

FULL WARRANTY—Most Audio Brands!

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE!

FULL WARRANTY—Most Audio Brands!
FOR SALE

MCINTOSH

[ALL TYPES]


MCINTOSH C22 B.O., M71 $275, AE2 and 20W2 two of each. B.O. model 1 pr. w/gold top cabinets $550, model 2 pr. B.O. model 5 pr. B.O. model 7c; 8b: 9 pr. and 10b just about housed 5750. Also rare rack mount set of Marrantz 7. 10b and 9's all beautiful w/track handles. Spectral Gamma w/cab. b/over $1600. Paragon E $225. Gyrodec (black) x-Well Tempered arm $825. Benchmark ARU b/over $2750. One consignee A 1 updated, oak/white, magnificent Please see ad under wanted. May be hard to reach this month; keep trying. N.Y.S. I. Noon to 5PM (718) 377-7282.


NITY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPP- PLIES IN STOCK. IF YOU'RE USING ANY OTHER METHOD OF RECORD CLEANING YOUR RECORDS ARE STILL DIRTY! SAVE YOUR RECORDS! INVEST IN A NITY GRITTY. NITY GRITTY MACHINES ARE QUALITY CONSTRUCTED AND EASY TO USE. WE ALSO STOCK REPLACEMENT PARTS AND THE NEW CD CLEANING MACHINE. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING & PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT!

HCX. (916) 345-1314. VISA/MC/AMEX.


OLD RADIO SHOWS ON CASSETTE. Largest selection available anywhere (10,000 +). Network shows; sports, local shows, etc. We have what others don't. Catalog $10 (refundable). S and L. 11044 Adams, Suite 110, Huntington Beach, CA 92646.

FOR SALE

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS— MERRILL TURNTABLE

UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 CENTRAL AVE., MEMPHIS, TENN. 38104 (901) 272-1275.


UTER SPECS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.

INTEGRA 1 Mai

Integrated 3-way 8" Dome Tweeter (Adapted for b-wamp)

- Power Handling Capacity: 100 Watts RMS
- Frequency Range: 45-25,000 Hz
- Woofer Type: 8" Dia. 3" Aluminum voice coil
- Dome Tweeter: Soft dome, Aluminum voice coil
- Frequency Damping: Yes
- Impedance: 8 ohms
- Sensitivity: 89 db
- Magnetic Structure Weight: 2.3 lbs.1155 Kgs
- Dimensions: 160mm X 124mm X 354mm
- Mounting Depth: 33mm X 33mm X 33mm
- Net Weight: 2.85 lbs. 1.3 Kgs
- Front Grill: Integral metal grill

Also $25 for Mod AC-1, $25 for Mod AC-2, $55 for Mod AC-3 (refundable) S and L. 10044 Adams, Suite 110, Huntington Beach, CA 92646.

INTEGRA 2 Mai

Integrated 3-way 8" Dome Tweeter (Adapted for b-wamp)

- Power Handling Capacity: 120 Watts RMS
- Frequency Range: 35-25,000 Hz
- Woofer Type: 8" Dia. 3" Aluminum voice coil
- Tweeter Type: Soft dome, Aluminum voice coil
- Frequency Damping: Yes
- Impedance: 8 ohms
- Sensitivity: 89 db
- Magnetic Structure Weight: 2.3 lbs. 1.155 Kgs
- Dimensions: 220mm X 196mm X 107mm
- Mounting Depth: 50mm X 50mm X 50mm
- Net Weight: 3.1 lbs. 1.4 Kgs
- Front Grill: Integral metal grill

What they tell you is that Morel's Inegra Auto Fidelity loudspeakers are head and shoulders above conventional coaxial systems. The Integra concept utilizes two magnets—both for the woofer and one for the dome tweeter—integrated on a single axis. The result: adroit high-power handling and sump- tuous sound. And Integra loudspeakers are rugged enough for use in any vehicle. Morel also offers separate woofers, tweeters, midranges and crossovers for your car. Please call or write for further details.

INTEGRA

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
44 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
(tel. (617) 277-5653, intel 650-2499755)

Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Postall Road, Maidenhead Ind. Estate, Taplow SL6 8ET England
(tel: (0473) 79122) Inter 5875017 Morel G

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B. P.O. Box 340. Nesh Zonra
70-438 Israel

INTEGRA 1 Mai

Morel 9-way 8" Dome Tweeter (Adapted for b-wamp)

- Power Handling Capacity: 120 Watts RMS
- Frequency Range: 35-25,000 Hz
- Woofer Type: 8" Dia. 3" Aluminum voice coil
- Dome Tweeter: Soft dome, Aluminum voice coil
- Frequency Damping: Yes
- Impedance: 8 ohms
- Sensitivity: 89 db
- Magnetic Structure Weight: 2.3 lbs. 1.155 Kgs
- Dimensions: 220mm X 196mm X 107mm
- Mounting Depth: 50mm X 50mm X 50mm
- Net Weight: 3.1 lbs. 1.4 Kgs
- Front Grill: Integral metal grill

What they tell you is that Morel's Inegra Auto Fidelity loudspeakers are head and shoulders above conventional coaxial systems. The Integra concept utilizes two magnets—both for the woofer and one for the dome tweeter—integrated on a single axis. The result: adroit high-power handling and sump- tuous sound. And Integra loudspeakers are rugged enough for use in any vehicle. Morel also offers separate woofers, tweeters, midranges and crossovers for your car. Please call or write for further details.

INTEGRA

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
44 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
(tel. (617) 277-5653, intel 650-2499755)

Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Postall Road, Maidenhead Ind. Estate, Taplow SL6 8ET England
(tel: (0473) 79122) Inter 5875017 Morel G

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B. P.O. Box 340. Nesh Zonra
70-438 Israel

INTEGRA 2 Mai

Morel 9-way 8" Dome Tweeter (Adapted for b-wamp)

- Power Handling Capacity: 120 Watts RMS
- Frequency Range: 35-25,000 Hz
- Woofer Type: 8" Dia. 3" Aluminum voice coil
- Dome Tweeter: Soft dome, Aluminum voice coil
- Frequency Damping: Yes
- Impedance: 8 ohms
- Sensitivity: 89 db
- Magnetic Structure Weight: 2.3 lbs. 1.155 Kgs
- Dimensions: 220mm X 196mm X 107mm
- Mounting Depth: 50mm X 50mm X 50mm
- Net Weight: 3.1 lbs. 1.4 Kgs
- Front Grill: Integral metal grill

What they tell you is that Morel's Inegra Auto Fidelity loudspeakers are head and shoulders above conventional coaxial systems. The Integra concept utilizes two magnets—both for the woofer and one for the dome tweeter—integrated on a single axis. The result: adroit high-power handling and sump- tuous sound. And Integra loudspeakers are rugged enough for use in any vehicle. Morel also offers separate woofers, tweeters, midranges and crossovers for your car. Please call or write for further details.

INTEGRA

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
44 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
(tel. (617) 277-5653, intel 650-2499755)

Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Postall Road, Maidenhead Ind. Estate, Taplow SL6 8ET England
(tel: (0473) 79122) Inter 5875017 Morel G

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B. P.O. Box 340. Nesh Zonra
70-438 Israel
SAT: 115 OR BY APPOINTMENT. OPEN: TUE, WED, FRI: 11-7, THURS: 11-8

Grado GSi, Harman/Kardon, Sony, Stax, Sumiko, Stiperphon, Thorp, Kyotera, Magnatone, Melos, MIT, Mission, Moxie, NEC, Nitty, Grandy, PRIDAC, Rotel, Shindo, Souther, Sota, Spendor, Stax, Sumiko, Superphono, Thorens, Vandersteen, Veritas, VR and many more models.

OPEN: TUE, WED, FRI: 11-7, THURS: 11-8 SAT: 11-5; OR BY APPOINTMENT.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO 116 WEST FOURTH STREET HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA (209) 582-0324

FOR SALE

ORDER TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465. ACOUSTAT + ALCHEMIST + AR + ARISTON + AUDIOQUEST + B & W + BOSE + BOSTON + GRACE + GRADO + HARMAN/KARDON + HAFER + HP + KVC + LEWIS + LIVEWIRE + MONSTER CABLE + NITTY GRITTY + PETTERSON + PREMIER + PREMIUM + SONY + SOTA + SPICA + STAR + STRAIGHTWIRE + SUPERPHON + THORENS + TALISMAN + VAN DEN HUL. CALL FOR LOW PRICES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISAC/M/AMEX.

PLANS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, AND KIT parts for home audio projects: Power amps, preamps, pre-preamplifiers, and loudspeakers. Send SASE for Information. Components, Box 33193, Decatur, GA 30033.

PREMIER TONEARMS & ACCESSORIES BY SUMIKO. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING AND PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISAC/M/AMEX.


FOR SALE


PS AUDIO: GOURMET SOUND. Savor their delicious, new products: AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201)646-8238, (201)730-2409.


REK-O-KUT TURNTABLE BELTS, State Model Type, send 11.65 to QPK, 1151 S. 7TH ST., SAN JOSE, CA 95112. 408-971-7977.

REVOX B225 CD PLAYER $595; NITTY HTMPS for NCP-11 $695; NITTY NCP-II was supply $1,595; SOUTHERN very new $250; PETERSON Emerald $2.40. 512-695-9763.


SIDERELKAP

NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC CAPACITOR WITH A WONDERFUL NAME, THE SIDERELKAP WAS DESIGNED FROM ITS INCEPTION TO BE THE FINEST SOUNDCAP CAPACITOR AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TOAST. FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707 OR WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AUSTRIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.

FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON REQUEST.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

STAX ELFS8I ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS, carefully maintained, never abused, excellent condition, $1650. 617-771-2400, 771-0445, ask for Andy.

SUMIKO "THE ARM," MINT! Includes extra counterweights, alignment protractor, Peterson Interconnects and 50 watt amp, $500 OBO. Electrocompaniet Preampwire 1A $1175. Electrocompaniet Ampliwire Signature $1175. 512-494-3511.


THORENS TURNTABLES, MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-222-3465 FOR ORDERING AND PRICES. WE CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO, (916) 345-1341. VISAC/M/AMEX.

LAHER, Semmhler, Sony, AKG, (Shure), Electro-Voice, Audio-Technica, Beyer, Bose, etc. Portable Recorders, Microphones, Mixers, Line, A/V, Carpenter (GHP), P.O. Box 1321, Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821.

UPDATES AND MODIFICATIONS FOR DB SYSTEMS electronics. Annual one week summer-camp programs for preamplifiers (now DB-18), pre-preamplifiers (DB-48) and power amplifiers (DB-64). Reasonable cost, warranty extensions. Send serial number(s) for complete Information. DB SYSTEMS, Ridge, N.J. 07846. (603) 899-5121.

Truth and Nothing But...

If you're the kind of human being who can't live without music, then you ought to know about The Absolute Sound, the journal of High End audio. It takes home music systems utterly seriously and uses the real thing—unamplified music in a real space—as the ultimate standard against which to judge audio components and recordings. Its writers tell the truth, without fear or favor, in a magazine where cussed independence is still the style.

Issue 42 Is Out

HP, in this, our Special Music Issue, ruminates nostalgically about a few of his favorite recordings, discovers a one-hundred pound, solid-state preamp that, at $7200, is putting the heat on its vacuum-tubed state preamp that, at $7200, is putting the heat on its vacuum-tubed preamp. (Now DB-18), pre-preamplifiers (DB-48) and power amplifiers (DB-64). Reasonable cost, warranty extensions. Send serial number(s) for complete Information. DB SYSTEMS, Ridge, N.J. 07846. (603) 899-5121.

The Search Ends Here

To subscribe (six issues), send $33 ($55 in US funds for readers outside North America). You can also call our business office at (516) 671-6342 and order The Absolute Sound with your Visa, Mastercard, or American Express. To sample a single issue, send us your check for $7.50.
FOR SALE

START WITH SEPARATES
SYSTEM 1
(UNDER $2700)

Turntable: Linn Sondek LP-12
Tonearm-Cartridge: Linn Basik
Preamp: Adcom GFC-1E
Tuner: Adcom GFT-1-A
Amplifier: Adcom GFA-2
Speakers: Snell Type E II
Compact Disc Player: Adcom GCD-300
SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere

LOUDSPEAKERS

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED sterers. We BUY and SELL by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 587A Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 633-0071.

ABSOLUTELY REAL
"Leading edge" best describes the technology and quality of the GOLD 3.0. Drivers and complete systems. Audio Concepts, your ribbon headquarters. Free brochure. GOLD 3.0 manual $10. 1631 California St., LaCrosse WI. 54603. 608-781-2110

ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiophile speaker kit for home, car, subwoofer & pro. JBL, AUDAX, SEAS, polypropylene drivers & crossovers. $2 Gold Sound, Box 141A, Englewood, CO 80151.


ATTENTION: SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS WANTED. Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207 (303) 399-8609

ATTENTION: SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS WANTED. Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207 (303) 399-8609

ADVANCED COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES—PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. All products covered by MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

CINAUDOGRAPH Theatre Speaker from late 1920s. electrodynamic, mounted in utility triangular corner horn by Altec for early Model 604. Free to good home; you pay freight. (201) 735-5817 J. Hanger.

DEMONSTRATORS WITH WARRANTY—Acoustat model one $980; Acoustat one + one $1190; Beveridge system V $2080; Beveridge ZSW-2 $900; ITC Model one $505; JSE model one $680; Sidereal Acoustic IV $800; Stax ESL-FBT $1600; Trad system 70 $250.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT. 7805 Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305. 312-771-4660. MC VISA. Auditions by appointment—shopping & export facilities

FRIED LOUDSPEAKERS: LEGENDARY, FANTASTIC. Audition all models at AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201)464-8238, (201)730-2409.

GUSS SPEAKERS
From $3000 For a copy of review ("The loudspeaker equivalent of the Holy Grail") and demonstration at our Madison Avenue showroom, call (212) 888-3339.

MOVING, LEGENDARY SOUND.

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER WIRE
ASK YOUR DEALER OR CALL FOR DIRECT SALE

KIMBER KABLE
2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530

ORIGIAL MASTER RECORDINGS

MOVING, LEGENDARY SOUND.

CALL FOR A COPY OF REVIEW "THE LOUDSPEAKER EQUIVALENT OF THE HOLY GRAIL" AND DEMONSTRATION AT OUR MADISON AVENUE SHOWROOM, CALL (212) 888-3339.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

A Sampling of Original Master Recording Compact Discs Now Available:

For more information, or a copy of our notebook containing the name of the store near you that carries ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS, please write Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, 1650 N. Rosemary, Santa Ana, CA 92701. Or call (800) 425-5769 (in California) (714) 778-4344.

AUDIOPHILE SPEAKERS

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB'S ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS Compact Discs are created from the recording artist's original analog mastering tape. A proprietary master transfer process allows for the total recovery of this original analog information in the digital format. The high fidelity results, when played through your own stereo/CD system, are stunning. There are Original Master Recording Compact Discs for every audiophile including such artists as Joe Cocker, Fleetwood Mac, Aretha Franklin, Jimmy Smith, Wes Montgomery, Stan Getz, Dizzy Gillespie, Louis Armstrong & Duke Ellington, The Blind Boys of Alabama, The Cincinnati Symphony, and many more.

A Sampling of Original Master Recording Compact Discs Now Available:

FOR SALE

A Sampling of Original Master Recording Compact Discs Now Available:

For more information, or a copy of our notebook containing the name of the store near you that carries ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS, please write Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, 1650 N. Rosemary, Santa Ana, CA 92701. Or call (800) 425-5769 (in California) (714) 778-4344.

AUDIOPHILE SPEAKERS
AudioQuest Solves The Energy Crisis!

AudioQuest is a company that specializes in providing solutions to improve audio performance. They offer a range of products and services aimed at eliminating energy waste and unwanted vibration, enhancing sound quality.

Some of the products and services they offer include:
- **Sorbothane**: An amazing material that is like a black hole for unwanted vibration.
- **Sorbothane Record Mat**: A product that helps decouple records during playback.
- **Sorbothane Isofeet**: Used for unwanted vibration from speakers.
- **Sorbothane Self Adhesive Sheets**: Designed to provide a layer of isolation between components.
- **Sorbothane Vacuum Tube Dampers**: Helps in damping vibrations from vacuum tubes.

AudioQuest offers various solutions to improve the audio experience, making it a go-to company for audiophiles looking to enhance their audio systems.
LINE DRIVE

Less Signal Processing = More Natural Music

LINE DRIVE—a system control center designed specifically for your line level components: CD players, tape decks, tuners, VCR audio.

LINE DRIVE—the flexibility of a preamplifier without the inherent colorations. Compare it with the best preamplifier you can find and be thrilled with how clean and accurate the LINE Drive sounds.


COMPACT DISCS

NEW! A UNIQUE CD PROGRAMMING SYSTEM TO EVALUATE YOUR CD's. DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS AND MANY EXAMPLES MAKE THIS FUN AND EASY. 140 CUSTOMIZED LABELS INCLUDED...AT LAST, YOU CAN PROGRAM THE EXACT MUSIC YOU WANT TO LISTEN TO! ONLY $4.95 CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX. THE CD PROGRAM, 12591 HARBOR BLVD, SUITE 311, GARDEN GROVE, CALIFORNIA 92640.

FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC! MUSIC! MUSIC!

We proudly introduce

A NEW THIEL LOUDSPEAKER

The CS1 (only $950 per pair)

CS = Coherent Source = A Thiel Trademark

We believe the enjoyment of music can be one of life's most rewarding pleasures. We also believe there is no substitute for true, lasting QUALITY. Maybe that's why our customers almost NEVER sell or trade equipment purchased from us: When everything is correct, the equipment fades into the background, and the MUSIC captures the center stage. Our competence and our dedication are recognized by the very special manufacturers who have selected us to be their EXCLUSIVE downstate New York representative. Visit us soon, and discover why so many of our customers have become our friends.

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY • BABYLON, NEW YORK 11704 • (516) 661-3355
• FOUR SPACIOUS DEMO ROOMS • • • NOW OPEN SUNDAYS (CLOSED SUNDAYS DURING SUMMER MONTHS)

The View Is Best From The Summit Close Your Eyes and Listen

WIREMUSIC TO YOUR EARS

• Free Catalog of CD's
• Same day shipping if you order before 12 noon EDT.
• 11th Discount per disc on orders of 10 or more
• 12th Discount for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.

Check Our Low Price!!

BRYSTON.
DENON ENERGY.
GRADO I.T.C.
KLYNE MARIAH.
MERIDIAN M & K.
N.A.D. ORACLE.
SHION SOTA.
SONOGRAFIE.
THIEL THORENS.

AudioVisions
COMPACT DISCS

3,000 plus titles in stock. Free catalog plus monthly updates.
Oz Records, 5246A Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083. (404) 292-5452.

DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORDINGS: Real Time Dupli-
cated Reels (2/4 track, Dolby B/C, Type-X), Cass-
ettes, Pcm Digital Cassettes, and Beta HiFi Audio from Master Tapes. We also sell CD's. Send $1.00 for Catalog and Newsletter. Direct-to-Tape Recording, 14-R Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

SECOND ISSUE OF THE CD CRITIC! SUMMER ISSUE. Over 65 CD Reviews! Bigger and Better Than Ever! Only $3.95! The CD Critic: P.O. Box 3426, Hunting- ton Beach, CA. 92650.

RECORDS

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES, REPLACEMENT JACkETS, VARIOUS SLEEVEs, MULTIPLE BOXES, 78 RPM SLEEVEs, LASER DISC CASES, CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212, ROOM 661, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43201. MC/VISA/AMERICAN EXPRESS. By phone (614) 399-5479.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

FLAMBÉAGED By COMPACT DISCS? Before you banish your record-player compare AUDIOPHILE albums from MOBILE FIDELITY, SHEFFIELD LAB, NAUTILUS and prepare for another unusual SOUND ADVICE (816) 361-2713. Some BEATLES Collections, many OUT-OF-PRINTS available. UHORS. Sale prices.


OUT-OF-PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY over 60 titles from $9. Also UHOR's, Super Dicks, Direct-to-Discs. Running out of titles fast! Chad, (913) 825-8609. 213 South 2nd, Salina, KS 67401.

LISTEN to our COMPACT DISC MAIL ORDER Se- rvice! Call us.

McIntosh, Marantz Tube and MCINTOSH S.S. Equipment, Thorens, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc. Call us TODAY! You can't lose. Michael Robert, 120 Atlanta Place, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228. (412) 341-1666.

WOLLENsak 8.080 or 8.075 8-track cartridge recorder, with little use. Will pay $150. John. P.O. Box 34773, Los Angeles, CA 90034. 213-202-8648.

TEST RECORDS

SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING, FROM CBS TECHNOLOGY CENTER, is a high-precision test record for the novice. Set up your hi-fi system and tune it to the specific acoustics of your listening room. Make certain your equipment functions properly. Includes 16-page booklet. Temple City, CA 91780. (818) 286-9122, evenings and weekends.

WILL PAY $500 for your prewar radios for TOP CASH. Also will pay any reasonable price for McIntosh MC 3500 or MC 350 for personal use. 313-229-0803. Edward Tatnall Canby which shows you how to banish your record-player. AUDIO TEST RECORDS. Edward Tatnall Canby which shows you how to improve your hi-fi system and tune it to the specific acoustics of your listening room. Make certain your equipment functions properly. Includes 16-page booklet. Temple City, CA 91780. (818) 286-9122, evenings and weekends.

Audio Video Car Stereo

Lowest Prices on All Major Brands of Audio, Video & Car Stereo FULLY WARRANTED GET IT FREE! Free Delivery Anywhere in the U.S. Major Credit Cards Accepted.

The SOUND Approach

6067 Jericho Tpk., Commack, NY 11725

Call Us *(516) 499-7680
TEST RECORDS

TEST RECORDS FROM
CBS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
STR 100 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in-
cludes sweep frequency with sync for recorder; spot fre-
cuency; separation; compliance; vertical- and laterat-
tering; tonearm resonance, and more. $10 each.
STR 112 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in-
cludes square wave, graduated-tracking, and IM bands.
$15 each.
STR 120 PHONO CARTRIDGE TEST RECORD, in-
cludes ultrasonic test tones, high-level low-frequency glide
tones, standard-level and silent bands, and can be used
with a graphic level recorder. $15 each.
STR 130 RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD,
provides accurate means of calibrating professional
recording equipment. Can be used with a graphic level
recorder or, without automatic equipment, with the spot
frequency bands. $15 each.
STR 140 PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD, is
designed for acoustic testing of loudspeakers in ordi-
ary rooms and whole systems, and for psychoacoustic tests.
Includes spot frequency tones with voice announce-
ments and glide-tones in 1/3 octave bands from 30 Hz to 15
kHz synced for a graphic recorder. $15.

SGT 1100 QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD, the stan-
dard test disc for SQ decoding adjustment, has test bands
for pickup measurements, setup of decoders, channel
identification and balance. $15 each.
Payment must accompany order and be either a check
or money order in U.S. funds. Allow four to six weeks for
delivery.

STR 100 Stereo Frequency Record $10
STR 112 Square Wave, Tracking and IM Disc $15
STR 120 Wide Range Disc $15
STR 130 RIAA Frequency Response Disc $15
STR 140 Pink Noise Disc $15

AUDIO TEST RECORDS, P.O. Box 182101, Dept. 406,
Cincinnati, OH 45218

SERVICES

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731, (626)
446-5345.

OVERSEAS VIDEOTAPES CONVERTED AMERICAN,
VIDEO 8, 8MM, and videocassettes for home and profes-
sional use. Monitors discounted. Toll Free 1-800-626-8776.
APPLE AUDIO, 74-18 37th Avenue, Jackson
VICEVERSA. Two system videorecorders. Televisions.
OVERSEAS VIDEOTAPES CONVERTED AMERICAN, 120 PHONO CARTRIDGE RECORD $10
446-5346.

SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

COMPUTERS PC/XT AND AT COMPATIBLES: High
Quality, Low Prices. Assembled. Kits. Monitors, Printers,
COMPUTERS PC XT AND AT COMPATIBLES: High
Heights. New York, 11372. 507-5800. APPLE AUDIO, 74-18 37th Avenue, Jackson

MAIL ORDER

ABARGAIN: TECHNICS STYLUS GUAGE $55
205CMK4 $175, 100CMK4 $335. EPAX50 $275, EPA250
$269. PRO-LAMBDAB $85, SRIW-1 $259, SGMGA $199,
LAMBDAB $165, SRD9 $68, SRDX $99; 7977 $719, 7130 $199. DL04 $245;
DYNACON 255MR, 1685, 1705MR $335, 2589 $159,
KOETSU BLACK $479, ROEWOOD $599, FR640 $259,
FR116 $799, FR116KOF $59, FR-LACROS $225; SIGNET TK50
$199; HITACHI INTERCON 3 $199, NAMIKI DIRECT FNP
$55; MFG STYLUS REPLCMT, 22RS/1MR $165, 103D
$119; QUAD ESL MINT $550; DALSFORD DRIVER
D50 NEW $38. SEND SASE FOR LIST. BOX 6312,
11106. SHIP COD; ALL UNUSED. ALL DAY
(212)619-2888: (305)487-1048: EYE ONLY (718)366-
0360.

ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE IN YOUR SYSTEM

Before You Buy!

• Time Delay
• Equalization
• Crossovers
• Noise Reduction

Don't have regrets about paying too much for a
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll
show you why we're better. In live presentations and
demos, we'll help you to determine which components
you need and which are compatible. Written and
oral presentations to industry/exhibition at national innovation
exhibition at our factory.

THE LOWEST LOUDSPEAKER DISTORTION

Some of the basic information here is hot.

Our Factory Direct

The VMPS Super Tower IIa/R is a very large floor-
standing, ultra-low distortion, high efficiency
speaker system designed for audiophiles seeking
high output levels and dynamic range, extremely
low levels of coloration, and the most extended
response.

This month, items selected from the wide range of QED accessories are the Two-Way Headphone/Speaker Switch (UHSS2) and 4-Way Speaker Switching Unit (UHSS4).

If we can assist you through Research and Development' Free Kit-
NEW IDEA? American Patent in Washington, D.C. will
offer it to you at a lower price. Call or write for a
presentation to industry.exhibition at national innovation
exhibition at our factory.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. Itone Audio
3412 Enc Cts El Sobranite Ca 94803
(415) 234-8276

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio, Boston. The Long Ear
Hear them at the dealers listed below, in our exhibit
suite at Summer CES (Americana Hotel #43), or write for brochures and test reports. Prices
include free shipping in USA and kits are supplied with fully assembled cabinets.
America's largest dealers in high end used stereo. We buy and sell by phone. Stereo Exchange 6674 Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St (opposite Tower Records), NYC 10025, (212) 305-1111 and (800) 833-0271.


J.S. Audio offers an extensive product selection of home audio, car stereo, electronics and the new digital disc players at extremely competitive prices. We provide six years of audio sales experience, candid, honest advice and full warranty on all products we sell. For pricing and stock information call: 206-480-3232 or write to: J.S. Audio, One Childress Court, Laurel, MD 20707. We honor Visa/MC and COD. Monday—Friday 11AM-7PM, Saturday 11AM-4PM.


Yamaha: R9 $699, R8 $529, R7 $419, R10 $549, R5 $599, R9 $199, GG60 $299, CDD3 $349, CDD10 $649, DKT synthesizer $1599.

Nakamichi: RX202 $559, BX300 $599, RX505 $599, Dragon S1499, CMS 5 $799, CMS 7 $1099.


Listen to the Music!

High Gain-Low Noise-Great Sound

GK-1
A Vacuum tube preamp priced under $1200. Call or write for information:

723 Bound Brook Rd. Dunellen NJ 08812
(201) 929-2613

Ad Index
"Light my Lucky."

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

Lights: 8 mg. "tar", 0.7 mg nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC method.
From the corner of Zeff Advanced Products Co. come two healthy new performers, the M-80 and S-80 auto amplifiers.

The M-80 is a subwoofer amplifier delivering an unyielding 80 watts of power. An integral phase-accurate electronic crossover provides a stereo high pass output. The low distortion and brute output drive potential of this amplifier reproduces the most demanding bass passages into even 2 ohm loads with ease and precision.

The S-80 is an 80 watt stereo amplifier which can be used as stand-alone or in conjunction with the M-80 as a 160 watt bi-amplified system. High current capabilities and ultra fast circuitry result in clean, fast transience, making this amplifier a perfect medium-power choice for use with today’s and tomorrow’s music sources.

Having remained at the forefront of technology, Zeff Advanced Products has provided the audio performance standard for over ten years. From this background our new amplifiers join a line of proven, high quality audio components made entirely in the U.S.A., including our Parametric EQ/electronic crossover (THD < .004%, S/N > 102dB) and our 200 watt power amplifier (THD < .003%, slew rate > 50V/µS).

For a full line brochure or technical support write or call (209) 577-4268. In California call toll free: 1 (800) 25-POWER.

For power, performance, quality and reliability...it’s ZAPCO... by unanimous decision!